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SUftlMJ <* UBO« STATIST** 
A U G U S T , 1913 wa!!!D. . N o . 8 
I ' LIPSHITZ PRESS, 49-51 LAFAYETTE ST.. N. Y. 
O F F I C I A L N O T I C E S 
R E G A R D I N G T R A N S F E R S 
i. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word, "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer i-ue to 
the member a new dues book am! -jon't 
paste the dues stamps into his oM can-
celled book. 
T e l e p h o n e O r chn r t I I5U7 
B. BENOWITZ 
nrcsH;\EK AXI> TAII.OK 
UNITE'0 J^^JNT I 
M*o«_ro o 
M A K E US I 'HOVK n 
W e c lo lm Hint mir 
rlotPr* lit %bv l>»-»I 
A Tr ln l Wil l I n n i l m r 
SUITS MADE TO ORDER 
F n i m 918.00 I'p 
2 2 RIVINGTON STREET, N. Y. 
If you %vunt to enjoy your varatioii this summer in the ('ut.skill Mountain-
Wrile at once to 
SCHINDLER'S PRAIRIE HOUSE 
BOX NO. 1 i,r/o\, sir. co., v. v 
The House is Situated on High Ground With Elegant SUI-I-OUIHIIIIKS Lni'u< 
I Irani iiwl a ml Airy lioouis, with all the latest Sanitary Improvements 
ALSO ii.vnuxt;, FISHING AND ALL OTIIKR AMUSEMENTS 
Milk. Butler, Eggs and ail Vegetables Front Our Own Farm 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
Take (he Ontario & Wrstern Knilroa<t -it Cortland or Forty-second St. Frrric^ 
Local anil Lung l)i«tsncr TcU'|*' ,0n i ' 
.WORKERS UNION 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what it* name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
Alt shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT A N D SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 S u m m e r Street, Boston, Mass. 
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Cleveland Cloak Manufacturers' "Mighty Mean 
Partner" Exposed in the Lubin Case 
A N a t i o n a l S e r v i c e R e n d e r e d b y I. L . G . W . U . 
By A M A N D A G R E G O R Y 
The conviction and sentence lo jail in Cleve-
land, Ohio, of Mor r i s Lubin, " W a l k i n g Dele-
gate" fur the Cloak Manufac tu re r s ' Assoeia-
'nm, is the event of the year in I-abor's court 
"umiphs . 
Second in importance only t'> the Mulhall 
• \]>"»M!res was the expose, dur ing Lubin 's trial , 
• i the conspiracy between the cloak manu-
facturers and their "Mighty Mean Par tner ," 
die H u m s ' Agency, to discredit the Cloak 
Makers' Union and thus break the s tr ike of 
ihe •mimi t r of 1911. In ferret ing out and 
akin)- public all the deviously winding rami-
inations of th is conspiracy, Vice-President 
1 -it and the aGlc at torney for the h i lc rna-
• nial Ladies ' Garment W o r k e r s ' Union have 
;"Tfor,med a g rea t public service and have 
w u t c n into the cour t records of Ohio a story 
nparalltled in I-abor's cour t his tory in that 
• any o the r Sta te . T h e tables were com-
•I'-tely turned on the m a n u f a c t u r e r ' through 
>e very spy they chose for t]^e purpose of 
{
'--iroving the Union They , instead of the 
' "ion officials, have been convicted as acces-
ries before the facts, of mans laughter The 
Mates At to rney has charged them with rc-
• •ttsibility for these crimes and the judge has 
• 'nounced them guilty. 
Here is the infamous s t o r y ; 
' ' " r ing the genera! s tr ike of Cleveland cloak 
i
*ers in the summer of 1911, a pale, shifty-
d s t ranger succeeded in deceiving a mem-
' "f the Picket Commit tee , Mr. Fusfeld. 
•• M i c v i n g that he was a loyal union str ik-
' He was, in fact, a non-union c u t t e r ) . 
Inveigling l-'usfcld into introducing him to 
the cha i rman of the Picket Committee, lie 
soon wound his way into (he very centre of 
their activities. Almost from the first he 
insisted that their methods were " loo lady-
like"—"too peaceful." (inadually he worked 
upon the susceptibilities of sonic of the 
younger member* of the committee who had 
recently come over from revolutionary Russia, 
l ie inflamed the imaginations of these mere 
boys by revolut ionary speeches and soon 
formed a sort of secret circle within the circle 
of the regular Picket Commit tee . Al though 
never elected chairman of this group, he led 
all their activities and was idoli/cd by them 
as their brave general in the war against 
tyranny and oppression. 
This brave hero was collecting $7<xj per 
week -irikc benefit and little did his \outhful 
followers >u>peet that at the same tune he 
was collecting spy money from Secretary 
l-rankel of the Cloak Manufac turers ' Associa-
tion ami from the 1'urns Detective Agency 
Si0.00 per day ami expenses. 
Some of the youths remarked from time 
\" t ime upon the Grange coincidence that in 
almost every instance their." plots were dis-
covered by the manufacturers—but never a 
shade of suspicion was thrown upon the mis-
erable cur who was corrupt ing them and be-
traying (he very plots he himself worked up. 
He commanded bis little group of young revo-
lutionists and they obeyed, l iver Inilder and 
bolder he grew, planning expedi t ions in the 
dead of night to tli-row tar on the out sides 
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of houses of scabs, to invade and "wreck" 
ihc interiors of the homes of others. "Knemics 
of the people/' he called them! "On for 
justice and liberty!" was his cry. "Down 
with tyrants!" and the poor, deluded and 
corrupted boys followed like the brave soldiers 
they imagined themselves. Lubin next began 
distributing lead pipe blackjacks and revolvers 
freely—"to scare them" at first he explained. 
Later he led a raid on a train bringing "strike-
breakers'" into town. Shots were fired into 
the top of the cars and general pandemonium 
ensued. Several strikebreakers and members 
of the "Picket Committee" were hurt. Grow-
ing too reckless after this melee, one day Lubin 
proposed putting dynamite under the hotel of 
strikebreakers "to scare them." lie was 
promptly rebuked and lectured severely for 
ibis "freak." Such a set-back miM have been 
a sore disappointment to that king of sleuths, 
Burns, who had made his boasts of landing the 
"men higher up"! 
Finally the crisis of this conspiracy was 
reached in an attack upon a scab named 
Morris Gelbman on the stairway of the head-
quarters of the Picket Committee. This at-
tack hud been carefully prepared In Lubin 
and the weapons used were furnished from 
Lubin's home by Lubln's wife the night before. 
It was Lubin's plot which landed Gelbman in 
the hospital, where he subsequently died on 
August Oth. Now here was something worth 
reporting, something which would satisfy even 
Burns as "the real goods." And the "con-
spirators at once started rumors to incrim-
inate members of the Picket Committee for 
this dastardly deed. 
By dint of such and similar methods of 
warfare the manufacturers won the strike. 
The suffering thousands of defeated cloak 
makers returned to their shops or were black-
listed out of their homes and their city to 
seek work in other cities where the wheels of 
industry "grind the faces of the poor." Suc-
cess was it, Mr. Burns, Mr. Frankcl, Mr. 
Lubin? Ask the haggard tailors struggling to 
feed their babies, to educate their little girls 
and boys. Ask the hollow-eyed, bent-backed 
women who stitch, stitch, stitch, in poverty, 
hunger and shame. Ask the fair young maid-
ens who daily fight with foremen and supcr-
intendants for a living wage and their honor. 
Success? Such a victory is nothing to boast 
of, gentlemen! 
The strike was lost. But the story did not 
end there. 
It will be remembered by readers of this 
journal that in October following the • > 
recorded above, the International decided • 
appeal to the public of Ohio ami neiglibin 
States to enlist their support for the in< 
ment to improve conditions, for Clew-la 
workers. Miss Gertrude Barnum was in.. 
chairman of this "Publicity Committee"' 
she was assisted by the Misses McGinty, V -A 
man, Krial and a half dozen other locul 
national organizers. After launching sewi.i' 
committees on trips in various dire.-i-n-
Misses Krial and Barnutu began their 
campaign at Ashtabula and worked ih< •• 
way through numerous cities of eastern ,n 
central Ohio and western Pennsylvania Their 
method was to enlist the public to denni*' 
cloaks and suits manufactured by firms \\hi«" 
had granted fair conditions to their empl.-M« -
From the first day the public respoiw u >-
cordial and effective. The ladies spoke ffiu 
pulpits, university rostrums and the platf"t n» 
of Trade Unions, women's clubs, socialM a-nl 
suffrage societies, teachers' federation-*, i • 
etc., etc., and enlisted the aid of even ' 
ganized body in each town. Newspapers, la1' -
journals, ministerial conferences, ehurclii -. 
colleges and all other agencies of puhlinh 
gave liberal support to the work of the nun 
mittee. All this reached the car* ot :'•< 
Cleveland manufacturers in short order. \i"l 
at this juncture re-entered upon the MUH 
Mr. Morris Lubin, the Burns bloodhound 
One day as Miss Krial was hastening i-
meet Miss Barnum in Erie, Pa., she wa> •• 
costcd upon the street by a sleek person -h. 
remembered vaguely as one of the Oeu'laud 
strikers, lie told her he was trying to maki 
a living for himself and his wife and ha • 
"selling jewelry." Miss Krial's sympatic 
were aroused and she received the wretch 
kindly and introduced him to Miss Barnum 
as a loyal Union man and fellow-stiff-ret 
during the strike. Privately Miss Krial ex-
pressed a dislike for Lubin, which was *:• in •: 
by Miss Barnum, but they agreed that 
cause of his misfortunes they must be (•••nri 
eous to him. This proved a distasteful 
for in every town visited by them, he I-* i 
turning up, until it became a nuisance 
one occasion he boasted at a hotel table • 
the violent part he had played during ilu1 
strike and seemed much disappointed when 
his hearers failed - to praise him U r hi-
heroism. In the light of later dewH'snents. 
it is now plain that he had witnesses at thai 
table ready to substantiate his claim that tin 
organizers of the International favored vio 
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< me in strikes. In one town an acquaintance 
r Lubin made very impertinent advances 
• ward Miss Krial, begged for her photograph 
and tried to take various liberties with her. 
Hut the young lady sent him about his busi-
ness with stinging scarcasm. The failure of 
this effort to "get something" on Miss Krial 
must have been disappointing to the eagerly 
waiting ears on the long distance telephone 
from Cleveland Another game of the "jewelry 
salesman" was a play to prove that the Pub-
licity Committee was engaged in an illegal 
[xiynitt campaign. But although Luhin -.it 
through long niectings, no doubt having other 
spies present also, he never heard a word 
said by the committee which was not strictly 
"within the law." Strange and very dressy 
ladies of uncertain manners kept appearing 
at women's club meetings and asking to be 
allowed to come in to hear the Publicity Com-
mittee's speeches—always with the same dis-
appointing absence of boycott talk to report 
in their employers, the sleuths. 
As proof that Luhin and his bosses would 
slop at nothing, we will close this part of 
the story by citing the following infamous 
incident selected from many samples of their 
Miakc-in-the-grass methods. 
On one occasion Miss Rarnum was hooked 
in address the Youngstown Central federated 
L'nion after its regular business meeting. 
finding that she was going to be detained 
ton late to return that night to Warren, wlierc 
she was boarding at the time, she asked Luhin, 
who sat beside her, to go out and find a rc-
*pectable boarding place in Young&lown and 
engage a room for her. This was at about 
10 o'clock in the evening, and presently Luhin 
returned and reported that he had done as 
>he asked. After the meeting Lubin accom-
panied her to what turned out to he a small 
h'»tel. He explained that he had been unable 
'" fnid a boarding place, buf'this was a very 
'!"iet family hotel of good standing. Miss 
1'arnum thanked him and bade him good night 
•it the door. She registered and started up 
to her room, but had morintcd only a few 
steps when to her left swinginJfMoors opened, 
•inclosing a saloon full of noisy men and 
'M'men. < The bellboy explained that the saloon 
was quite separate from the hotel ami that 
"eryihing was perfectly all right. It was 
'" arly midnight and impossible to go in 
^arch of
 a boarding place at that hour. There 
6
 no alternative but to remain over night. 
•'xt morning when a slovenly maid was 
' ""1 whether ladies stayed in this hotel she 
winked one eye and jerked one "Depends on 
what kind of ladies you mean" M i " Harnnm 
took the earliest possible train back to Warren. 
Later, when she heard of Ltibiu's treachery, 
she was convinced that he had wished to he 
able to report that she stripped at questionable 
hotels. Very soon after this event Luhin de-
serted "'the jewelry business." 
Perhaps the most dramatic chapter in this 
tragic drama was the scene in the courtroom 
which was the setting for a luting wind up 
of the career of Morris Lubin. the traitor. 
This scoundrel was able to secure for his 
defence the services of the best legal talent, 
including choice of former Appellate Judge 
Charles A. Niman. former Common Pleas 
Judge H. B. Chapman, cx-t'oiu-rcssman Paid 
I lowland and Attorney Sigmund Deuleli. Some 
one must have paid these attorneys. <Juccr> : 
Who? 
Arrayed against ibis powerful gi'Mip and 
their mysteriously absent allies were all tin-
powers of truth and fair pl.iy wielded In 
State's Attorney Samuel Doerfler and 1'. J. 
Mulligan, supported with indefatigable /cat 
and ability by Attorney Lewis A. Km/ and 
Vice-President Israel Felt of the hiteniatiori.il 
Judge Willis Vickery, a fair minded and 
courageous jurist, presided in the ca«c\ 
The culprit's lawyers allowed him In claim 
that the whole case was a "frame-up" ami to 
endeavor to prove an alibi. Luhin, quite 
debonair at the start nf the proceedings 
claimed that he knew nothing <>f the assault 
on Celbman until his wife woke him from 
sleep and told him someone was hurt. Alas 
for Luhin! His wife's story did not tally 
with his and all the other trumped Up evidence 
was io contradictory thai at length 'he wholr 
fabric of his tremble.1 about bis head Now 
his demeanor changed. All spirit left him 
and bis figure crouched like thai of a whipped 
cur. 
The courtroom was crowd.d Among the 
most'intent listeners were y i m g girl garm«'it 
workers, former striker- A- their unwilling 
ears caught the evidence that this man, paid 
by their hard-earned pennies, trusted as a 
Faithful fellow-striker, had betrayed them and 
brought them down to defeat, the remem-
brance of those six months' struggling, striv-
ing, starving, was brought back to them, 
-harp'-iii-d with the pain of ibi* new revrlation 
Their faces were filled with anguish. Oil'-
young girl M.hbed aloud. 
CJelbman's widow, on the Mand, wai «*rar« e 
ly able to peak for weeping, and when hi 
r> 
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sank hack into her seat, she was confronted 
by a half dozen of the betrayed strikers who 
pointed out the traitor Lubin as the cause 
of her widowhood. The eyes of the judge 
filled with tears at this sight of grief com-
forting grief. 
Because the Assistant Coroner testified that 
be was unable to decide whether Gelbman's 
death resulted from the beating or from the 
subsequent operation in the hospital, the jury 
brought in a verdict of assault and battery. 
However, Judge Vickcry expressed the con-
viction of all unprejudiced persons when, in 
pronouncing sentence, he said in effect: 
"After hearing the testinjony I w.i-
fied the jury could return no verdict hir 
slaughter. I am sorry the juror- u. 
lenient. I am satisfied you, Lubin. u 
the employ of the manufacturers aim-..-
the start of the strike. You cerlainK :, 
no credit for drawing pay from nianui 
ers and strikers at the same time. I 
conscientiously give you less than tl-
sentence and I say frankly that I am -
cannot give you a sentence more seui 
Thereupon he pronounced the limit -
for assault, six months in the w< >rk 
$200.00 and costs. 
Detective W. J. Burns and Cleveland Cloak 
Manufacturers' Association's Fiasco 
A Despicable Union Spy Sentenced 
By LOUIS A. KATZ 
(Attorney for tin- CloakmakerM* I nlon.t 
".Morris Lubin, you have heeii_ found 
guilty by tlie jury for committing the as-
sault upon Morris Gelbman on July 27th, 
1911, as a result of which he died. You 
have had a fair and impartial trial and I 
am satisfied that the evidence showed 
conclusively that you were in the employ 
of the Cloak Manufacturers* Association 
from the commencement of the strike and 
received pav from them while at the same 
time you were drawing Seven ($7.00) Dol-
lars a week strike benefit from the Utvon. 
and that you were there for the purpose 
of inciting, instigating and provoking vio-
lence so that you might in a measure dis-
credit and reflect upon the Union, thereby 
defeating the aims and objects of the 
strike, involving the six thousand men and 
women. I know of but two characters in 
history that you can be compared with, 
and they are Judas Iscariot and Benedict 
Arnold. I regret very much that the 
jury could not see its way to return 
a verdict against you oi manslaughter, so 
that you would be subject to a more severe 
punishment. Your conduct stamps you 
as l^eing a miserable and despicable human 
being, and you should l»e so considered, for 
society detests such ereatures as vou." 
With these words in substance, Jinl^r V\ 
Vickcry, Cuyahoga County Common i'l 
Court in Cleveland, Ohio, passed scnirinv 11] 
one of the most villanous traitor* lln1 * 
stood before the bar of justice in our c.-ni" 
At the outset of his trial, whuli • 
Wednesday. June l8thv 1913, Morn- l.nhr 
in court with a high spirit, indifferent :•- ••-. 
fate awaited him, wearing a cynical -oni'i 
rather gloated over his temporary n••' 
He assumed an attitude of confident 
only in egotism and "braggadocia." I" h> 
himself safe and secure from punislunt-r. 
had he not sitting behind him a> able 
paid, no doubt, as large fees as grr.it uuhr 
could command—an ex-Congressman, • \ 
cuit court judge, and an ex-common \ 
judge, presumably furnished by theC'lo.ik 
1) factor ers' Association, ami piwsihl? " " 
aid of the Bums* Detective Agcno ? I' < 
spirit and demeanor of Morris Lubin ua* *' 
lived, for immediately after the jury ».r 
lected, impannelled and sworn, witue*-
witness came to the witness stand >" 
order and told of Lubin's duplicity, nu 
tions, treachery and all-around role • 
vocateur" to his fellow workiitgnien and * 
cnf who, during the Cleveland strike 1 
summer of IOIJ, lasting twenty-two «• ' 
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A\ rebelled against the oppression, dis-
:nation and poor working conditions of 
i employers, the Cloak Manufacturers of 
. . land. As every witness wa> forging the 
* in the chain of evidence tighter and 
:er around his vil lainous heart and char-
. r of rascality, it was visible to atl who 
i!<| see Lubin that be was becoming nervous 
i worried. Mis face became pale and Mckly 
iking. His hear t must have sunk deeper 
! deeper as the able prosecuting attorney 
Iwed the evidence of the State and vividlv 
nireil Lubin in t h e true light that the evi-
nce disclosed. W h e n the jury brought in a 
rdict of guilty, he fell in a dead faint and 
. tically collapsed. 
He now funis himself s tamped as a criminal 
I a villain, for ever disgraced before the 
•rid and forsaken by all honest people, In 
l"ii stripes doing t ime at hard labor. He 
- sufficient t ime now to think of the des-
able manner in which he sold his sold and 
welfare of six thousand working men and 
men. l i e admit ted himself that he received 
n ($10.00) Dollars per day and expenses 
•in the Cloak Manufac tu re r s ' Association 
r his damnable acts, receiving at the same 
nc ?7.oo per week str ike benefit from the 
l.'uiiin treasury, a sufficient inducement for»his 
nipi soul t"> do this dirty work for his 
-scs. His conscience must have been suf-
lently steeled, knowing full well that that 
* oo was like blood money, f o r t h e strike bene 
' received by the Cleveland str ikers was 
"' e money that the working men and women 
ntrihuted from their meagre wages, .while 
'king at their t rade , and every dollar thus 
•uributcd meant that some worker some-
«lnre* was stunting himself and family. 
"I managed, planned and directed all the 
violence dur ing the general strike of cloak 
makers in Cleveland in IQM I wa-
chairman of the picket comrTfrtiee: I drew 
Seven ($; .oo) Dollars per week strike 
'••lu-tit from the Union and ai the same 
imie was gett ing Ten ($iooo> Dollars per 
day and my expenses from Philip l r anke l , 
Secretary of the Cloak Manufacturers ' As-
-oriation." 
!
" ' . in substance, is Morris l.ubin's confes-
as he told it to Captain of Detective-. 
ker of ihc Cleveland police force, former 
m> Prosecutor John A. Chile and Count v 
t'*c Janice l>oran and other persons at 
" n t times. Yet William J. Hums and 
'"ak Manufac turers ' Association were 
i rwng to use Lubin and his statement to carry 
out a nefariou- and daMardlx -eheine to di-.-
credit the striking cloak makers -if Cleveland 
in particular and organized labor in general. 
It was shortly after the strike lliat William 
J Hums and the Cloak Manufacturer- ' \ s 
social inn, for purposes of their own, permitted 
this statement to be made, yet Morris I.uhm 
on the witness stand, in his own defense, 
weakly attempted to prove an alibi, pleading 
ignorance of the (ielbman assault and other 
acts of violence which he himself directed. He 
was trying to save his own hide when, in 
answer to question a l ter question put to him 
bv the prosecutor, he llatly denied am and 
all knowledge or participation in or connection 
with these m a t t e r s ; but ii was ;ill of no avail. 
the jury saw through his dupliciu which was 
obvious to all. 
On the former occasion he ami Ins superior-
were concocting and developing a huge scheme-
to discredit the striking cloak makers and or-
ganized labor. Now In- was attempting to save 
himself from prison ami his superiors from 
calumny and disgrace. Little did Lubin 
realize when he made I he statement that he 
was ilien scaling his own fate. Much less did 
this all-wise and powerful labor union 
crusher Hums and his rich clients, the Cloak 
Manufacturers ' Association, realize that they 
will have to choke down their own throats 
the same words uttered to their own d:sgrace 
in open court ;il ihe trial of then "pawn." 
Morris Lubin. 
No, the Cleveland police authorities could 
not be used to assist them in this scheme, 
hornier Prosecutor John A Cline would not 
allow himself t"t he used hy William J, Hums 
and ihe cloak manufactures to he a parly to 
it In other town** in the United States Mr 
Hums was given his own way admit things; 
he had an easy access to officials, little and 
b-g Mis experience hi Cleveland w.i- a sur 
prise (o Jiini—it hurt him to the quick. I he 
cloak makers of Cleveland were awake, alert 
and vigilant to the cloak makers ' interests, 
and with the able assistance of their Vice-
President. Mr. Israel S. I n t . they were pre-
paring to meet this nefarious scheme so ;is 
to frustrate and shatter it In pieces. 
In order to "shake down" the cloak manu-
facturers f"r money. Hums conceived the idea 
of having mie of bis so-called operatives ae 
compam a 17-jear old boy. Jake Madorsky, 
to travel around ihe continent from city to 
citv for about six months. This 17-year-old 
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boy was the person who unfortunately struck 
the blow that resulted in the death of Morris 
Gelbman at the instigation of Morris Lubiti* 
Traveling costs money and so Mr. Burns had 
a good excuse to draw on his rich clients, 
the cloak manufacturers, for tens of thous-
ands of dollars. The more they gave him the 
bigger he became in their estimation, as well 
as his own. He simply had to convince them 
of the gigantic task before him, and the great-
er the task he made it appear, the more glory 
would come to him when he accomplished the 
so-called good work. 
The game of the cloak manufacturers was 
to discredit the Union by charging some one 
of its members with the acts that their tool 
and hiding, Lubin, got up and directed. It 
needed a big man to carry it through- Burns 
knew that this was false, crooked and mean, 
hut he was there to do it for money. The 
meaner and dirtier the job he could put up 
on the Union, the more money he would get 
from the Cloak Manufacturers' Association 
and the bigger a detective he would be. The 
clonk manufacturers had no serious scruples 
or compunction in having one of his men ac-
company and direct the travels of the 17-year-
old boy for about six months and spending 
the manufacturers' money lavishly in the most 
immoral and degrading manner. 
To cap the climax, they thought it would be 
sensational in the highest degree to have a 
secret arrest made in a city and stealthily 
remove and smuggle away ibis 17-year-old boy 
and another companion, also a mere youth of 
17. whom they induced to go to Cincinnati 
from New York and by the aid and assistance 
«f the Cincinnati Police Department in Feb-
ruary, IQ12, kidnap them to Cleveland. They 
thus aimed at creating a great newspaper 
sensation for the glory of Burns and company 
Philip Frankcl, Secretary of the Cloak Man-
ufacturers' Association, knew that Lubin com-
mitted and directed all this violence and that 
he was the real culprit, yet he allowed his 
employers to spend and give Burns all these 
tens of thousands of dollars. Now why did 
Frankcl do this? Was he getting part of this 
in graft? 
In divorce proceedings between Andrew 
Cranston, who operated a strikc-brcakiim 
establishment, and his wife, now pending in 
Cleveland courts we learned that it wa* brought 
jf****\ in court (hat Cranston made Twrnli 
f\ five Thousand Dollars by furnishing so-called 
* strike-breakers' guards during the strike and 
that Cranston paid Philip Frank-; i 
Hundred Dollars "graft" beenu- ;
 r . . 
threw this strike-breaking job to In 
When this 17-year-old boy an.I 
companion were smuggled out -•: • • 
in February, 1912, by Burns, wr: • . 
nivance and assistance of the < m ;• 
Department, he and his boy eoinju 
charged with murder in ilie lir^r .1 ,-. 
to Cleveland and given a preliinin i;.
 t. 
in the police court 
At the hearing there was a rem.ir!. i'.\ ... 
taclc in court. The police conn « - - .lK • 
with cloak manufacturers and nun -i • ; 
Chamber of Commerce. They li:i>I (• ••• 
in the courtroom. No fewer than • 
operatives of the Burns Detective V. :i . , 
as many more Cincinnati and CU\. I..- I <!••. 
lives were present, all of whom ;i -
perior and haughty demeanor. A -;»• .1! •-• : 
sentative of the county prosecutor* -tii <• ;i 
the foreman of the grand j un u.n1 a" 
present. High-priced corporation ' AUT-
the Cloak Manufacturers' Assuci ;!••••» n 
forced the police prosecutor. Ab-m ci. 
lawyers were all arrayed against *« • i'» 
youths who were represented >n^4; !•> 
Union's attorney, the writer of thi- arvir. 
was a gala day for them, and !T>« ]•->• i- v, 
they when the police judge bourn! dn M : 
boys over to the grand jury on tin •': irL* 
second-degree murder, fixing 1! r T 
$10,000 each. The public official- w ' 
believed they were doinjf their dn:> .-. 
did, they dream that they wen- ' • •-• ••-• ! 
promote the outrageous scheme ih.it I- •• 
the cloak manufacturers were 1 • -
them and to whom they were unwitM'*- • 
ing their services. This prelimin.irv ii 
was staged without a flaw as onb 1 
his employers with an ahundann 
could arrange to discredit organize ' 
But in June, 1013. in the criminal 
Cleveland, a different scene took \>'• 
fercntly staged. There was not tii->' > 
and respectable audience of cloak 
turcrs and representatives of the < 
Coiymcrcc present, but the courv 
jammed by Union cloak makers to -
Burns's operatives were conspicuous 
absence. The array of eminent 
now arranged on the side of the del 
county prosecutor was tin" tune 
the attorney for the Union, and M " 
the hireling ami t<>.>! "f the e|...,L 
ers and Burns, was the dcfeudair 
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i -rmatiou beggars description. !i would 
, , \ be believed had ii not aetmillv occurred. 
•he same subjeel mat ter was now under 
. -ligation by the court and jury, viz : Morns 
•II. the person responsible for the death of 
u s t ielbmau. Ami why did this change 
place in the same case in the interval of 
- »hort period of t ime? Because Burns a id 
. I lnak Manufacturers 'Associa t ion were iry-
^ !-« palm off on the people a fake case in the 
i Ibman matter, a t tempting to implicate the 
::i ui The public officials of Cleveland, bow-
er, uncovered this damnable scheme a:id 
fused t o serve the nefar ious purpose of these 
selectable gentlemen. Wi th the assistance of 
I 'nion a halt was called to the game that 
.:- being palmed off on the world to fool 
! tin- people by Burns and the manufacturers . 
I he prosecutor, doing his full duty, indicted, 
•scouted and helped convict the real culprit, 
. lurling tool and " p a w n " of life cloak manu-
nturers and of Mr. Burns . For the ac-
•iiiplishmcnt of this t r iumph of just ice, As-
l an t Prosecutor Samuel DoerQcr and I*m-
euior Cyru« I-oclier deserve the unstinted 
-iisc and thanks of all organized labor and 
.ill decent and justice-loving people for t:ie 
Hiring effort and energy put for th in this 
alter. 
Thus the Cloak Manufac tu re r s ' Association, 
i ir hidings, big and little, a re exhibited to 
<• world in their t rue perspective. From the 
hrming intrigues and vicious activities of 
the National Association of Manufac turers be-
ing now disclosed hy CoUmel M M Mulhall 
before ibe Senate Lobby Investigating Com 
mitlee, u e mav safely assume that similar 
things a re vol to he told of the machinalioii» 
of similar respectable gentlemen lliroiigboul 
the country against organized labor . r Burns 
and the cloak manufacturers did in this ease 
I he cloaktuakers ihroughont the eoniiirv 
are destined to gel the full benefit and proiii 
of this disclosure in their organization w >rk 
bv being always on the alert, c \ e r walchful 
for the "l.uhins"' that may be doing their dirty 
work in other locals. 
Is it a wonder that the Cleveland cloak 
makers did not have a formal victory in l i e n 
general str ike. I say formal victory, for 1 
believe that no strike is ultimate!) |o-t, much 
less can we speak of loss in the Cleveland 
strike, when we consider the noble light the 
d.ooo men and women put up for iwent>-lwo 
weeks, resulting in t remendous loss to the 
manufac turers and gaining themselves the. re-
spect of all organized labor. I venture "|o 
think that this brave light will preclude the 
necessity for another strike in Cleveland in 
order to gain better conditions, the right in 
llie collective bargain and many other conces-
s i o n s such as fair and humanitarian treatment 
by their employers. A brighter ami heller day 
awaits organized labor in general in 'our coun-
try in the very near future. ( lur Cnioii cause 
is jusl. We must and will win. 
Vice-President Feit's Story of the Traitor 
(Taken from his report for two months) 
o hue on my way to Chicago I learned 
it Attorney Katz received notice from the 
'^ccutor that the trial against some of our 
mbcrs, resulting from the Cleveland strike 
h>M, was about to begin. Having been 
leader of tha t str ike and knowing tlr.it 
have nothing to fear, I promised the 
<cutur to assist in clearing up the matter 
" to give our members ami the public 
rge an idea of the tactics pursued hy 
1
 leveland cloak manufac tu re r s to dis-
the s t r ikers and their officers. 
don't intend to go into all the .details 
;;
 developed in the Lubin trial, but will 
• relate my recollection of Lubin 's behavior 
m the employ of the Cloak Manufactur-
ers" Association and Philip I ranKei , how be 
became a member of tin- picket committee, ills 
action during and after the' strike and his 
ev meal behavior ill tin- court while on trial for 
manslaughter. 
A week or two after the calling of the 
strike I Honed in the picket room of the 
str ikers ' headquarters in Utopia Hall a young 
man about J O vears of age, dark complexion, 
black restless eves and verv energetic. After 
observing him for several days and watciu.tg 
his general conduct, sinnelhiug in bis manner 
made me suspicious of him I made inquiries 
and tried to ascertain how Lubin became a 
member of that committee, for 1 knew he had 
not been elected I was informed that li« 
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sneaked in through the recommendation ot 
his fellow-cutlers, L). Pusfeld and I). Spitzer. 
His first act was to convince the members 
of that committee that John Poris was not 
the proper party to be chairman of the picket 
committee, as Ports refused to permit vio-
lence. Unfortunately he was successful in 
displacing Poris and putting himself in su-
preme command, contrary to my orders. Then 
he started a real wild West show which would 
take me into too much detail. Besides those 
mentioned in the trial, such as the shooting in 
the train in Cleveland on 105th street, he tried 
to induce strikers to blow up the Moorland 
Motel where strike-breakers were lodged, which 
fortunately the strikers refused to do. He 
tried to induce men and women strikers to 
shoot at anil throw acid at the faces of the 
strike-breakers. His next devilish act was in 
league with the guards hired by the manu-
facturers. They put lire to a West Side "scab" 
shop owned by Volks, one of Prince Hiedcr-
man's contractors, and in order to reflect on 
the leaders he brought guards to headquarters 
and wanted me to pay them, which I natur-
ally refused and told him that he should 
be glad that the fire did not do any damage 
to life and property, otherwise I would have 
reported him to the police. He posed as a 
revolutionary and preached disobedience to the 
officers, so that it became impossible to main-
tain discipline. 
When the strike had been in progress about 
15 weeks the Landesman-Hirschheimer & Son 
firm expressed willingness to settle, providing 
the demands of the Union be written on plain 
white paper instead of paper with the Inter-
national label. I ordered the committee to 
go to one of the rooms at strikers' head-
quarters and transcribe the demands on plain 
paper, when Lubin came into the room, and. 
striking the committee over their beads with 
chairs, shouted he would not permit anyone 
to sell off the strike. After this act of 
breaking up the committee it became evident 
to me that he was in the employ of the manu-
facturers and that it was their wish to prevent 
a settlement with the Landesman-Hirschheim-
er Company as they were not members of the 
Manufacturers' Association. When I called 
the General Strike Committee's attention to 
Lubin's treacherous work he threatened to 
shoot me. Our best members of the com-
mittee, not realizing the graviix <-\ 
ation, got up and defended him « 
speeches, saying that they would H..• 
an absolute ruler, that they wanted 
cratic ruler, while they were real' 
into mob rule. This incident should 
a lesson for future strikes, that th-
carry the burden of responsibility -h •••• 
all power and authority to elimin 
people as Lubin. 
When the international Union call-.-: 
cial convention in New York to n.n 
calling off of the strike, Lubin. nm 
delegate, went at the expense of t!i> 
facturefs and then reported to iluiu 
transactions. When we returned anil ' 
get some concessions before ealline 
strike, they refused to make am nm . 
twitting us with having decided i-
off any way. When the (ieneral I \ 
Hoard decided to send a commitn-i 
States of Ohio and Michigan to mli^! 
merchants on the methods of the 1 I-
manufacturers,, how they treated then A 
and why the strike was called and un-n.^ 
to withhold their patronage. Lubin ; i 
the committee and tried to convince ilr 
the contrary. 
This will be sufficient to show «!MI 
Lubin played as a hireling of the l'l< \ 
cloak manufacturers which finally endt'l 
being sentenced to six months in 1 •' 
$J0O in cost ami the harsh word*. il< 
used while announcing the scnte.net. 
Let me express my thanks 11 r 
esteemed attorney, Louis A. KntA 1 
strenuous work and also to tlw Count > I 
cutor, Samuel Doerller. and Judy. \ 
for the fair trial they gave to <>ur " 
and for putting tiic responsibility on ll" 
shoulders. 
The situation in Cleveland remain 
satisfactory. The trade is dull. Worke 
coming in in large numbers from oth" • 
especially from Philadelphia. Hii* L;O 
manufacturers an opportunity to redu. 
wages and abuse the workers and treat 
in the meanest manner. There are. h" 
noticeable signs of awakening. 
meetings are well attended. 
issuing a weekly leaflet with 
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Our Secretary-Treasurer now in Europe 
Farewell Gathering at Coney Island 
\ link* more than a year ago our Klescnth 
iiuial Convention, held at Toronto, Canada, 
Hi on record unanimously approving the 
mimendation of President Rosenberg to he-
,m affiliated with the ladies garment work-
- id' Kurope. The convention was hardly 
ware at the time that in Kumpc. too, particu 
r]\ in Germany, ideas of affiliating the or-
. n/ed tailors of all countries were floating 
the minds of prominent leaders. An 
i-iiipt' has been made since hy ihe 
litor of this journal to get into direct touch 
i-|) tlie organized cloak makers and ladies' 
i*i»rs of London, but probably owing U< the 
new hat inharmonious relations prevailing in 
i- oily among the various organizations of 
. -nun! workers, our communication has not 
.: been answered and the proposal of aflilia 
' • I I remained in abeyance. 
MMIUI two months ago our [nternatioual 
I in in received an invitation from the Secrc-
n of the International Tai lors' Federation. 
' -atcd in Berlin, to become affiliated with that 
•ionization and send a delegate to its con-
MT 11 m held at Vienna on the 15th of last 
•nth Here was an opportunity to carry out 
I'resident Rosenberg's recommendation in a 
>t direct and effective manner. At the 
1
 neraJ Kxecutive Board meeting, held in Cin-
'iriati. it was decided not only to affiliate with 
11 huropvan confreres, but to send our Gen 
' 1! Secretary, John A. Dyche. as delegate in 
convntion. And so. on Independence l iav. 
large number of personal frifti.nl> ;i*u\ ad-
ri-rs of [trother Dyche met at Reisenwehers. 
r>' Island. There a dinner was give" in 
• lumor and wishes of bon voyage were ex-
'"•M-d by well-known representative men, a«-
' \'-£ him of their continued friendship and 
"Pport in his life's work of improving the 
conditions of the Indies' garment worker*, of 
this with- continent In. practical methods m 
organization. 
About 60 guc*|s were present, including 
Meyer London, I >r. Henry Moskowit/, Joseph 
Karoiidess and a number • >! secretaries and 
officer1- of the various local Union*, President 
Rosenberg was the foastma^icr and many 
were the tributes paid in l lrothcr Dyche'* 
pcrsotial qualities, h i - sterling iu lcgr iu and 
the peculiar combination in Ins character nf 
a roiigh-and-rcad\ manner and a great fund 
of sympathy that ni:i:i\ only to he understood 
t»> be appreciated. 
I owards (he end. Vice President I'olakofT. 
on behalf of the guests and co-worker* tu 
the cause, presented him ami Mrs. Dyche, who 
was also present, with a silver loving cup and 
a yuM ornamented fountain pen. The latter, 
I'olakofT explained, amid the merriment 01 
those present, was for the purpose of encour-
aging him to write his usually forcible edi-
torials. 
Brother Dyche mailed with the Olympic, 
which left these shore* on .Saturday. July 5U1. 
for Southampton via Plymouth and Cher-
bourg. He alighted at ( hefboiirg and pro 
cecded direct t«» Vienna to he in time for tin-
opening of the Congress, Tuesday, July 151I1 
Returning frmn the congress, lie wil l \ i - i t 
Germany. France and b'ugland and wil l s(ud> 
the latent methods and the new a*pect> of 
trade union organization, Kor some little 
1'roiinr D\chc had fell somewhat fatigued h> 
bis oiier-rii* official duties. We iru-t he will 
benefit b> I he *e» voyage and interchange of 
experiences with the labor men of kurope and 
come back invigorated physica.ll> and mentally 
very lit t<> plunge into his multifarious duties 
with renewed -irength. 
Cincinnati Cutters Win Without a Strike 
•ni Cincinnati comes the news that t lu combat the I 'moii , lni i*Vter several conferences 
•k Cutters' Union. Local X«». - I * . won all wi ld the leader'-, they became convinced of ih< 
• demands without a strike. . , . . . , , 
- ,, . , , . . . i»s[ue of tin employees demands, graut iu- a 
>*n the demands were presented to tne ' 
(factum's thev formed an association to raise of $3 a week and other concession-. 
'-
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The great majority of the firm-. '• « 
ever, while ready to concede ni'ir 
the twelve demands, held out on ihiu 
them ; those three were the subci i i ' i 
home work and the fifty-hotn xv I 
Some of the firms also stuck at the <l! 
osition for shop chairman. 
The situation seemed to he a « ^ " 
strain upon the bosses, for bright 
early in the fight they imported for dnii 
aid no less a - personage than I'hil'! 
Frankel of Cleveland, Secretary of I'H 
Western Cloak Manufacturers" : W « M 
tion. It seemed that they were •• •: 
to listen to his counsels. 
\ o sooner had Mr. Kraukcl api" 
on the scene than Brothers Amdur 
I-apidus decided that it was a K"" 
to spring a little "publicity" on the t 
delphia public in the form of Mr. ' 
kel's connection with the recent I 
Editorial 
The <)ne of the prettiest. 
Philadelphia cleanest walk-outs in 
Cloak Strike , . . .
 e . , 
the history of the In-
ternational I'nion was the strike of the 
Philadelphia Cloak Makers on July 14th. 
Five thousand strong they marched to 
the various balls and reported "present" 
and the spirit was that of men and wom-
en determined to stand firm until their 
demands are granted. As usual; the em-
ployers had waited " to be shown" be-
fore they were ready to talk settlement 
on just terms; but the spectacle of the 
entire trade leaving their machines to 
rust unused, proved convincing enough. 
and almost at once the firms began mak-
ing overtures one by one. Within three 
days after the strike started, thirty firms: 
were ready to sign up, the Union opened 
settlement headquarters and the settle-
ments proceeded. 
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u.uislaughter case in Cleveland ami other 
..n.j.ils connected with his manner of 
. mting the Cleveland strike of l y n . 
lC President Mitchell took the iir>t 
. jti to Philadelphia, accompanied by 
,1-ieral Organizer Miss (iertrude Barn-
•ii, and they prepared to give Mr. 
lankel the surprise of his young life, 
the morning of Tuesday, July 15th. 
1 \ery much dressed up and pompous 
Hi. 1'hilip Frankel addressed the Phila-
ilphia Cloak Manufacturers' Associa-
:-*n. In the early afternoon of the same 
a\. copies of the New York Globe, con-
.uning two flaring pages of the Cleve-
iiul cloak strike scandal, published the 
.line morning, were selling like hot cakes 
•EI the streets of Philadelphia. Bif! 
\lr. Frankel! And a very Rumpled up 
n. 1 perspiring Mr. Frankel was soon 
•u-y answering questions regarding his 
•nncction with the Cleveland scandal 
[Kited at him by eager Philadelphia news-
paper reporters. Not having time to get 
il-cir heads together, Mr. Frankel was 
filing one statement of denial in Phila-
delphia, at the same "moment that other 
•«trieers of the Cleveland manufacturers 
ba*l issued a contradictory statement; and 
"•« of the representatives of the Burns 
I 'elective*. Agency was boldly making 
*" iiements contradictory to both the 
••I'lers. 
This is one of the many littkjncjdcnts 
•A inch prevented the establishment of a 
•t'"iig and friendly alliance, offensive and 
• tensive amongst all of the Philadelphia 
-—es. This and other similarly dis-
"ncerttng incidents has set the bosses 
;• ^relling among themselves. 
However, they did reach upon one 
^position and all sent out the usual 
• -at ion to their employees to return on 
'day. July 20th, to their old places. 
•"e they would be assured the same 
il 'lerous and noble" treatment as be-
the strike. 
•1 the employees return? Not yet. 
nor soon, unless their very reasonable 
lei ins are agreed to. They are standing 
together like the moving pictures of the 
Inglish army, looking neither lo the left 





There has been hardly 
any surprise at the 
blows struck by the 
Cloak and Skirt Mak-
ers of Philadelphia and the Raincoat 
Makers of Greater New York. And 
why should there be? Have we not 
worked in the open all the lime? So 
far as the Raincoat Makers are con-
cerned they have been preparing for 
more than a year. The quotion of a 
Raincoat Makers* general strike was 
brought before the Toronto Convention 
in June, 1912. and the matter was re-
ferred tor investigation to the same com 
mittee that had charge of the Waist Mak-
ers' strike early this year. It was our 
desire to avert a strike if only it had 
been possible to bring the employers (,, 
reason. lint while we kept the public 
informed of our intentions, the raincoat 
employers, ostrich-like, hid their heads in 
the sands of mere chance. 
While writing, the raincoat strikers are 
in a trebly fortified position. \ year's 
preparation has given them an invincible 
strength and solidity. The powerful 
joinj Hoard of the Cloak and Skirt Mak-
ers' [ nions with which our Local \ 'o . 20 
i- affiliated has indorsed their demands 
and stands pledged to their M'lpport. ' hir 
International I'nion has sanctioned the 
strike and will stand by them until final 
victory. 
Judging from tlie enthusiastic response 
to the leader^' call and from the manner 
in which the prearranged plans were 
carried out in evevf detail, the fight is 
destined to prove short and decisive. On 
the second day every raincoat factory 
was deserted, a large force of pickets 
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has been completely organized and the 
strikers were arrayed in solid phalanx, 
firm and determined to win their just de-
mands. Up to July 22nd, seven days after 
the strike, 15 manufacturers had signed 
Union agreements, conceding 48 hours 
work per week, a guaranteed minimum of 
75c. an hour for piece workers, $30.00 
a week for cutters, $25.00 a week for 
pressers and other important concessions. 
The strike is conducted by Vice-Presi-
dent Dubinsky. the manager of the Rain-
coat Makers' Local No. 20, assisted by 
an energetic band of International and 
Local officers. 
* * * 
Re the Cloak F o r t h e l a s t t W O ° r 
and Skirt three weeks representa-
Makers in New tives of the Cloak and 
Y o r k
 Skirt Makers* Unions 
and those of the Manufacturers' Protec-
tive Association have been conferring to-
gether in regard to demands for in-
creased wages and other amendments to 
the Protocol. In a portion of the press, 
which is not familiar with the situation, 
statements have appeared to the effect 
that since the Protocol expires on July 
19, the parties in conference arc consider-
ing a new agreement. This statement is 
not in accordance with the truth. 
The Protocol signed on September 2nd, 
1910, has no time limit. It may be in 
effect for years, at the pleasure of both 
parties, and it may terminate at any time 
upon either party officially withdrawing 
therefrom. The Protocol is in force so 
long as both parties agree to carry out 
its provisions. 
The present conference is for the pur-
pose of amending certain provisions 
which three years of practice have shown 
to be unworkable and unsuitable. 
The Unions are likewise of opinion 
that in the course of the last three years 
the cost of living has risen so much as 
to entitle the employees to a raise in 
wa^es. 
Under the Protocol every pain • 
to has the right at any time i.>
 : . 
the calling of a conference with .» 
to consider certain trade matter-. 
As yet it is premature to pr,- ;• 
outcome of the conferences I iu- |..n • 
do not, however, display any beliu , 
spirit and we are sanguine thai in., 
the employees* demands will IK- -:. 
fully conceded. 
* * * 
The Lesson of ( ) l ] r readers will n 
the Lubin Case , )Cr | h a t ^ ^ .. 
tire progress of the Cloak Maker-" -:-\ 
in Cleveland in 1911 and ever sin-, 
have been reiterating the statement '" 
all of the violence then commitn i 
been directly instigated by the ' ! 
Manufacturers' Association of ih;ii 
Early last month authoritative onuir-
tion of that statement came from 1 I-
land, where a despicable Union s|i\, M 
ris Ltibin, had been sentenced fm MI. 
slaughter to six months' hard lain-' .< 
$200.00 fine. On another page die i« ' 
will find more precise detail- l»_\ tr 
writers who give the facts that had • •• 
under their own personal ob-er \ j" 
I fere we shall content ourselves vvi 1 • • 
or two observations. 
Philip Frankel, who, as the Secru; 
of the Cleveland Manufacturers' V 
ciation, is largely responsible for the 
stigation of the violence in that -!' 
has had the hardihood to deny that i 
was in the pay of his association, <U* ; 
the fact that the court proceeding-
Lubin's confession of guilt amph )" 
it. 
Lubin's Confession 
"1 managed, planned and directed .< 
violence during the genera! strike -n 
makers in Cleveland. 1911. 1 wa* clu:" 
of tin* picket committee. I drew Seven i>" 
Dollars per" week strike benefit fr-
Union and at the same time zt'ds tjeitiuu 
($!o.oo) per day and my expense from I 
Frankel, Secretary of the Clojik .Uanuh' 
ers' Association," 
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Judge Vickery'* Pronouncement 
Morris Lubin, you have been found guilty 
|»\ the jury for committing the assault upon 
M «rris Gelbman after a fair and impartial 
trial, and I am satisfied that the evidence 
• >u-wcd conclusively that you were in the em-
pit>y of the Cloak Manufacturers' Association 
from the commencement of the strike ami re-
eved pay from them while at the same time 
Vfu were drawing Set-en ($7.00) Dollars a 
week strike benefit from the Union, and that 
you were there for the purpose of inciting, in-
stigating and provoking violence so that you 
might in a measure discredit and reflect upon 
She Union, thereby defeating the aims anil 
objects of the strike, involving the >i\ thous-
and men and women. I know of hut two 
. haracters in history that you can he compared 
with, and they are Judas I sea riot and He tied id 
Vmold. I regret very, very much thai the 
jury could not return a verdict against you of 
manslaughter so that you would he subject 
to a more severe punishment1. Your conduct 
'tamps you as being a miserable and despic-
able human being, and you should he so con-
sidered, for society detests such creatures as 
\ (m." 
We can quite imagine a man like 
I'rankel trying to gull the public. We 
can, moreover, imagine the press de-
voted to the manufac tu re r s ' interests, 
perverting or ignoring the real facts : 
but the t ruth will out and not even a 
Frahkel can gull all the people all the 
lime. .^ ' 
Now that Colonel Mulhall is out of 
the str ike-breaking department of the 
National Association of Manufacturers , 
Franked seems to have taken his place 
and lias come down to Philadelphia in 
a vain effort to gull the cloak manu-
facturers and the public of that city. Xo 
one is so blind as those who refuse to 
see. The gullible section of the cloak 
manufacturers of Philadelphia will not 
or cannot see what a "broken reed" the 
whole Frankel gang is. 
These may be part of their desperate 
lacties, but they will avail them little. 
\ f ter spending fabulous sums to break 
me strike, they will find themselves, per-
'•ips too late, b roken on the union wheel 
01 our powerful International I nion. 
Let «»ur members look nut for the vio-
lence-instigating tactics of the I'rankel 
crew. Let them trust no loudmouthed 
revolutionist of the Lubin type, preach-
ing disobedience to the recognized and 
responsible leaders. < hir fighting meth-
ods, our belief in negotiations and con 
ference-, are sufficiently well known to 
utterly discredit the armed-thug ami 
bribed-spy business to which I ranke l and 
Company pin their sole faith. 
* * * 
The Interna- While we pen these 
tional Tailor.' ^
 ; m | | l t c r r e u i i m a l 
federation , . , ,„ ., 
Congress of .Tailors, 
called by the International Tailors' Fed-
eration, having it- headquarters in Her 
liit, is being held in Vienna. * >ur Inter-
national Union has decided to affiliate 
with this Federation and (ieneral Secre-
tary Dvche has been appointed as dele-
gate to the convention. 
Those who are every ready to proclaim 
the principle of Internationalism in 
Labor in theory are the first to find fault 
when the principle is carried, into prac-
tice. Under the guise of various excuses 
these well-intentioned critics dismiss the 
decision of the <;. K. IS. as unimportant 
ami inopportune. At the present junc-
ture , they argue, when our members in 
New York, Philadelphia and elsewhere 
are putting forth strenuous efforts to win 
better conditions of labor, the ' Ieneral 
Secretary should have been on the S|M>( 
to give them the benefit of his extensive 
experience. 
However plausible this contention may 
appear on the surface, it betrays a failure 
to grasp the great importance of Brother 
I )\ d ie ' s mission. Just now, when the 
manufacturers of our industries a re mak-
ing the prospective reduction iti the tariff 
a pretext for refusing to grant the just 
demands of oiir members for an increase 
in wage-, it behooves us to be in close 
touch with the organized workers of 
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these trades in Europe. Just now it de-
volves upon us to study the conditions of 
our fellow-workers in London, Berlin, 
Paris and Vienna and to familiarize them 
with our energetic organizing methods. 
l iy ' helping them in tiieir struggles for 
better conditions, our members will be 
indirectly but surely benefitted. Every 
gain for them will ultimately mean a 
double gain for us in this country. Our 
Secretary Dychc, who resided in England 
for some years and traveled in Europe, 
is the right man in the right place to 
study European conditions on the spot 
ami arrange a permanent connection be-
tween our Union and the unions of the 
chief European centers, and we may be 
sure of tangible results accruing from 
his mission. 
"Worker* of All It will be generally con-
Countrie*
 CC(|C(1 b y practical peo-
ple that the first step in 
the direction of organizing the workers 
internationally is to organize them na-
tionally and to begin with every trade 
separately. The officers of our Union 
have been daubed "conservatives" by the 
young men in a hurry who arc pleased 
to style themselves "radicals." Yet it 
is the so-called "conservatives" who have 
developed the right methods of organiza-
tion. At the time when the anarchistic 
wind bags had shouted themselves hoarse 
agitating for a fantastic internationalism, 
our "conservative" leaders labored day 
and night to organize our trade. And 
now when, thanks to the "eonscrviitiu .. 
three-fourths of our Industry is nr».n 
ized, our leaders' policy is to imiie uu 
the workers of other countries, wliuY lit-
policy of the hot-air agitators is to sprc.i 
suspicion and distrust among the organ 
ized ranks everywhere. Hut then, tin•-« 
people are capable of nothing more thai 
mere "agitation." To educate and <>i 
ganizc is beyond them. 
The Mulhall 
Expose 
In labor circles, ilu 
Mulhall exposures an 
no novelty. In every city, in every trade. 
labor has run up against its Mulhall* 
and its Manufacturers' Association* with 
their strike-breakers and their " U . 
byists." 
However, it "listens grand" to have 
some of these things brought out in the 
open where all can hear them. 
When Gompers, years ago, recited 
some of the facts lately developed by 
the Senate Mulhall investigation, Hie 
general public received them as the ra\ 
ing of a partisan and discredited "labor 
agitator." Now all of Gompers1 charges 
have been proven true and accurate and 
the facts he recited were mild compared 
to the other scandals which are bein^ 
bared from day to day. 
Surely public opinion will now in*M 
upon the punishment of "the men higher 
up" in the National Manufacturers' As-
sociation, even though it may postpone 
for some time their proposed trips t«» 
the Orient for their health. 
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General Executive Board in Session 
Brief Resume of Proceedings 
The Fifth Quar te r ly Meeting of die Gen-
eral Executive Board was held at the Havtin 
Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio, beginning Monday. 
Iune 23rd, and ending Saturday, June 28th, 
1013. 
President Rosenberg presided and all the 
members were present. 
Reports of Committees 
Vice-Presidents Mitchell and Slotchin re-
ported having investigated the appeal of 
Brother T r a g e r m a n from a line of $10 ami 
that of Brother Eger from a similar line, in 
both cases imposed by the Cut ters ' Union. 
Local No. 10. T h e committee ts of the opinion 
that the fine on Brother T rage rman was un-
justified. H i s alleged offence was a remark 
that a certain hill for hall rent was exces-
sive and that there had been crooked business 
somewhere. It appeared from the investiga-
tion that there had been ground for the re-
mark being made. As to the case of Brother 
Kger, his appeal should not be sustained be-
cause he actually violated
 t a Union rule in 
working Sa turday after 1 P . M. 
They also investigatd the appeal of Brother 
Solomon from a fine of $15 imposed by the 
Pressors' Union, Local No. 35, for alleged in-
jury done to his shopmales. In this case 
the committee found that the brother was 
absent at the trial owing -to sickness \n his 
family and recommended a new trial. 
I11 the mat ter of the appeal of Local No. 
i from the decision of the. Joint Board, that 
in every case where non-union people are in-
volved in a s t r ike carried on by the Joint 
Board, the local concerned must pay them 
strike benefit, if necessary, direct from its 
treasury, the committee recommended that the 
contention of I-ocal No. 1 be sustained. 
Regarding the appeal of Brother S. Ros-
"ian from a fine of $10 imposed o n him by 
L"<-al No 38 for illegally collecting dues 
from. Brother PismanofF who was then a 
foreman and thus suspended from member-
vb'p, the commit tee recommended that tn t 
action of the Local be sustained. 
As to the appeals of Brothers II Lemau-
heek and Prank Pinello from a verdict of 
guilty by Local No. 35 of working piece-work 
contrary to rule, Vice-President Mitchell re-
ported t int the appellant', failed to :ip|Hlii .it 
the i m p l i c a t i o n proceedings and recommend 
ed that the appeals be dropped. 
In tin- appeal of Brother Steinberg from a 
line " i j t imposed by Local No. 1 for work 
mg <-n legal holiday contrary to pro\is ion ( 
Vice-Presidents Lefkowits and Mitchell tee 
"•mmended that the appeal be dismissed. Ml 
the ali..\e recommendations were c m u u m ! 
in. 
I he recommendation of \ ' i . , - President 
Mitchell that the name of Local X " 1; be 
amended to read "Ladies, and Children's Dress 
and Wais tmakcrs ' Union" was postponed 
until after the pending general strike in 
Philadelphia. 
The report of V ice -Pres iden t PolakotT am1 
Slotchin on the (Hickman case was referred 
back [o the committee on the ground that 
even though correct in subsiaiue, in its form 
it would lend itself lo misinterpretation. 
f'VUMints "'f l:»if'!>'\i''s !>l ti'i' { I'lJinw 
Season 
I hi following demands by the > utters ' 
Union, Local No. 35 ,,f Philadelphia, were re-
ported on ami recommended for adoption by 
Vice-Presidents Sigmau, Slotchin and Cohen: 
J lie minimum waves of full-Hedged 
cutters or t r immers on cloaks ami sk i r l ; 
shall he $-'? per week. 
Apprentices -hall be allowed at the 
rate of one to every four cutters and 
:heir wages shall he as follows: 
hirst half year $000 a week 
Second half >ear $0.00 a week 
During the hr»r >ear they shall cut 
canvas on the rough. 
Third half N e a r . . . . . .$1200 a week 
l o u r t b half >ear $14.00 a week 
During the second year they shall 
help on linings 
In the third w a r their wages shall 1"' 
$tX and ihry shall cut canvas, silk and 
cloth After three years they .shall be 
11 iiisidered full-fledged mechanics. 
In the dull M-a -^rfi the work shall he 
equally divided between all the cullers 
and tr immer- employed in the preced-
ing -ea*»«ni, lining the system of "chani'-
UIL' around " , 
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No overtime shall be worked between 
November 28 and January 15. and be-
tween May 15 and August 1. 
All "lay-offs" to take place at the 
end of the week. 
Recommendation concurred in. 
As to the demands of Philadelphia Prcssers, 
Vice-President Polakoff reported that the 
question of piecework versus week work had 
been submitted to a referendum vote with 
the result that 420 voted for piecework and 
102 for week work. The committee therefore 
rcommcmlcd that piecework be approved. 
After a lengthy discussion a motion to reject 
the committee'" recommendation was lost by 
a vote of 6 in favor and 8 against. 
Cutters of Cincinnati Formulate Demands 
Brothers Groban, Goletsky, Bon sol, Cronin, 
Milton and Sister F. Montjour, a committee 
from the Joint Board of Cincinnati, sub-
mitted the following demands for endorse-
ment relating to cutters: 
Fifty hours shall constitute a week's 
work. 
No Saturday afternoon or Sunday 
work. 
The minimum weekly wages of cloak, 
suit and skirt cutters shall he $21, those 
of dress and kimono cutters $18 and a 
reasonable advance in wages to better 
grade mechanics. 
Overtime shall be paid at the rate of 
time and a half. 
Cloak and suit trimmers, $16 a week; 
houscdress and kimono trimmers, $15. 
In cloak and suit houses employing 
one full-fledged trimmer, one appren-
tice shall l»c allowed to each house em-
ploying four cutters. Apprentices shall 
cut canvas the first year and receive $8 
!»er week. They shall cut lining tue 
second year and receive $10 a week. In 
the third year their wages shall Ite $12. 
After the fourth year they shall be 
considred full-fledged trimmers. 
Only union members shall be hired 
except where otherwise authorized by 
the business agents in case no union men 
can he had. All cutters, whether head 
cutters or foremen, whether cutting 
cloth or lining, must be members of 
the Union. 
All cutters and trimmers shall be 
hired by the week, and when starting 
on the first day of the week they shall 
not be laid off before the end of the 
'eck unless mutually agreed upon, or 
unless it is the first week ami 
ployee proves unsatisfactory. \ -..r 
or trimmer shall, on the '•(!). 
leave his place of employimni 
cept another before the em] • , 
week. 
In the dull season work *• 
equally divided. 
Demands concurred in. 
Cloak and Skirt Makers of St. (.ours ! „\u 
late Demands 
The following demands were subim-, • '.-, 
the cloak and Skirt Makers of St. l.r.m. 
1. There shall be no time contra. 1 .\-th 
individual employers, except fun 
designers and pattern grader- \ i-
posit shall he exacted from am •;< 
ployee, and any deposit now In 1-1 -' .i!l 
l>e returned. 
2. No employee shall he dischargi * r 
his or her activity in the Union. \ 
member of the Union itlegalh 
charged shall be refunded for I 
time. The manufacturers shall •. 
pline any member proven guiln -i 
fair discrimination among his niipl . 
Both the manufacturers and the t 
agree that they will discipline any 
their members found guilty of \:..la-
this agreement. 
3. The manufacturers shall e>iaWi-:i 
regular weekly pay day ami *h.iH ;••« 
for labor in cash; each picceworki-
be paid on each Mondav after mi— 
the day's work, for the work ilehxc-
up until Friday night last. 
4. All sub-contracting shall he aholi* 
No team work or so-called ".•• .-|i. •-: 
tton system" shall he allowed. I 1 
member must work directly for -•• 
paid by the employers. 
5. The following schedule of s\,uu\. 
minimum weekly scale of wage* • 
be observed. 
/Vi . . . 
Coat pressers S->'"' 
Coat under-pressers -*"'" 
Skirt pressers -'.*" 
Skirt under-pressers '7 ••' 
Sample coat makers 20.no 
Male sample skirt makers . . . . J-'"-
Female sample skirt makers \<<" 
No week worker shall be disclur. 
before the end of the week dm 
which he is employed, excepting or 
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"luring the first six working days of his 
employment. 
All operators and finishers of cloaks 
and skirts shall be paid at piece rate 
only. 
During the dull season, when dun-
is not sufficient work to employ all 
workers full lime, all work in tin- fac-
tory shall he equally distributed among 
all hands in the various branches of the 
locals Nos. 78 and 31, respectively, as 
far as possible. 
h. Piecework shall be agreed upon by a 
committee of the employees in each 
shop and their employers. 
The chairman of such price committer 
shall act as representative of tin- em-
ployees in their dealings with the em 
ployer. No employee working by tlic 
piece shall bo expected to work cm am 
garment until the price for Mich work 
shall have been agreed upon. 
7 The weekly hours of labor shall con 
sist of 47!i hours in six working days, 
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. Thurs-
day, Friday at 8 ' j hours a day, and 
Saturday 5 hours. 
8, Xo overtime shall he permitted on 
Saturdays and Mondays. 
0' AH week workers shall receive double 
the usual*pay for overtime. 
10. The Union representative shall have 
t the right to visit shops at ail reasonable 
times to ascertain whether union con-
ditions are observed. 
11. Each member of the manufacturers is 
to maintain a union shop; a "union 
shop" being understood to refer to a 
shop where union standards as to work-
ing conditions, hours of labor and rates 
. , of wages, as herein stipulated, prevail, 
and where, when hiring help, union men 
are preferred. 
13. The employers agree to pay the week 
workers for the following five legal 
holidays on which no employee shall he 
required to work: New Year, Fourth of 
July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day 
and Christmas Day. 
1
 'ucurre'd in. 
I l>e following demands were submitted by 
' Custom Ladies' Tailors of St. Louis: 
!
 All the employees shall work week 
work. 
-' The minimum scale of wages shall be 
twenty-live dollars ($2500) per week 
for a tailor. 
3- riic minimum scale <•! wages for men 
helpers shall he $lS.oo per week. 
A I lie minimum scale ol girl helpers 
shall be $16.00 per week. 
5, I lie week!) hours of labor shall con-
sist of 48 hours per week in »i\ work 
ing days. 
I Hiring September. ()c|obcr, Novem-
ber, February, March and April the 
weekly hours of labor shall he 48 p,-r 
week, eight daily in six working days. 
and during December. January. May. 
June, July and August, the hour-; of 
labor shall be 47' „• in six w«»rk days, 
namely: 8'_• hours in live davs and 5 
hours on Saturday. 
t\ Double pay for overtime 
7. No overtime shall U worked -m S.ilur 
il.i>s or Mondays 
8, \ o work shall be given ot:t to 1 ho 
employees to he done outside of the 
factory. 
o I he following legal holidays shall he 
tree and paid for, namely: Christmas. 
New Year, Labor Day. Independence 
Day and Thanksgiving Day. 
10 \ o employee shall he discharged after 
having been employed two Avecks. 
11. No foremen, either cutlers nr tillers, 
shall have (he right to work. 
Concurred ill. 
A set of demands submitted by '.he Holl-
oa/ Embroideries' Union, Local No. 06, was 
referred to Vice-Presidents Mitchell. Dub-in-
-ky and Witashkin. 
A set -»f demands submitted by the Cloak-
makers' t'nion of Baltimore, Local No. 4. 
was referred to the commit lee appointed to 
have charge of the general strike -it Phila-
delphia. 
The demands submitted by the Jot-it Board 
of the Cloak, Suit and Skirt Maker-' Unions 
of New York, constituting amendment1- to the 
Protocol of 1010 and amendments to the Rules 
of the Board of Grievances, were discussed 
111 detail, amended in many particulars and 
adopted. 
Regarding the demands submitted by the 
New York Raincoat Makers. Local No. #>. the 
President ruled that these must first be ap-
proved by the Joint Board of New York and 
then referred for sanction to the New \ o r k 
members of the Board. 
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Matters Referred to Committees. 
The request of the Brooklyn Ladies' Tailors, 
Local No. 65, for a committee to help them 
organize the trade with a view of calling a 
general strike in the next Fall season was 
referred to the committee appointed to look 
after the interests of Local No. 38. 
Request of Brother Garfinkel of Los An-
geles for the appointment of an organizer to 
get the ladies' garment workers of the South 
Pacific Coast into line was referred to Presi-
dent Rosenberg. 
Request of Local No. 22 of New Haven for 
an organizer was referred to the committee 
appointed to deal with the demands of Local 
Xo. 4 of Baltimore. 
Request of the Dressmakers of Brownsville, 
Local No. 72, for sanction of a general strike 
was referred to the New York members of 
the Board. 
Request of the Joint Board of Cleveland 
that Vice-President Feit be appointed to take 
charge of the Cleveland locals was referred 
to President Rosenberg. 
Request of the Wrapper and Kimono Mak-
ers, Local No. 41, that the Board take steps 
to unionize the shops of the contracotrs whom 
a number of manufacturers are inducing to 
move their plants outside of the 25-milc zone 
specified in their agreement was referred to 
Vice-President Mitchell. 
Report and suggestions of Brother Rose-
bury on the "Ladies' Garment Worker" and 
proposed weekly journal for Locals Nos. 25, 
41, 50 and 62 were referred to the members 
of the New York Board. 
The question of the proper interpretation of 
Article XVII relating to transfer or clearance 
cards and its binding upon the various locals 
was referred to the next meeting of the 
Board. 
Requests of the Joint Board of Montreal 
and Local No. 75 of Worcester, Mass., for or-
ganizers were referred to President Rosenberg. 
Request of the Waist Makers' Union, Local 
No. 25, that Vice-President Polakoff be re-
tained as Manager of the Association shops 
was referred to President Rosenberg. 
Request of Brother Scheidinger for the can-
cellation of the balance of $50 initiation fee 
that he still owes to Local No. 35 was re-
ferred to Vice-Presidents Polakoff, Lcfkowits 
and Kleinman. 
President Rosenberg and Vice-Presidents 
Kleinman and Witashkin were appointed a 
committee to investigate the statement con-
tained in a communication from the Joint 
Board of New York that a miml» 
and dress manufacturers, - not on : : 
the Joint Board, have recently applu-i : 
mission to the Dress and Waist M.v, :",, •
 :r_ 
crs* Association. 
The jurisdiction dispute between \ ., ,: 
Makers, Local No. 25, and the Cloak i\ <-. 
Local No. 35. regarding the pres^ii 
waist and dress trade was referred i I'n*,-
dent Rosenberg, Secretary Dyche .r••' Y..i 
President Slotchin. 
Important Decisions 
Agreed to endorse a general strike 
raincoat trade in New York and vi» i::«--
Upon the invitation of the Imen ' •':•! 
Federation of Tailors to be reproi- : a: 
their convention opening in Vienna 
15 and to become affiliated with tin I -ra-
tion, it was agreed to affiliate with ' r-
ganization and to send a delegate *<• : 
vention. General Secretary-Treasurer J. -l-i V 
Dyche was elected as delegate without ••IT,>-
sition. 
Upon the protest of the LadieV I.. 11-«r*. 
Local No. 38, it was agreed to order l.'eal 
No. 25 to refrain from organizing tin- up-
town dress makers working on made t • Tiler 
dresses, as these do not come undei ihrir 
jurisdiction. 
Upon the request of Brothers !' n' wm 
and Halpern a committee from the J •' 
Board of New York, that the (i. II. B i ; i " i 
representatives to the coming eoiuVnme 
with the Cloak and Suit Manufacturer* I'r • 
tectivc Association, it was agreed .1 •• * a 
lengthy discussion to comply with ; • , ' " ' • 
It was the sense of the Board that the i n -
dent, First Vice-President and General >• 1 
tary-Treasurer be asked to act as r e p r c ' - t 
tives. Secretary Dyche declined and x 
Presidents Amdur and Mitchell were r' • ' 
in addition to President Rosenberg and ^ • 
President Polakoff. 
Agreed to inform the Joint Board «>f I-
that the G. E. B. will pay $t,ooo toward* 
ing the bill of Attorney Finney in cone 
with the recent general strike providid 
balance of $!,5O0 will be raised by the I' 
Agreed to donate'$200 to the Ladies' I 
Local No. 71, of Chicago. 
Agreed to pay B. Prager one week'* 
for services rendered to Local No. *° '' 
the general strike. 
Respectfully submitted. 
JOHN A. DYCHl 
Gen. Seey.-Treast"• 
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Adjustment of Piece Prices in the Waist 
and Dress Industry 
The Difference Between Theory and Practice 
By S. P O L A K O F F 
Ma na ge r of the Associa t ion Shops 
in ihe recent Protocol agreement between 
:he Dress and Waist Manufacturers ' Associa-
tion and our Waist and Dress Makers ' Union, 
luteal No. 25, one of the most important pro-
visions contained therein (Article 10) refers 
i i the adjustment of prices for pieceworkers. 
it will be remembered that a conference rep-
resenting both sides sat for many weeks try-
rig to bring order out of the chaos 
prevailing in the waist industry prior to the 
strike. The ut ter want of anything approach-
ing uniformity in regard to piece prices was 
common knowledge to all connected with the 
trade. The conferees knew that prices for 
the same sort of garments varied in every 
-hep. The great point irresistibly brought 
out by the Union representatives was that the 
majority of the employees in the t rade were 
n rribly underpaid. They were able to prove 
* mvincingly that a large number of the work-
ers, probably one fifth, had been earning at 
the rate of ioc. to 15c. an . hour, and they 
ncentrated their efForts toward securing a 
•nbstantial gain for these lowest-paid workers. 
A graduated scale was devised (sec diagram 
IK-low) by which all the lowest paid workers 
were to be levelled up to the minimum of 
ioc. per hour. 
I litis the object of the conferees in draw-
mi; up Article 10 relating to the adjustment 
>l piece prices was twofold; first, to s tandard-
ize the work prices, and, two, to create a 
Machinery for carrying out it*, provisions. 
The workers of each shop were conceded 
'he right to elect a piece price committee, 
i irst this committee for the whole shop en-
ages in collective bargaining with the em-
1•' oyer as to the piece prices for any given 
anient. If the two parties do not agree. 
'
lie work is proceeded with and one or more 
-rkers are selected to make a test in order 
determine the number of hours it will 
«*r an experienced good worker to make the 
nnent in question. The price is then based 
'; the approximate earnings per hour of 
the test maker. If both sides cannot agree 
on the part icular operative to be selected for 
the test, the matter is referred to the Wage 
Scale Board, specially constituted and con-
sisting of experts in the art of fixing prices. 
In order to insure to the employees the raise 
in wages conceded hy the manufacturers, a 
temporary provision was specifically embodied 
in Article 10, that, pending the determination 
of s tandard prices by the Wage Scale Hoard. 
the rate per hour shall in no shop be less 
than 30c. Paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 in clause I*" 
of Article 10 r ead : 
In all shops where the standard per 
hour is now less than z8c, there shall he 
an increase of at least 15%. 
In all shops where the standard per 
hour is less than 30c. and more than 28c. 
there shall be an increase of at least 10%. 
In all shops where the standard per 
hour is now 31c. or 32c. the standard 
shall be advanced to 33c. In no shop 
shall the standard rate per hour be less 
than 30c., and when the rate is now 33c. 
or more, the present standard rate shall 
in no case be reduced. (Sec diagram «m 
next page.) 
Difference Be tween Theory and P rac t i ce 
In theory, as committed to paper, the ar-
rangement appeared very attractive and must 
satisfactory. Hut to carry it into practice 
was quite another matter and with all due 
respect to the conferees, they could not fore-
see where the greatest difficulty would be 
encountered. Such things cannot usually In-
seen before the actual work is done. The 
whole problem lay in the provision as to 
tests. According to clause -(e) of Article to. 
the piece price was to he determined hy the 
number of hours it would take an "experi-
enced good worker" to make the garment . 
But the conferees left the question undefined 
as to what constituted an "experienced good 
worker." Consequently a number of em 
ploycrs had much their way in the selection 
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of the test makers^ with the best advantages 
accruing to themselves, thereby depriving the 
employees of the 30c. minimum provided in 
the Protocol. The arrangement being in 
the nature of an experiment, the employees 
were not sufficiently expert ami informed to 
be on their guard against it. 
So far as the week workers are concerned, 
the problem is less acute. Schedule A, al-
though of a tentative character, specifically 
provides (lie minimum weekly wages for each 
class of employees, namely, cutters, cutters' 
apprentices, pressers, ironers, drapers, joiners, 
examiners, sample hands and plain finishers. 
In any dispute pending the determination of 
prices by the Wage Scale Hoard, they had 
this clearly defined schedule as a guide, ex-
to receive 30c, it was nece<>.u> ai ' : 
ment of prices 10 increase the pri 
certain garment from, say, 50c. p. 
to 80c. or 90c. per dozen. Only in i). 
could the standard price have been e*|- . 
in accord with the terms- of the l'i 
This, however, has not been done fur •'. 
lowing reasons: 
As soon as the strike was settled the ;.t 
returned to work and left the settleinci:' 
prices in the hands of the price commin 
trusting to Paragraph 6 in Clause !•" of A: 
10, which provides that "when price-, are 1 
they shall relate back to the time of th 
ginning of the work." 
This meant that any advance in U ; L I -



































cept in the case of certain week workers who 
were not sufficiently skilled. These, however, 
received an increase in accordance with their 
skill. "But in the case of the piece workers, 
although the minimum was set down as 30c. 
on paper, the actual result of the test, owing 
to the peculiar working of the test provision, 
has failed in a number of shops to reach the 
stipulated minimum. 
Prior to the strike, the shops were composed 
approximately as follows: About 60% of the 
employees earned not more than 15c. an hour, 
20% not more than 20c. and 20% about 30c. 
The number of those receiving 30c. or above 
30c. was so insignificant as hardly to affect the 
figures. To level up the lowest paid to the 
minimum of 30c. required an advance of 
approximately 80% on the price paid before 
the strike In other words, to enable those 
getting 15c. or less per hour before the strike 
to all the work done right from tlie '-ln; 
why then bother about settling price* 1" 1* 
starting work? Besides, the interests "f tli 
employers were well guarded in the pr>n••' 
that in cases where committees and 1 ;- i > 
ers could not agree, "the work shall !-• 1 
ceeded with." It so happened that it! 
majority of the shops no agreement hail !'• • 
reached and tests had to be resorted to. A" 
since the conferees failed to specify the < 
ings of the "experienced good worker w. 
was to make the test, some employers Al-
ready alluded to, took advantage of tin- \ 
ncss of this term and claimed that an 
perienced good worker" meant the f -
worker. Invariably the test makers «'• 
were those who were capable of earning 
an hour before the strike, while accord-i: 
the promised increase the earnings 01 
employees would now, after the strike, ;re 
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:v [.i 40c. an hour. Owing to ibis expedient 
•he part of the employers, the increase in 
... ^1 - amounted to lo'/5 or 15'' approximately. 
••• it by no means brought the lowest paid 
-.- rki r i " the minimum standard of 30c. an 
Mils »s not all. A number of employers 
\ ii s,( far as to make the minimum rate of 
an hour the maxim inn rale and at-
:, Mpi.il to impose the joe. an hour rule 011 
workers, even in those simps which were 
Iir the rate of 40c. or more per hour 
. iiire the strike. Fortunately, through the 
w age Scale Board, the Union promptly i n -
-. rwned anil nipped this fraudulent attempt 
iv she hud. 
The officers of the association admit the 
1 1 1 that the test as at present carried out 
• unsatisfactory to both sides. Whenever a 
..-rsihin of test came up before the Committee 
.: Immediate Act ion, or before the Chief 
• ierks. they have always urged upon both 
lurt ie- to t ry to come to an agreement on 
i.'ii-rs without resorting to the test, in order 
.i\onl fr ict ion. Experience in many shops 
I ' f w d that in all cases where the test was 
•Unitarily eliminated, the employee-' earn-
i ng were more satisfactory. 
Since the strike we have tried various 
methods of procedure to solve l\\v question of 
•1 -t making, hirst we hail reached an un-
derstanding that the g i r l who averaged $1,275 
i'T 45 hours' actual work, her test rale 
liiBtilcl he 30c. per hour.- We have then 
diM-inercd that this plan is not favorable to 
*. 11 workers, because in selecting a certain 
.-. -rfcer for the test it is almost impossible to 
I'd how many hours she worked on an 
• rage of three or four weeks. The books 
"w the average, earnings to be at the rate of 
' "
,
 $'2 75 per week. Taking the hours to 
50 per week and deducting live hours for 
- of iJn ,C i \i j s assumed -thai her actual 
'interrupted work was 45 hours per week. 
•>• this rate her test should work out a 
rte more than 30c. per hour, whereas her 
<u»l speed reveals the fact that slu- earned 
' 'urage of $1.2.75, working-*KI more than 
•• 1 roximatcly between 35 or 40 uninterrupted 
i r N
 per week. Her earning capacity, i n -
•<d^o1 being 30c., really is 38c. to 4**. an 
" From this it can be seen that the prcs-
:
 arrangement as to the tests is a mere 
•' illation which works in favor of the cm-
er and deprives the employees of the just 
r
 ase to which they are legitimately en-
Since we have no means of ascertain-
ing e\actl>. in main -h..| i- . tin h-mrs she put 
in during die weeks i , . r vv In. 1 • tlu awr.ige 
w.is taken, the worker- -n-th , * . , „ ,
 t j r : | [ ( |K . 
le-t I- unfair and unsatisfactory 
Some manufacturers, on tin <I|1HI hand, 
claim that MHIIC of the g i r l * work -low in 
• »rder to gain more time on (hi- garment; 
that there is dissatisfaction with the n|K-ra 
lion ..I lhe le-t on both -ides. Some lliami 
lacturi is select test girls who earn an aierage 
of Jin.oo or $iH.00 a week and >et lhc> claim 
(heir standa.nl rate to be 30c an hour, whereas 
their actual rate is realh more In such cases 
the Chief Clerks, ,.r the Committee of Ini 
mediate Action of the Wage Scale Hoard de-
cided that the Iir 111 is at hbert> In choose 
any worker, even as high as $_MOO or more 
per week, but the rate of the lest should he 
according to ihc earnings, namely, if a test 
worker earns $Jo.oo a Week, the suui should 
he divided by 45. that is, 50 hours, less > hours 
for loss of time, and the rale -hould be jsc. 
per hour and this price should apph t " all 
the worker- for that garment I suggested 
to Mr. Bartholomew and Mr l lvman. the 
chairman of the Way*- Scale Hoard, fh.il in 
order to verify cxaclh the earnings of the 
test girls, they should he tried for nine hours 
oil settled work. Then liguriug exactly h"W 
much they earn during ihe lime it wil l lie 
pr-sible (o decide what -Innild be the rate 
for a li-st. Cor illustration f wil l pick out 
one case thai has been decided by m\-c l l and 
Mrs. Israels, one of the deput> clerks. It 
i- the case of Mar //<'/</. hn\. Cast- \'o. -',063. 
which -lands 011 the calendar as fol lows: 
" W i t h regard lo the testing of gar-
ments, it was decided thai the gir l who i-
to he Used as a test g i r l should be given 
a full dai's work on Monday. Jwne -M. on 
garment•• on which ihe prices ha\e already 
been settled. In accordance with the 
amount earned on thai da>. the rate al 
which -he i- I " he letted wil l be figured 
by ihe clerks of the association and «'f the 
Union.*' 
I called llie attention of the Wage Scale 
Hoard to t in- anomaly thai al present when a 
test i- made on garment*, our members do 
not beiiciit hi 11 It is (rue thai in general 
our member- are earning now a litt le more. 
than they did before the strike, but according 
l«i m\ investigation, the workers are now more 
efficient, working faster thai! before 
There ha- been a raise of wages, hut not 
it* accordance with the idea of the conferees. 
Ihe Wage Scale Hoard decide.I to appoint 
*> 
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n committee to find ways and moans of solving 
ihc test (|uestion in order iliai justice should 
U done to both sides. The committee ap-
pointed on the Union side are Brothers 
Dyche, Baroff and myself; mid ihosc appointed 
1o represent the association arc Messrs. I. It. 
flyman, II. S. Franks and Goldman, Mr. N. 
Y. Stone representing both sides. 
Let mc express the hope that this committee 
will find a solution to this intricate problem 
and thus render justice to the workers in ac-
cordance with the idea of the conferees. As 
soon as a definite decision is reached, I shall 
duly report thereon in the Lu.l; 
11 orkcr, 
I wish also to urge on the l-"\e 
of Local No. 25 and tint member 
to take up the question of \]\v •, . 
sion at the next executive meeting 
meetings, and if there i- am Miiiyi 
made I would request them t<» -. n-! 
ing to my office, 43 Hast Twcnu-tn 
to the Editor of the Ladies' intnus 
32 Union Square. New York, 
I trust that tlic members in ^ 
lake an interest in this very imp -i 
The Convention of the National Women's 
Trade Union League 
Held in St. Louis, June 2nd to 7th, 1913 
By P. M. N. 
The Convention held by the Women's Trade 
Union League in St. Louis was an inspiration 
to all who desire to see the women of the 
working class organized on the economic field. 
This fourth biennial gathering has clearly 
shown the progress, and the growth of Un-
ionism among wage-earning women. 
There is no doubt that the "Women's 
Trade Union League is becoming a ucccssitj 
among the working women and a growing 
power within the American l^abor Movement; 
for there is tremendous work yet to be done in 
getting the working girl to realize the impor-
tance of being organized and the value of 
Unionism. The League has proven to be com-
petent to do this kind of work belter than 
any other organization. And it intends to 
continue doing it until success will crown its 
efforts. 
As one entered the large hall of the Musi-
cians' Union of St. Louis, where the Conven-
tion was held, one was at once attracted to 
the book-stand and literature display. Pamph-
lets and papers dealing wiih the many phases 
of life that appeal to women were on sale. 
Leaflets, postcards, pictures, poetical selections. 
pictoral charts,, tabulations—in short every-
thing calculated to arrest and hold the atten-
tion of those yet unorganized was displayed on 
tables at the entrance of the ball. 
The spirit "which prevailed all through the 
Convention was one of harmony and good 
fellowship, tvery one of the dcleKaU-* hi: 
the great task be-fore her. and that !'<•• v <.i 
come together to devise means and ;-! n* ; 
aid the cause of Labor. 
After the delegates were wclcoiiml 1>> ' ; i 
President of the St. Louis League and M-I.TN 
noted labor leaders of that city, Mrs K-i\iir,,',l 
Robins, national president, delivered ni .I'A 
and inspiring address to the Comeiui>>'i Mr-
Robins said in part: 
"We are celebrating today the tenth .: 
versary of the organization of the \".iti"tii 
Women's Trade Union League, and s»roh 
there cannot be n more fitting celebratim ''t"-': 
to come together and sec to it that out >d >ur 
widening experience we establish such meas-
ures for constructive work as will e:i r-\ v 
to meet with greater knowledge, o»ur;u' :ui-l 
capacity the ever growing problem "i « ; , : | 
in modern industry. 
"There are two facts which stand on* 
all others-in the present industrial <":•• 
in America. The first is the ever men -
number of women entering every trad-. 
the second is the successful social iii 1 
of the workers in the sweated industries 
two facts point tir the need of the h-u: 
ing for and in organization work anione 
en and girls. In all these strikes. wome:i 
girls have been in the majority and in:'- - ••* 
equip ourselves for definite training in •• 
ization work we will not be abb- t" h"l'l 
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.. l«een gained through suffering and hard-
•••. and imprisonment during ilic strikes. All 
! ,i> know that the task after a strike is the 
• -rruetivc work of organization, and it is 
V to think that this work can lie done with 
: organi/crs. No group of people can hold 
r-i.it they have won in the way of fairer c m -
IIMMIIS except by their courage, initiative and 
Kuibnce and their trained capacity to <tand 
•nether. The greatest value in the trade 
.urremcnr, in arbitration and trade hoards, 
. nl hoards of sanitary control lies in (he op-
•t unity given for self-government. It is this 
industrial democracy—the establishment of 
* ''-government in the work shops of America 
which is the very foundation of trade union 
i'f nciples. Many and many a time this call 
:•> self-government, this sense of responsibility 
towards her condition of work is the fir>t 
awakening of the young girl. Unorganized 
-' i has to accept conditions as she Mnd> them 
i- u wages, long hours, abusive language, un-
- "litary conditions, locked doors, tire dangers, 
rt'irk destructive of her physical strength with 
promise of the future, work destructive of 
In r moral and spiritual development. Alone 
•hi cannot even protest against these condi-
t: -ti*., except at the risk of losing her job. 
v
 e has tried,—she now knows.
 tShe loses her 
i"h when she asserts her fundamental right t<> 
have a voice as to the conditions under which 
•he works. Self-government is essential to the 
Milking of a free people, and self-government 
1
 the day's work can he had only by the 
united action of the workers." 
^Irs. ' Robins' report also dealt with the 
i 'Mowing recommendations: 
\ training school for women organizers 
"d«T the d.irection of the National Women's 
' *-idc Onion League. 
\ eorrespondence course in Trade Unionism. 
I'oards for the establishment of a legal 
minimum wage. 
-ndustrial education under public mainten-
,;
 i and control. ""*• 
1
 "-education in trade training. 
'traduction into public schools of a special 
r
-e of' study in labor legislation, 
•"-rking certificates to be issued only to 
• and girls having satisfactorily passed an 
'••nation on labor legislation of the State. 
^ permanent I^iw Enforcement Committee 
' appointed by each local League to co-
r
«de with the public schools. 
•>e eight-hour day for men and women. 
Stale Hanking L a w I-T I!I, p i . - . . ' i o : j . i 
the sating* id" the worker-* 
W age-earner- Suffrage la-.igue-
Lei nu a*k ihiiM- who ,iii 11:i. ii -i« d in tin 
work of tin- League i" send I-.I ,i e«.m ,,i 
Mrs, kuhjtw1 splendid Report and aUn f >i -he 
reports of I lie local Liagnes 1'or u i* ,.MU 
when mn- reads the reports of the \ari>nr« 
MRS. RAYMOND UOIHNS 
Re-elected" ('resident National Women's Trade. 
Union League. 
Leagues 1 li.it one cm get an idea as to what 
the League* are. doing in behalf of the work 
ing women in particular, and the working el.i--. 
in general. 
The New York Women'* Trade Union 
League, for example, has done great work 
<luring the past two years. It helped to con 
duct strikes of the Neckwear Makers, leti 
Hat Makers, Straw and l'anaina Mat Work 
ers and White Goods Workers in New York; 
Textile and Porcelain Workers in Trenton; 
Paper Makers oi' Ilolvokc and many others. 
The successful strike of the W bile (ioods 
Workers was almost entirely due to the work 
of the League. It is a well known fact that 
were it not for the New York I/cague there 
would not ha te been a White (ioods Workers 
strike, or a White (» N Workers Union 
Let it he remembered that the League has dt 
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voted four long years to the building up of 
this Union. It has, for that purpose, employed 
an organizer and paid his salary all the time. 
Resides the regular organizing work the 
New York League has also done a great deal 
of educational work, arranging a successful 
series of lectures on Hygiene, Eugenics and 
talks on general economics. The League also 
arranged a series of five illustrated lectures 
dealing with the labor problem and women 
And as a result of the League". ,i> • 
the political field, it has succeeded > . 
the women who benefited by It-ui ' -
organize on the economic field. 
The Hoston League, too, has notliii . 
ashamed of in its work. It has taken 
part in the strikes in that city of ti, 
Makers, Cloak Makers, Ladies' Tail*-: 
tile Workers and Telephone operator--
these strikes the Boston League ha- n 
A . M . -
A GROUP 01- NEW YORK DELEGATES 
workers. These lectures were not only held 
in New York, but also in Troy. Schenectady 
and Albany. 
In addition to this work the League has 
carried on a campaign of agitation among the 
Italian working girls. 
The Chicago League has done similar work. 
In the struggle of the workers against Hart, 
SchafTitcr and Marx, the Chicago League has 
played a prominent part. It has, in the past 
year, organized several new Unions composed 
entirely of women workers, namely, House-
hold Workers, Rath Room Attendants of the 
Public Schools and Department Store Clerks. 
The legislative work done by the League is 
remarkable. The ten hour law for women 
workers in Illinois has been obtained through 
the exclusive efforts of the League. < 
invaluable assistance to the workers in i 
struggles for better working condition* 
The Leagues in St. Louis, Baltimore. Stir-
field and Denver have done work al"iw 
same lines. 
All the Leagues in every cily are affih.t 
with the Central Labor Bodies and tin-
labor organizations are, as a rule, affih: 
wilh the various Leagues. In Kan*a< ' 
for instance, the Central Labor Bods 
raised the per capita of its locals, in nrdt 
be able to assist the League of that city " 
daily—an example which ought to be foil"1 
by Central Bodies in every city and state 
The American Federation of Labor 
seen the good work done by tin1 var 
Leagues and as a result has helped the 
tional League financially. It has enabled 
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i.itial League to keep an organizer on the 
i lor a few months (hiring the last winter 
1'he League could do more if it hail the 
.meial support of the organized Lahor Move-
•i;. This is the problem which face* the 
(giie all the time—a problem which might 
IK* solved by organized lahor. 
I he Convention on the whole was most hi-
re -ling. The business-like manner in which 
v\as conducted proved that women, after all. 
• <i do something else besides talking. 
The delegates displayed a thorough knowl-
Liii:e of the American Labor Movement. Their 
rucstness, sincerity and enthusiasm for La-
r*s Cause was written on each and every 
i ice 
Since the last Convention the League has 
. tined many new organizations, as well as in-
hudual members. 
The International Ladies1 Garment Work-
. r •*' Union of America was represented at the 
i »:tvention by delegate Marie Harvey of the 
\\ aist Makers ' Union. Miss Harvey made a 
oe impression upon the delegates. 
The Committee on organization, agitation 
nil legislation were busy day and night mak-
4 plans for the local leagues. 
Several public meetings were held while 
i' • Convention lasted. Some of these meet 
ings were held for |he purpose of organizing 
the St. Louis 1 elepli"nc Operator*. Mrs. 
Robins. Leonora O'Reilly, Rose Schn.idennan, 
Mary McDowel and the writer were the 
speaker^ at these meetings 
Thanks arc due to the members of the St. 
Louis League for doing their IK-M to accom-
modate the delegates in every possible \\a> 
They certainly deserve credit for their spleu 
did efforts in thai direction. 
A INmtrule on the Mississippi was ihc chief 
entertainment for the delegates. 
It seems that every one was impressed with 
the Convention; even the press of St. I-ouis 
gave very favorable write-up**. 
Most of the old officers were re elected, in 
eluding Mrs. Kavnmnd Rollins, Wuional Presi-
dent and S. M. Iranklin, National Secretary. 
The Convention dosed amid great enthusi-
asm, cheers for the ( an«e of l^abor and the 
singing of Labor Songs. 
It docs one good to come together ' I'Vcrv 
two years to review the work done; to sh.ikc 
hands with old a** well as with the new sol 
diers of Lahor's Army; to plan together; t" 
think together and I" work together f'»r a 
common purpose, fur one aim, that of doing 
away with the \\orld's greatest curse wage 
slaver v 
MASTERS AND SLAVES 
Was. Industry made for Man or was Man 
•>de for Industry? 
If Man-was made for Industry, then it is 
M that Industry should be the Master and 
'ii the 5lave. it is just that live hundred 
• " s a n d m e n and women should be killed 
1 injured annually while they minister to 
industrial deity; it is fair that women toil 
• - .hours for a pit tance; it is right that 
• inanity writhe in agony under the goad of 
' industrial taskmaster. 
, !
- o« the other hand, Industry was made 
Man. then it is just that Man should be 
Master and Industry the Slave. It is fair 
that an> calling which crushes men"' bodies, 
destroys the souls of women and little chil-
dren, or takes a toll of life ami joy grealer 
than its contribution to the happiness of the 
community, should be reformed or abolished. 
I'wn thou»and years ago Jesu*. rebuked the 
Pharisees and justified His disciples-who had 
picked corn mi the Sabbath day—in these 
words : " I he Sabbath was made for man. and 
not man for the Sabbath." The world listen* 
for the modern prophet who.shall proclaim: 
"Industry was made for Man. and not Man 
for Industrv." -Scott Waring in Everybody'* 
Magazine. 
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Our Women WbrKers 
C o n d u c t e d by ine M- N e w m a n 
It is coming up the steep of T ime, 
And this old world is growing br ighter ! 
We may not see the dawn sublime, 
Yet high hopes make the heart throb lighter. 
We may be sleeping in the ground 
When it awakes the world in wonder ; 
But wc have felt gathering round, 
And heard its voice of living thunder. 
It is coming! Yes, it is coming! 
—GEROI.D MASSKY. 
(Just a Little Food for Thought.) 
In the last issue of ihc "Ladies' Garment 
Worker" wc stated that working women had 
realized the necessity for being organized as 
far back as the 18th and 19th century. T o -
day this realization is no longer new. T h e 
necessity for organization is no longer doubted 
by any woman of intelligence. All over this 
country working women are beginning to feel 
the great need of acting together in order to 
improve their economic conditions. These 
women and girls feel that they must not let 
other questions, such as religion, politics, na-
tionality or creed interfere with the most im-
portant question of being organized and put-
ting u p a united front to combat the powers 
that oppress them. 
Outs ide the factory or shop you may believe 
in what ever you please. Outside of the 
factory you may belong to whatever denomi-
nation you desire. It is nobody's business but 
your own. You can have your own political 
views. You can be-Jicve in any principle you 
think right. All this is your business. But 
you must never let these issues become obsta-
cles in the way of acting for the good of all 
working in your trade and trying to organize. 
and for this reason. 
In the shop or in the factory the interests 
of the workers are alike. You may be Jew, 
Gentile, Italian, Turk or Syrian—if the condi-
tions a rc bad you ALL suffer from them, do 
you n o t ? Jf, on the other hand, the OHI>'I 
tions a re better, you A L L enjoy them. I|I» > 
not? H the hours are long they tire >"i: 
alike. If the hours arc short you ALL i|- • 
work at the same time. If wages are I 
they a r e low for everybody. In short. 
something is wrong all of you suffer from CM 
wrong. All of you will agree to that, i 
you should act as individuals, each for I.: 
self and "the devil take the hindmost,*" c 
ditions will never be better and the world «•' 
move much slower than it does now. 
If, however , you act as a unit, regardl**-
of nationality, race or color, you are alw.r-
in a position to get a greater share of \\V 
you produce. Keep this in mind. 
Then, again, you must never let > n 
thoughts deceive you. You know that we onl: 
nary mor ta ls arc apt to think that we 
"first" and the other fellow does not am ••" 
lo very much anyway. We must always 1 
member, however, that every one is a lurr 
being and wc must so regard him. One 
not born a '"foreigner," "Jew," "Italian 
"Gentile." These titles come after. One 
first of all born a human being- And 1 
thing to remember is that no matter wh 
she o r he believes in, no matter what I 
political views are, no matter to what pari 
or church she belongs lo, she is a human \» 
iOg and a fellow-worker. You may not belon 
to one church ; you may not be I • n-r t" 
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•>ar:> ; you may not believe exactly in the 
^ I*IIO principles, but you must remember thai 
* HI belong to one class, and that each ami 
, . i r\ one of you must aci for the good .•! 
, ; , h fellow-worker. 
Uircumstances have brought you together 
:hc shop or factory. Condition^ torcc >• »n 
act together. But yuu must learn to think 
1
 -nether, so that you can act intelligently ami 
: -r the good of all. Lei your motto from 
:t >w (tn be: " A i l in jury to one i- the concern 
f all." 
A Bit of G o o d A d v i c e 
We all know what the summer months 
jman in the city of New York. Lspecially 
for those who do not live on Central Park 
vVi-i or on Riverside Drive. Ami I take it 
for granted that you who read these hues 
lit) N O T L I V E T H E R E . So that you sutler 
from the hot summer monllis more than any 
•ne else. 
Slow as it may be in your trade, you still 
have some work to do . Anil when you come 
home you are tired. Now, it may be that on 
dial night there is a meeting of your Union. 
You don't feel like going. You think to your-
•t!t, "O. well, let some one else go, I can't 
U'i. I am hot !" T h a t is wrong thinking. For 
:liat "some one e lse" thinks the same. So that 
:lie meeting, your meeting, is not as well a t -
tended as it ought to be. 
riie- Labor Movement can't afford to let 
tlie weather man interfere with the holding 
i meetings. No mat ter him hot, no matter 
bow cold, meetings must be held. And you 
mist never leave the work of--the organization 
• a few. Each and every oiii <»f you must 
participate in the work of the Union. 
Something may be done at the meeting 
wbich you may not like. Wel l , you w e r e ' a b -
ut and you can' t blame anybody but your-
self, h is your Union. I t is your meeting. 
1 *ur presence is required on every occasion. 
I W f l i r t the weather prevent you from com-
'"« to the meetings. N o mat te r how hot it 
'nay be. 
it is slow now and you don't earn as much 
>"U did in the season. The paying of dues 
-:• be hard on you now. Let me give you 
friendly adv ice : / '( ly your dues every 
"***'. Doif.t let it accumulate. T o pay 15 
'"* a week is not a terrible lot. And 
;urally it is not hard on you. But if 
' don't pay one week, two or three weeks. 
" will find that instead o f ' hav ing tu pay 15 
cents you must pay 45 <>r 60 cents. I here 
foie, lake the ad \ iee and d-.i.t let \ " in dues 
accumulate, l io t.. the meetings and ju \ u m r 
line's each week. 
A m e r i c a n Branch of Local No. 2 5 
1 lie American branch is growing. I lie 
member*, in general and the organization coin-
mitiee in part icular are doing splendid work 
On I'riday last I was invited to attend 
meeting \ti the organization eouutiittee. Aim 
I was very much impressed with the earnest-
ness and seriousness of the members. 
This committee i.s now studying the work 
ings of the "Protocol ." There has been much 
talk about the Protocol of late. M a g a / i n c 
had articles about it. Lecturers have spoken 
on this subject. The Protocol lias been tin 
Ionic for many discussions at \ariou> din 
ners, etc. But our own members, ituforiu 
uatly, know very little about it. To know it* 
workings is really the best thing the member, 
could do f'ir themselves. After all. tln> w \\< 
work under the Protocol ar rangements might 
to know whal it stands for 
Miss Harvey, who explains to the nu-tnberi 
the difficult parts of the Protocol, evident!* 
lias a thorough knowledge and uudcr^laiiduu; 
of the Protocol. T ins much may be seen from 
the manner of her interpretation. I he ex-
ample ought to be followed by all the mem-
bers of the Union. 
The organization <"• 'immltee is also plan 
uiug an organizing campaign as s>»on as the 
hot weather will be over. We have no doubt 
but that the work of the American branch 
will result in success. Keep it up ! 
W h i t e Good* W o r k e r s Hold Big Meet ing 
The White Goods Workers ' Union had its 
big massmceting at Cooper Union mi July 
iirsi. The weather was w r \ hot. \et tin 
members came to listen to the good word all 
the same. 
The character of the meeting was that of 
agitation. The officers of the Union felt that 
the members in general ought to know what 
has been accomplished ' l ining the last l i \e 
months. 
The following speakers addressed the meet-
ing . Meyer London. S Polakoff, S. Shorr , Rose 
Schiieidcniian and B. W einstein. I I . Lang 
acted as chairman. 
A collection was made for the Palerson 
strikers. This monife the White Goods Work-
ers ' Union is going to have a nomination or 
officer*) and executive board. W'e want to call 
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upon all members of the Union to attend 
the meetings and participate in the nomination 
and election. It is your Union and you can 
elect whomever you think is lit for the po-
sition. 
Jt is satisfactory to note that the picnic at 
Glcndale Schutzen Park on Saturday, July 
19th, was a great success. The music was 
excellent and the happy crowds of young, in-
telligent-looking girls who Idled the park en-
joyed themselves immensely. 
AUGUSTA PAST 
Augusta Past was one of the active mem-
bers iu the recent White Goods Workers' 
strike ami she is continuing her activity in 
the interests of the Union. 
Kalamazoo Corset Workers 
The girls of the Kalamazoo Corset Work-
ers' Union arc determined to win their battle. 
Some of them arc again on the road, trying 
to interest the merchants in their just fight 
against the Kalamazoo Corset Company. 
Miss Clara Pierson, one of the members. 
who is now out on the road, uriic-
been busy all week here. I am VIH •: 
store in town and they all seem :-. ' 
nice about it. Some of them ha\. 
to discontinue buying corsets from 
C. C 
"The Labor Unions here in town .-. 
kind to me and are helping me in e\u 
The work is hard, of course, hut .h 1 
am concerned, I am willing t«. M, -H 
harder to win our fight." 
There is very little doubt, according 
ports, that sooner or later the Kal 
Corset Company will be a thine, oi »1 
Much success to you girls who are 
road! Yon are in the right. Ami -
later you must win. 
When You Have Time to Read 
Those of yon who are not ao|ii:iiir•• 
the facts pertaining to the condition- ••: 
labor in this country ought t<> gel i!'< 
entitled "The Hitter Cry of the tin!!1 
by John Spargo. 
We have more than two million linl. 
in these United States who t.-il from •. 
morning until late at night for next !•• ••>••' 
These children are deprived of fre-h a" 
sunshine, of life ami love. And the> art 
the children of your employers lhi> 
working class children. 
Fortunately the book is not an c\pi 
one. If you don't care to buy it, i>»u 
get it in all libraries or at the Kami S« 
of Social Science, 140 East Ninteetttli ^ 
for 50 cents. Get it and read it It \u 
you good. 
(Send all communications pertaining '" 
department to Pauline M. Newman, .u t 
Square, New Vorfc City, Room 1017 1 
George Bernard Shaw on Money 
" I he universal regard for money." says 
George Hernard Shaw, in one of his inimitable 
dramatic prefaces, "is the one hopeful fact 
in our civilization, the one sound spot in our 
social conscience. Money is the most import-
ant thing in the world. It represents health, 
strength, honor, generosity and beauty as con-
spicuously and undeniably as the want of it 
ness ami ugliness. Not the least of it* \ir 
is that it destroys base people as certain! 
it fortifies and dignities noble people. 
only when it is cheapened to worthless!"" 
some and made impossibly dear to otl fr-
it becomes a curse. In short, it is .1 «•' 
only in such foolish conditions that life 1' 
is a curse. For the two things are m 
represents illness, weakness, disgrace, mean- arable." 
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v:--; C"%N ty i^m ,8^ I^EK ;yr p8 ,$rtu 
"jn ;y;ya *|E28P pn p« ; y r o r \y:y^r 
•ys** w Vuftjfiiy *y PH BMP [in .i,yr* 
•" eyn ,p»nDD ov\ |jny*5nyE i^,;v *~ 
r ; - ; s H pic ^DYonjnpoH jnjn^ w*:v 
c*c fis^^p ny^: pvj' |jf5mi nyay:ctD"2-i8 
.iy»3"5 f»ys fy"in^ E*D^ 8 f^^v ">*" 
-xr iu»3v n iyii ,oy ts8 t n j n ^ r:«a 
~8 p2 iyc*"K'DlflC38 J8 D*2 03»nj8 1^  
-y-y p'.tr ot?n ^z cyn i^ k .-yry;DD^z 
•""^D;8"iyE 8 nyay;DD"3iK nyryvr '8 
** T'8 ni: , w ; r ">y" iv Pi5a QK wpvt 
": ;VK -:y;y; pn ps lyajteDOvaiK y?8 
V-; \^p D^: cn>8 ps o-yiyr \^— H 
'"Pjjrrsya D*: ryny pic iy rvp i8i ,?yr»t 
"i D-i^ne ny jyi* ,y^8sc%D yr*DPN~s 
'^  :r;y?'^nyE 8 jn»ii pv nr:yp«?-tyc 
'-'X T"8 ^82 8T8 p8 pvj* D"flW iV*:*.* *"'Jn 
- r s r s un iv 3:uyp"?Tys 8 c?8 D;yry 
-v- cjn ps |IK .nyayaoca-jtf PE ry^w 
pfi iy;ji8r(vy; DESJ iy :y ; ro- -N y-y*-: ;y; 
ps |y:;ny-:^E n TN
 rry:ypny:N iv O*M ;»X 
-yjyf'p ,cyt"rvMi ^r,n "85 - W I - I K yiy»t 
- ° : ,iV;r.iyD:-?-y y-yi:N p.« 5yn;iDi" yn 
U^T iyny::N iy-; p5 plN ryDryy; ;y; 
-5?; u-: jy;:viy-^e ^ fyeseyp -v iyt:^ 
D^rocya \v.vv tvajninivs ^ ?"ii .lyay;^ 
,yiy:;8 yr-8 *v L^: p« ,p^,x «i iv -,; 
v-2 cy .|yo:sn^p;yp y-,y«? ;yrv y~w 
D ,„„ V-V£, W : B „ .,K ,S ( .y2y : w i s jv-yv 
iy^ny-i!ji: c'-.ytD"2i8 n iy;y;r^; ny-j 
.ny;y;DD^2i8 cyryv:^8 j'n«c y;'wr N 
H iyr,
 fcnyn:» ".i?: nyiif tny\i y;8^ H 
*.v t»i?2 D^yotry: D': ;ynyi: |y;;nyr:!jE 
lyooyna oyn w "un$ y>8 iv v.; ,yr;^« 
y;8? H .T , -ID pw -iy:y;co^r"8 -*vo 
-IJ?E H ;yv ,i"-!y-:;8 "i;yo^nya ^MK unyr 
jyaw *v r r r L^; D^yory: tJnyr jyjinyi 
cy- p« ,-vcvr -y2y;ca^:-x |yiycy: cy-
ny %r ,cryxM v:x t r : "y:y;co , ,:i8 jyy:-y 
-D^K ni8 [jnyn |yj;n]niv& '" fy« i-: #'*« 
i'8 iya:yi33*nK DD^" cy IN ,D*h2i«y3 
8 fyv. .lyjjijjHys'Dta^o-fN yr^^; v m 
•i¥B yt"^8 D?yDc pit DMK D^SIN w : v 
"lyLD^ inw c'y.z vstf n rt>n pirx jy;;nyn 
cyn iv e38"i2ya oiyn lyeyi" yny:iy ^ px 
fnyD"2nw yt>^:8ny2"iyDy3 •" pc ^yssor 
"S;^T yi;""E ;^ar n pic ucryr ix-
•r8 p8 .ocr^yt lyayacD^aiK H fyrM'.v 
,-; iyzy: t:1; "iy2y;DD"2i8 p'P ^ n p*cya 
-.8 njny ."i D': *y MI inys lyo^siK 
IV iy;yr "?iy5« p n D:U iy2y:DD": 
c .p ^^ : ."iyr:yr r?8 'yo^anN H :vry; 
oyv, iy T8 ,iy3yjDD"3nK ;8 oryocnyE 
D*; C^E;**8 p8 DSK!: v:$*:v iyn ps in 
Sy 'x :«3* 'E pic iy D"iyn jyncya 
"»>*r 18*:v '" :N ,D I ' D i n p D : ' N-y E 
y?» ;y;y; ^IECSP irvN p« ; ^ s iy iyr^" 
l^:v H "*y*: ?y*B*n ?"n .oyr^: jrjnzvt 
-.8 iy-ycy: oyn ,nn*8 ps jyiyi^E DS: >*t 
^z8 ,iy:yaiyr8: Drr>8 Dip D:M5 ^y:y;DD-z 
tn$c [y-iyaiy oyn pc lysyaDD^aiK H 
:y"iy:y- 8 "("N iyiyv. D3*T3yaB*nn iv^t 
.f-yS8DLM 
D-yor I81:!1 8 ;yv, T8 ,^M pnyoenyB ry 
(t"TO p« -iy2y;DD"2i« y?w iv |ya:nynijE 
•yn nyc":-)8 H jy3"my 'V "t o:^r: ;x-
n PK if"E« lyp^ya "t pa ys^so *v .-yr 
41 -lyp-itfi' Mjwnw wv**? njn 
jyatp ,t*VPW \"V ou DI$E DflWBHjrs 
ny PK ayn nn jtfny l« DTPK "a v e 
ijn pn tia Dn*tfa i» .OD'JIDSP K KOHDC 
|IR lypmnya** pc yitp: -tptnnnifao'M 
jyay; ps nips nyasp^TyoR iin P« &^ 
.oninp 
pc oy:"K pa :K ,TJIK oSnjnnjn iyc 
-y:;$ [yo PK (n?"Jn n y u w DU) D^KPitf n 
iv wnoya o$n jyo p« oy;pa D*O iyaa«a 
jsrnya "iyaK PK BBI5 H jromftt lyo'rsn 
nyi p« y:*ns yjnyayS K O*D DTtnopirSy 
PK 1'JlJir J9¥'WJ P"IStDC* T-T o$n c5iy 
oya ps T-T nyDMN jyujviya sjjp-r^n p»« 
:ny33y; pn tv ivnpjrjD'iK P« 
D»V. .TOT yooyi: DIJ-I opa n„ — 
! jynyryj pm a$n *p« 
pni« TT o c e — ! nynij ! -um* — 
—pnm# m* w a y ) K D»D ,|8tyiytrB ny-i 
^p K TK lyoyaiyc IDD$H DMK pnyr cy MI 
...! Wgn pH ipi pa 
•iyay^ KT Dipioy nMn jyaijri v : :.-•• » 
I'ona p a w * jnjn;« n t ip ;>r.-;: -
"t jyonyty D911 IKE nyaK .;VV-N- ;-
,yit$o nyjRpnyos nyn o ^ .c-a:; 
yfcailirt oyr pD |yc«j: Dy: ;y:j>-;-;-
H) "nanp y:y:"K„ s« y-iy;;iN ;;-
 s-
ny-i HM« vo |yait ,ov mno por$: ;•-
...•» T ' a iv T\y2V) PK iy ,m:i N -NL'-S-
IV D"pa>:"f»p KTK o^: D"V pv "r ^ 
,?SPHB1 p-isoe1 inyt PK ny pK , ; r ;-
iv " p ^ y s c o n;y IPB„ K D*; r-w : r 
-wow'? "iyn jyn iJ*wc j rou DIV ;v;sr 
jnoynsn^n K iyn nyaw .Dj»-5"yE ?;• -
px ("D^m nyo^a-.N y c n ^ iy^;Nfc': •-
,oy Dino ,iv"iyn SJID^V ycDDTN'vxr 
"lyooiK .jny^ D^; n^j T« &-$"' l""' -v ' 
cy" x, .3 .5 D y^ot^ ya n o$n f-y-r^ -N •• 
"lya^n^ KTK ps v s iirayn ,; ,-;>;N- : 
Dgn f'yp^ D-iS -ly-rzN ;N nyo:iK .c-;-v: : 
lyase iv DWB ,iyet$; y^•t;t< i» DTJ':"': 
"ijnya pranim T^ K Syp^ DiK nyi *s .-•:* 
i^ Dp«ny~i nyi :N .in^K nNr t : r r - • 
TOFW lis NgBPtragog onj DByim 
PBH^U hMW pS 
;y::i:;nya ynycya p« ya^?: pnrt'&W'K 
.DI^ID my"t p« 
:'K ::i;yi:yanyca"K nm n^^ M "iyn P» 
cyD8?a yLM,i,«Ti2,,o pc aannowii* H 
iV^r DIKL-^K^DIJDK ytyn tt? ,D^I PK ly^: 
D3*,:v H PK M f w n po lyiyr D:ypny:» 
iyny;iv;"K nyoya ;yan ,naii« «^fa iy^r 
•"K ,D:yff"K*Dij[D8 n O*D ^oatf p$ pK 
-:"K D'o D^yatpo ya^yt ^ lyoa^L" xa "iy-; 
DMpar n
 fnnyo ^^: .-iyay:DD"aiK ya^yv 
•:yay: vt tyDa^Senyc W$B>"IPDSDK n PK 
onyatiy^ tvsnpmy p« iyv'Dr iv rD": 
.y".yi;K n IKE y;"K 
*M-!V pc ;:i^yor «TB o y c i y a DIJII 
:DIJII D^ oyo^nya oy ?ny;;y; yo5« 
njn pn inasvunpa ya^Jaann n ayf-iv 
**M ,i*no iy^y'• pn (yenyn yaf>yr. .o-^ a-iK 
D y^bvtf? iyj"i ya?yT! DP"IDC %- ' 
" " I O Djyoi«a DH"5 "iyi PK ir:'-
-ya "i jy:^t 4VDDwa PK PK P ^ ' 
nya » D5B Dyo^a H O'O (yi^^y; -
n pc jyrn D : ^ 3 P n .DDN*: V. 
ya^vytys H D?e: lyujttya o:yp-.y;s 
"yo^aiK H p« ^VD^alK H p£ ">vt:i 
H Df*K DJIWK^DIJDK H Djypny;K 
.nyayaDD"an« H pa ".yoyiD-.ys y:* 
iyaysy^E^K un^nya T^ K JW*M V 
yny";K n o*c yj^w jy^UBn iv P;K~ 
?nyv y:«?p s PK nyon« .yir^ yvr* 
pK "ytD a^^ K
 ryi"a .lysyp o;y-:> 
^Diyf-p-iy rteivnv iya^n nyayaco^: 
i-'K prnoDnrw n ps pn5n*v cy- • 
Da^^mys pn jyf^r nyo^aiK n "N 
•^DK PK nyay;DD^a"iK H PK ,0;^' 
jyay^Dtr w^t yi^a DIJI p« ,C:K 
,_^ .-
. . . -. j ; 
ijjpnjjn biysTOi cn^? nyi 4i» 
...DTI flK S1113TtfpjrD m 
JX*-^S^";.^<§. 
PS 
an "IKB K-nn jjrne* PK V J P ^ P oaipirt 
pv o*a I5*BK iytno wp ...:ijo w a s p : 
&$n mua K;K nyiK pywpnytf v;y-;^;v; 
y-$o p« iinyvi wna tf*EK TK ,K?*-iy!:s 
•N yi^t: yryn .DTP38Pnyo8 "'y:"' ;y:K: 
;-r D^; fiK yirranifBO'M ;K RPTI nyzx 
.yrn 
* * * 
ve ;V:VP /i'D^yscij; jyjyu a^3inn 
"$s„ cyn . pay* ps |ybtan;"M tr: ^n 
r'ny£c$: r-i::y:n?$o"un .Dnyip "otnyv 
DTjnir»pyfiu$c 5s:$C"j n D*O IVD; 
irijry: orvK o$n yityv. .tyr'wcipotf 
.,,-„. »yn D:^T 3Jn1 j y ^ ; pe pnrPBstpK 
"r$: |yttf8 Djn ".KE Di$n ui; $ tr.$- TV-
!*ywfi iyo"2nK iw^iny ;K D-I$B -ciys 
•"TO^an iyi pbtfrtya'K n^w »no»a tr$E 
c$tt nzu? K ! i»: p*P 0s; Kpn PK ,y:*xr 
-y: DI; ;y2$n |yuib"¥ iyo*^"« yiy-:K 
•Dm* fw cyn DS: p« BWIIP cy~ O<:'DVR 
.jyj^nv 
PK TC iyry? ,:yo KPtoy- pyiut jynya 
:unnyii mvm1?^ 5p*MP',,ur"ponjnn#e(t 
iitf"* IIK we^nxnyB tvpnycM HW 
,iyr;yo y;y:8Dtry;2$ PE byotainys o-yv 
leJjm PK t>"v nyn D*: tynyotnyE vz'rvv 
."finyii orD^iys OBiBiya 5j»? pir ;y::sr 
'jnnx&iy ^nBBnjrm Ejxn \VP lys 
-ysK prSyii TO -jyjyn y^jny^enys ~"K 
*~SE„. njn ;\V2v: mww puj ptf:: 
.D3yiipyD3*P 8P*tDD'Dpn»C^  PK "coiyv 
^K -.KE 1M T? D^KH J3WC K iy DJjn 
V^&K^ M DSK3 "lyo^D *K .jyP'K PK ?n$DLM 
vf^oy PK ijro unm ,no« v^ypn^r K D*n» 
.jyrpx pni* v*to DIP OTIK syo 
* * * 
f'R ,m$*: ijn i* pm* a^uyw 
'vpivnv-yrK yiijc K tntpiya D"v vvw 
W i p i o:yciK: DJPt"5 p.c jy^o-.K 
iy;%,T D>'r*:r^ ps»Ni2 p« iy?Kiy:y;N 
•iyi*y; u ,; p^-.oc nyjtjciyoys Dy-i p« 
yi*or*r iyry*fici c^r. ,syp yc*,Dieo^<•s,•: 
nyry^ p.s \vz v$r, ,mcnte p« jy^-
yyonK H .tDBisny; w: (p^oo) ncnrc 
Diyp^noo yorrr-E'von i;y?no 25 p.E 
^yvy^r-sy: (?) wytfifwi y:y*i p^K o^r 
pK lyr^ ic K D;^T ":N ."w^tv: px 
Difr, -IKE pic* D<D |jmyt3t;m.yB nyovK 
inyr u^: MIK ur~;yy; in o$n P"":DD lyi 
nyritr irryi vx jycyr^ K ^^: ,i:yv;yr; 
jyr^K ,^DDn:>K ,}yptf2 cr : [y^pivcnK 
"yrf'p
 fnyjnyc T*K lyry^K i^; -*TOI^. 
iypimc K iyrry; iv i*i« iyoy: vrso pK 
, i v r : iyn»? jy:sKr K D*«: W*:P ysniyoc* 
.DEBny^n^E yr"'^rr ptc *^xr:^ss<-i ^-jn 
^yn-r-r yrsEr'K o^ jyo^piviK nyi"K 
[y:myj p« -y;rr p-E iyni«Dtr' ,Dir:t3;yi 
,3;ny:n-.yE |RK L^r: ;y2K? iyisy: cyi 
K .;^*:v K ;nK ,iy'yor"iyE " ^ m PK 
!iyD"2ii« -y-^r
 rj^oy? yiy^ta 
* * * 
cy:KP%"ycK cyi "y:*K y^p^ oiK JK PK 
P"DD"iy^ nifEw iy-; Dinyr^ pny ^T^D y^D t^Dcs 
D*: ?*K vPnyisM i'K Dt^ D'oyD^ o^ K "y: r« 
"•
y
^: iy:KP^y^K H .^ K? m$v K m ""y: 
.^- y:"- H .yn^c iy- PK PIKBK* ;yz 
PK KS^^K pe y3"i *i nnK in lyp'.p-yc 
-ipnys y '^-.K n PK ; [yv:KDD«: »? iy^ >v. 
.I^ro:^: *n fy?*n PK y2Mi n n^ K "qn |yp 
-KV ps ,1'ir n*c ;y."yoc*"yc nyov^ K 
I'D'iyBcjf: ty3"i iv y"«c n DCKOLM cy \y: 
iyrKPnwi yc^i^ H TK ,ir:En jmve K 
jyoc^KD'BKP yr^- ^ n^ .K in lypipnyc 
-j#c K :K ,cns" .iyv;Kn;y; »n |j**« PK 
PK jyyi'K y5*p^m MI nyp^wv PK yn 
...jyv^ns |ya"^ ;yc';y2 
yovyf1 H otnyf'piy T'K T^K D o^nyn 
-t?E^ yt?*DD*?nnoDHJ*n ijnSrj w
 ry"(*t 
33 ippujn Daytmu w^ njn 
•«i unm tow D$V, cyi fm P* -IV«w 
n pyiiK oy DOftfJ ,iyD$5>«Fya :KD;I: IV; 
D*U /iyca"iK-"iyaisa y?yE PE t^pa^ayo 
•"ii mwySp "IKE w ijn Tin nwa-m 
,n«5»«jn »m nys$ 
WaiK-Tyanto iyiy D$n lynna 
cyi 3KD^C p« wo mten a 3KC;IT D B W 
jyoonnya ojn trn ,evyn ."na a$& jyvaw 
-IK DiKnita n gnnin ,P»IDD IVD:^.;^^: 
.T$n lis a$s ijntf1 MI y-Kia 3ND:$C jye"3 
•;K2 cyT pa 5>3fi fo iyi ,$?5>x ,PN o*p 
H ji2 P^-.DD ?«iy;y: lyansyiiDtr jyv 
yaitf n Dnnvsiw w EMfDPJif .Dnyaisa 
BSK^ya cy D«jn ,"iyt3"3"iK"Ty3"i83 H ns 
p* DyDip~iP3"wa H -IKE nntu yDWiw 
.Tmy«no |j#n$s oxyi inm P5»$E DJP 
,-tfip PK oy5« D^W TK # a iyo58 -lyi 
-y:;$ wys^vyatriK *p ;yp ,*D*«tfa tnfii 
•"n K PK CI£2NP nyny1 tr: .iinyii Djnjyn 
•ioay w^uoa"? yajKD D$II oynvtps nya'5 
tD'o .49093 KTK e*e on%n jyrnp IPDOKM 
I9u ,K jyi'UnDMN c^y nyn oyn D"V 191 
"W3 PK o^yp^ SynDOij-sj^ K i»t p»n jytraya 
.ctryc ypj*5 -ip"i *PIK "ess D\* jyc$: "y" 
fiN ,Dfta K ptfa PK o5iy i9J"093?« iy: 
ivoun IPD"* yf* p« lya^n DwarytpteE 
.n»n *pw D i^y cyi 
•y^« D»p oyv, lyoyfitp tyis nynna 
nyi ?K ,iy:,£v:c,i« p*$a-iyB"3"w yr%D 
-ODtpr* iy;yr ^nw: "lya^ Dvy iyv:«: 
pM WV P3 3;KEJ$ pB P"B 8 PK D1DPf»*P"l 
ny?K 5"injn jysw yssDttoio ijn pK TN 
Dno pn D-iyp c^ .onyoBjrva ,cyp i^L"t «5 
.nyDSr y:Di^ p« ^B D^yairc 
n s wJnnp yf»» HE ra^fi H t'« cy 
HK nxn PE nrsynvs iv c-Kna vv-\ iptD^a 
"u p»3jna iv Dtftftwf 5^i
 ra:iayiwanyD"a 
ni5a S,T iy;;yna jwvnynm1^"!!! nin |W 
;y::iD^v n jyoanjra pm civ anaynw 
.tnyan^a n jwiiv nr:inc » jyayfi njnym 
my: ncinc n tavrav t» ,;y;$r nyatj nns*5 
PK
 (Wfp'35jrnDDipr» n 112 lyotj: cyi PK 
;;t5yiiyr tc D'T: ,C ,PVII ijn p« *QQV ny 
.oyDJ?2-nyai8a n naio? p« pe 
-yen s p,2 »nroa $< O-NOL- ; ' -V :^ ;•>-
lyajiKiivya oyoa jya»i ^IK
 #p'nD2 ~^V; 
•tro^enyfi ix iysyc n DTWS: V'N 
"KTIX w m iw«i Dyo^a-nyais: " 
rtV^ ^M D^VDtt 18 Djnj'Tjya |IM iV--;;;;-: 
ciy^^tt^ ".yoD^*: H „ ^ ; L^*- ;•:-;•• 
-yayn iv iyi^iya [yo^^ya T^N ^ - ; 
15 "inn 10 PE it"* 8 lis r^ -iS :;- T 
.D;yo 25 yw 15 lis DNpn^ yn « ;*s .-;;: 
fiyD^yj \mw H lyoSsn aye vyya ^ : 
•y i^i iyc eyn .P'noo « ni inytD'w .^>- rv 
-yzvr. n i^y D"a ocny; ;yc p» t3;y£yy: - r 
JPP-B r 
•iya")t:2 y^ynDDnrw p2 w*:v ;— 
rjyD?8 D^a jya^aya T^K oy^ t< PK ,J^L""^: 
.;yt""is VO'VZVrv: n "Vr-x 
iy;": lyeyenyaisa ?n^v yocy-; ^ 
iyo PN M^«„ tD"w iyo .;KD;U (ysg »vr-
* * * 
iyD"a-i«-iya-it:a H pa^n ytsrcsr 
: DJMDV ptc onyn D^ ?DTD*Eipa " Z T 
ii"c K urn jyo^v yanynns n pn 
Tt IVD Dtjn o^ayo 10 piJa oo^py: -N-
•"E'tD„ 8 £ypij 8 jy^y: iv |yamy& r-^- N 
o-: PK ;y^y; "DS'D„ D^r cy: w - '*x 
•ya:« p« (jnuva "y^y, oyn
 (3*Djre"*"" 
"ly^isn 8 Difii
 fDwn«n ya^5p ^ ":^*-
iKfi iyrn "DE^,, H TK ps oay^ np T 1 " ^ 
« ly^ ftto jy:yp iv D^panaynts^: s ="*N 
Diyaynya vx ?»nfi "lyn iyn ,iy2tj ovy 
nyc"2iK ny-jy D 3^ pic ^r jyp ,?y~x"v: 
PK ,"E e^„ K jyaya iv nyanKa Djn lyraiys 
DD3^ | D^ Vll "iyO"31K nyT Dtfll
 ft3:yc " '" 
.D*3*iy3i83 ilh »vy oy oanp ,iyi«"v: 
tnyoyny2 T^P"I^I T^K otja PE y^&o , -
•"3IK n PE HOTT'II n najnnyn ,jr*"K 
•^ v.ya enysynya D-J iijin K *I^ K jy:^? "*-
*ya TIK jya^n ly^D^-DO"::™ •" •'>" 
^nip yDD"inyc n ."iynnE *n Dye- f>='"" 
'11 ,3Ko;n |yE« ovy »3«i "iygyr-y:"^-
"ll?P"W$n E5J?etB5 FT"? IJTt ;;s 
«"•-$-•;-J"iH.\,i 
* i/—J> F^~ -o i E 
r'K P'H»D iyn MI iyrvr ,$PN ,"!*?$? »*-»- T*N P'W ii'DKaip: yrr \s cv: 
- ; - D*n oy nyii PK jrwiya |yEnyic%™ Din ps jy^nya tyiyinyjEVK r ,y v; 
.DTtrsips ps -?rieD^:*« *i w .P'nDD^ya'Kn 
-i*o Miw «Tt tprn "vnenya-.*a p« pa osr-yn K .lymyaErrN iya$n D-yr-*v. 
c"iy2i»n n pc >«no yoma K ,iysyi" ;yu -yao'iK jyaijn a:ryp?y£ya *vvw n -y-
-D*B$ pK ,pwrpin "lysytr y^y r^ \v&$r, D*2 yrK .cwryrKiKDE ysrDvi H M: iy-.y; 
.ep^DDTDWt^ a ny- pK p.K can^a iirst^ r D»V. ,DE?yr: ytvv.s n .nya yaatc 
—K 7 on* jyD^try: pnirn lysycr yr- -ya P*?K TT iyasn n« D'ean pn ttfijv.ya 
;*r J«MI ,a$B jyvaKa K :NO;IT pM Di;y2K *:i$ m iynyryacut ly t^jr ,Dynj$Q n DYK P^ 
jpy»a oyapa i"p PK ...|yDPs yajnairy; 
,- ;y;"i civz^z DK?P "iye«iw ^y- "on *n iyrwyacw CD^n r ^ va #a,i 
•njnnyt om pn lysytr ynyv (ya$n D$II :y~ IKH ..•y"!- lyr^y: KBK' ~y: "J*: I:K: 
-ayomnp? jy:"* Dwrm ym -DP^CE^ IS lye^ei-ya:* TT \n D*n ,iv33t«Jua PK 
iyc lim .nnw 61*3131DK iJny *rn D?"I"C ; yr ya -«: PK [yr*%c -y- .yuyi:iNv-.yr 
,;NL:;U pK nap TIN ; D^aiK -yi ps csr.p S TT PK"cy"*v ^ ; £$" ;y- .fy-r^-y- *v 
.tpoyteva t»3"T onyopps n.iyr is iy i^pya T*N ey jyu *•$: .tyayaya nvy 
N w n K yaJyii
 lnyD,*aninyan8a n oyca .nm yen: iyvy; TSN D^DNp—.^yn 
:»e:iT pw nar tyaso
 tpKDrpm w, yv:«a air-yp^ycya nyp^* r : ~yi ps DsH'n N 
;yc^n D^V, oyD^3"nyai83 H ^n oawrT" y c r : ,iy»Dyer's *v lynyiyaoMK \Vz$n 
wit iyi lyo'c p« .iys« :NC;,:T PK nac .D ;^8D c y :"« "yaif ,;yin^£ P-K "lyp i^tj 
rp^« Dsanya"nsa ny^ y^  DayoDnrtyc D^aiN T- iyat^ n ;y;;ic,,v yrKp^ w"1 y.y::iK T'SN 
I«S ^ ;i? -!% Df-yor MQ3IT p» n2LM - ; e»n J"rre p-N j r y a ^ "vs p« o?"ro« 
"'•SIR DJJII ,y:";y* n ps D"iyai«a mocpy *: ?,%« ,yvrv -^ r^ rN n D*S iyD?»nyj 
•PKtD-p«T ^ r yv:w N ;yc np ^i i»:" y^y3*'x^»ryi s< Di*a r« 
•y: c-ya-itc nyjiKD-ptcn h \vy> ,p: -*;?y*nuD«prn '" •« lOD'iJaya ,VT?« AVI 
•-• PS \mw, is i^cs is^s « «j*w iy^sa yssr n tirycya-ys ~«~ i^iay fy^ y^  oyp 
3«c;n ptc Di:yaK lyo^anic D^V.
 rD">ya^ »: y-y-;K .Diya^ Ka *\:vvva rvcic n pc 
s:%:ayi ny^r . r n o "jy**r jyeny:pyiTW PK **K yo3*r*K"iy£ " t3*g jy^wns jya^o^s 
•y^ yr iyBytmyan»a y^ « ijr^  tttMyiwa T'« ZV- wirrvz 'vz^r jmtuvFvnwi w-* 
"r opi W^D3iT p« D-i;yr« jyojf^ya pv -y: iya»n Dyp'^y^cc^^rK *- 5"i* ,P^-DC 
& ?^.{yo -i^ cya .pwrpm ijnnir T- c^y -y~ tw Diyacy-2 iy;rw is nssm n DH«I 
,t:r*Kr.y: jyrijn "? .D a^nK njn pE D"n$ pyawB^nH i**av c-yzns: ^Ha^c^a-iyoa^ 
•s iynt? D^: PK man JynoDtpj'K '" :K "yrv PK .viqrv: TT lya.^ n y?K .lyp'noo 
'rrroutfimi D«iya ivrn **r TK ,;yr—
 ffyeait%ya is ;y:';y; t:-: r.*v - TT e«n 
--:y^y::iK nymj oajn .nyaie s^ c^^c jny jycryacnK iys:K: PK :*K P^IDD ijn :MK 
-
CVCD K jyaK!: is pyns cy- Di#n oy "2K m"Y** '" a*w PK iyD^a"K n pc iy»vvya 
-vt -I^SPK yopsnn lysine ny ?UT iyc CIK -*S^B ctjr.cy P^IDD iym pa jyai^ n tytr 
- s s ye i^ya
 ?; ]]32^, p;^-y; PK FK^fi ;yr" -D",D 
37 lysntffl ejysniw w^ "W 
D"»KB ,pa .11 .t .N |»:u;'T»rnp:v Ijrtr 
D*II ,^O:WP w i i p v* tan tccnc? D*: 
-iy fix ,c$P?$fi Drpatfn* o*a PK v n a njn 
•-o:y PK cy D$U
 #r"UWm o*: T* oaafc 
,.on>K pfi r : 
lyayayaix tie cy ,P't »*a **f* cy npi 
H Dtfil 1P2JJ CMP , t ¥ ' J V " D } | P ¥ 
-y; *c n* c$- T« ,jnyrw wiyoD»srjnjniya* 
-ya outf iyf i D$n n ?«n rtynrnvw yo:y"i 
w T«nr«ro« %" P* wuro W onyoisco 
-$iiya o;KTD:y in>N PK cy pic ,"DiyD:"S 
Dtoopya I M "lyoBBWunwu n o$n ,|jn 
ocf'yn pM wv+riftif "un p£ &"* Tin *PIW 
pe - IESSP jyDf>yg$n in»n nnrpe w * 
pH praawTOrwav prwewj " * o*n p*ic 
-:K r* i » w iv:yp ly^i DWDJ"9
 f"i*no 
iv D^T nyo i^iv njn p& pic ,iyay? anayop 
DTOWW o>; c i^cfiayte a^i5ypny:« jyanp 
."0wr«a 11$ "rimy-Hpa* '"i Pfi Jjnw i* 
MiyDs»rpiyiiyiw n ps ;;^yor w n 
pre cy jfnoijriiDjyaMf' s p* yiinna *< PU 
I*D fisesp s pntpim iy;;Ns:y;:$ IMH c s 
H ps jyrpn n p* oyDn*n^$o inyo 
lyatyu ifcEE ^pD^amr-pno-Mn^a ytB,T8 
.lyny: o"V aactf pip PK cy 
D ^ T ^ pc lyTJtf n jynom 5*n T K 
jyewra«* i n jy^t *n ,"wi$n tuyow 
pc *?yaj# y*; Din,, lyoia jyovy? DJH 
jytn cv.y: jy^yn »n /POU^DTT .r. .YI 
ayhx ,n;ip;y-;;i< is D?» ryotenyanyfi -iyci; 
ra»'rm?rny j raru, yens; jnSni -$s $ 
-y; ,c:ip;r-pnD yrn n jy:yn jyajipnoya 
wfjn*« cy;n: N pu KCHCC jyaynff 
•:ycM^« ,"iyc*m; ny-r T« ,cy Drrip »n 
s?s Vm&wrm o^n 'pwn^D'irr ,m nyi 
•yp^ p -.y yrn TK
 ppM C^T iyp ? rry-i^r 
pTiiK lyr^Dc^^nDc^rK cm D^ C LJI>D 
? innam mmvyn pc 
D*n w K iv ^%t Deny; ;yr: tw; ,c*aan 
•;""IK *uw^? « I?*EK IVP rO%: D i^i iyc 
"E^t'pnyr.y- y c r u yoa^^Kiyc • 
w w yaSyrg iyny;y2 iv ps c:^ *; 
jyo5 i^ cy^  p*p DS: 'nyatj "t c ; v 
.iyv;s: pic n^: n opipiys: -«': x 
T^ K cijn ?tf ,DMIC \m jycD^c r>:-; 
yc;»c PE [yoynybrw yr^jyry-- •- :;—,• 
,tyo*ni VQ .\v:$ny* mvar.vzyryz 
"E^ *^pnyiiyaw n 5"ii riKsiyi :%N rx- ^ 
W K "2 Dnyt c$n ,vz$v v:v s -•>•*: 
D"W D5yr. yva»a n IKH O-($- nn-: -;•-
onyr M ann pic .ni;ncn jy:«t r»- *N 
•nyn D^ C oy »i Dp^o^nyi .p-.cr N —rN 
•P^ OPBtD you S C$" T%K tyc V"X L^ ; 
iyi:yEynoy2 nyn lynNC cy Da:jr: u:x -N; 
H D$II
 f3H3jnjn D1: pitr -P^N ;«':M 
^ n ojn,%> ffvasa s c^ ";yDENL—v-r;.. 
. - j p 
ftc w ; pE lyJnyvnin pw '*^s- :*M 
-ya "lyDESCpiyny;,, *n ya^yii ^ r r K - r 
nyz^ K po D"p38liP ,wi PIC D$"i as-
-bfccyr jytp'^ ia cyn iv opyscy- cy:v:;"-;: 
.DWJi< SKa^p^nroa^ yajicc PE C-L-.-VU 
"D^II iyiij Dajn^ ryiB |yc'M; N - S : 
pie "iVDBWPiynva. n PK ,L\-r**v— 
o*o pu y^ :p H n'lK |0yDtp iv T- •'-"'-* 
cyn jypipa i^ic tVP^ a-nyaan y r ^ r ^ r 
nyai* PK C$I .jya^ iic H T « "?r:r ;-«„ 
rn i ^;—.tvpasntr y t;*s is N y C - N -
.aanyfr^ v " "''s 
~PW>v:„ H nya$ D$n aaijyop yvie" -v 
.Diyoa^B w i ' M H iv yaiaa nwiaya^y^K'" 
jyiiya jn Ktsna D'-' D$n n Difii cy; r«-c 
ye«DD':$>ap r n o y^ y^ E "2 cy- -'•: 
*< T^ K "oiyD;"B 11$ mmyupa,, •" 
.DE c^^ ysnyp y^ csa^ vw
 fw
M i ,vr"_: 
D-in^ cy; onyii 0"ancrD3$*v8T t^cr« "~s' 
iy^$n cf"c;i»p n .c^cji&cp'oiNt:-' ':'••" 
IJPM /orwtfBTt yy>-t PN erK*: r*s '" 
nynp^ao^o H lyo^nivEMic PK yztwx 
; nyn [y^ $r I»»TO pic tic jyoufiiVE'in .i-sfr 
nyptSTi cjycn^ D , -P^ IJH 36 
-:— t?$ii ,vz$2 nyc^x [8 ps iy-y:c^x 
..-:": ly-'^P yp^T'DXS x trs r-\-
t-—-»E -iyi;y^y is pe T - w i n m *t jyv 
-ss ;yocy:: pK . f ro im? p« W K •« 
("y-x>yv:8pw 5? P» D>jn:*mjrs M o-iyn 
•«r»D#ia P« "JponDipD, s DIPT cy IKV 
;;jnync Denyn Dy T » I D lyc^yr pa avr 
"N *v -y-x. ; nonSc w T* D"TJ ;yc ixv 
- r ps prupiyi Djrronpw Pit-ey-iyr. D*; 
."rwya WDipyTpy, ny;y -lyttj 
- s -y s n nfttr D*; iyr$ PK Din p« 
-K**JW^ » B*8 lyDtwmnyj ye»n<K yur; 
—x ijuyt W'rvv, K1 n D?$r yttrj .|«px 
-yrorr 0s; jw "yror^i ny-iy1 "2 D-U^I 
;rrm . « w >KW|5 ny-ty ps D*:ynyry; 
r - x y:iny*my£ "2 I«:$T DIP ,itp v c 
;roD'rn»:» ,iyDD»5>*pv*D ps ;y;;*oy-;o 
- y e n * nyi pfi ?ya:i?"nD2K y-.y^K ny-jj 
;x T V x?x pa PK ,yxj$: v D?« ajuvwc 
;:"*yDc n ~y~t$ |yc*J ~yi ,y?-»f£ ~y;x 
lyossrptyi^yj yim*K yor.:"myE *i,, ps 
! De^ciVB jyr.y: --n** 
ir: iypfiy: D;VW H Dtfiv,PK rnx n 
•"t3o;y (IK iy;;i:s$n iny^i TK ,ruv: -Mr 
";*•"*» iphfl ijrjtfnro p« m;inv; ,iy;nc 
"in PK p"?n$5p nyvjg: "yr pa fysipDc* 
yrst? -an it?. Dnyoc ytffcn , B w : « n » 
~ •»«!£ ^uyiiya w a t K W H > K im ps 
.nrwp 25 y o w 
ex- PFWKn p*p D*; pw c i w i PK cy 
I T : ' ^ PM U W W I K IK 1M DCK*: cy jyv 
'•x ,::wmy3*f*p:vTnD -iytr"vx nyi ps 
•y*y* ijnrPED"W! yc:Kc ps -ynD'c'y; — 
T ps -i;yn *pt p r u m rtT iy>* ; DX^RIS 
"tjj ps iy;rv ^i lyS^^p cy ; jnyoPS" 
y^y?uf a-1: \m nyiy-o-nycr-D^yr ^yv 
-•: :•« —inmerppsv mrDD «^^ vD"Dpy 
••« yorr^Kiys H jyv, D«#T ,-iyi:iKv, p*p 
'N w^r.y: pitr* f-*r lyos^rpnyvy; ytr" 
:'« .t^s^n i»" M T^ K fli)pDP yr»ry:y 
v - ^ p n unmiy iy:yrn;^r -^; *nri 
":i'r^5 $ jjrait iv DIM
 r"DD-»mnijE:w P£ 
kpptwo^D H ;y:yr-vya -.v DI*V 
.cijrDy i«#; p-w 
"su my**t ?pn D;^*;V D^T ^Dejno cy 
rnc |yDry^^ «< jy^ fctr: lyojnDiys y^yv 
'«":» cy jyp tr^ynjr.T-ys s? DV^ Dy "-
•^ys"Tyo«3n» v m n i n m:»r iy;:r>: 
-yry; p,w ajn'wss njny pni t 'm jyiyiyj 
:.-N -.»s oyii ,y^oc^:*K - n p« c*:yn 
-;•- *v £>y -y-rx: *^N ,;;—-; yi;yc-i#E 
-itjv c;y*:-{<; Dn-^M p.g iyry cy- }yj:&!^  
y^:„ n ,*a"X V":„ n •..-:«•: x r~j< ""V-
nifv D;y*:"»5c; r'-"-,, -y- T*U ;-N "OC^S 
cyi lyr-y^isy: « ;i;y; ;y;— ,;---5< "-.yp 
;yv. ,-y:y fyc^Dr*:i^r.*-Tne z'ns rrn 
-ills ocip cy c*v .IPB'II v u ^ r DH^ N 
nyn«?p-^y:yc ;*N -\y*\-.* H ps ;>'-— H pn 
.-yo*'=^N 
ly^yr —: yr?yr .lyf-p'o-n -JJS •-; p« 
/'r-ns^:f( iyt3iK py-:^ *L" -v ;y;y«:-:'v "«: 
y:y^ n^n iy?yoc':ij T » cjyoc'^ v : ;y-yv 
rsM^^s lyr^n yr^yr
 lD:^,r- p» cn"-o 
yss^yp ps iy;:ttyio;r r y : "«s rw^s 
.;:iU"V *yr*?:yi3 M ps -y-rv x p« I T : 
,D"2iK -yry" is iy:^ iy-*p —: -y-^x 
*- iy:yii ^yo-.yr "»^ E N ,y;^: r : ,y-*v 
y^ ?yi* ^yocwc'piy^ya IIL-'TH yor;^N-ys 
D^; yc^ yvi px
 fD;^,r* y;y ps ycxc -i :\s 
.cpyftnyv y;*o*i: ,-: D^V -V C^V ps «M 
.nnv ps cv-x "t csy**r i*x 
,iy-yr opnyws T ^ - V pi-' *^? P« 
-"-i^ x y^rr-x-ys H onnys L^ SX CJ?I 
lyiyrnye yrys ^IK lyosxrr-yv.y; ytr 
-is cyr o»5 ,iy.-y;yr c;x*;" y:;x-: yrsy*.i 
T'x ly^ro ": CJJIV CXT rx pnorxry- iy> 
•»-D ps "x"!*^ *: ~V' w ::a-r:"$ p« o*; 
.;:i;yvyrnyB"s-iN -yi ps y*yn 
x T^x
 rorysr iy"n$ ui; rx ex- 'v 
o;v^y; *^; D^KV cy nyrHyv nyz'X y;K*s 
cy:yr*»t !w i*E %r^ ^ pw iV'^ ! ^ cjjroy 
*;yi-;y: 
iyDsx*:r-yvy; yr^-'x yor :" i rys " 
Dsxr-ys"yr y^moryv /- ,,y;«: -v xr ,T*X 
pM arypy: w r^ <r ,c;^;v yi-'-'x *" ps 
\VYi ,-y^^s-x yr'-^x *- "xs DiycK^vs x 
yny-r TX jryiya lyo^v c;^ ;^v -xpx^ - y x 
ly^ysrss T* IJ^ WT ;y:y-s5?-2 pn iy;x-s 
PK cy •« iy::$ "^' ":yi' inn*« lyj^vv' 
—««OH: '"'K n* iij,:i1 N a : ? CMP -N ,ovy 
,^ *r -xs rfr'TEfrz N •! Diyr
 pcpinr jys^ 
px -.ss cc'r cy r»N"* jyDMi o ;^ -J?; *»n px 
—x~ys *" o;y*-p .jyy^rjyp yr^ yTN ^ K: 
-y; -jx- vz^vr .lyosxc-piry; yri'K yop; 
cy- ,o-"£-c;rsyDS^:iv "1»,,t P*1 -"I>" 
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t r p r cy vw . iPDEnra^ P:P;*%« !P3$n p« [yD"3-tK is DJV*JV y y ' r « C"* -'-"-
-.,•€ 
"WHPi w j w u n cn^? -in M 
\rypn r'o^ c on1* -x ircywc ;-:;n:tn: 
-;•: x pw pyit8 IW"1 "t p« pclpym PN 
/iye*x "iyi;n 
-;•; on in D$n lyaftni
 frna:sri:ip*2 
rs" ny c$n fjjnoya v > DFTM D?*« cy m 
•^  ,D"iy>p"iy o$n ny .ninw st« o^ iwip 
,y;s^y«»p s nmrn pn iya;iN csjtr: -y 
.•: .N .: n ISE pmpw D-PPJ$J")$ PN csjr 
b
.««E jyom lytitf is ,PK ya«:snK ifp* ;*N 
-y; v?-iny:iK p« tpJsiswiK m ttfyn ny-
frapi "? .|yj"t njn^iniro*'2-.ic yen* 
-.ycpirwa pat jyay? o p DemF&y)D*w pir 
—vet; iyi p« jyosicys jyroaMi \V-.V PE 
•;•; nrsvn pw nita"* v.jf jiteNninys ;xr 
•v yttowa-ivw PB jyoiysipip yanyrtr 
run;« p« DiyBo$j r r s * ^ : ^ m jyp»r 
.tnn'&yj&'itf in iya$n 
-y: lytrm majFUBia o$n ",1890 PN„ 
Itm^ PK painp ;y:y^y: W K opn„ ,o-y-
!N ,e5>nyxun T;IN o$n |ys .$c:sp-(fc: ,pir 
*y" iv i;npj ;;i;E^n n jymriyE 3n:ysifr 
mm DI$T s [yaynewspiK I^PR D#n
 fjy 
V» pa ,i; .nrayS ly^x* pa tyopse H \vm*. 
Dty W K >m TK .iyiiyotfi T'K lysipy; 
py ; mm yiyryiry; OI^D SIX |yry; v c 
CMjejn cy D^ n nn»n m nrfc jynyrD'iK ?$? 
njn \"p piju sp** oyn D$~ jyaynry: 
-~\x n: nrs [ynytDMK Dyn oy ,;$nta.D*: 
•sma i".« • jy:jn*r jyr:yc v~tin:# D?*V 
r
"N /lysss 8 outtfisn Diw o$r. ni::yi 
yponsE 8 {yayntrya fjmyj p* ty lyafyv 
w^vrwy* D:ycip^T nyn r^ n T « « 
,-
M
"i:ynyT„ ,myst:^; DJny^ njn ",^ *^: "vx 
noiSs D"ii iy tK
 rjjn]n3«K v c ?»r iy :8 
"JM* in t|»K 2^ n ,iy;yr jno pfi lyDP s^ n 
-vrnK DW PK jwna y?8 o»a lyu^sry; 
r« ;^n ,eno t't*a r^s iyv;s; pn jyiyn 
P- TK T« pv 3{jt T'K — vpwzyz r rr 
.IK^D iy;"i N |yv.y: 
K"t PiMK mio pa I^ K r^p,r-iyr^„ 
Vt or^e iy ret ,0-iy^ pny -y o^n
 fnyoiyv 
's^t* on^ K y^n I^ K 3MK jsniyogi IX 
•v;y^p y;MC |pJxni ]yop$z ycn*».y; ;y:y; 
-'-; ,O»^3IR y-yrw "yr:iK iy;yn n,:y,-:, p.x 
wn (iy&^mya*n in jy:^ oyo-iyii jnyi:« 
*vv:«; cxn n^w inyi- nva TO -O .K .; n 
.;ya^proDmx yiy^K jy:yv ;v:*rr"""i cr^x 
".jysryr: cyn ;\s i^x ;yp -\\* 
'»N'ry: p« r'tjpKO D-yecjf; L\>"" vnjn 
in ni: PK nyrp'r^v 'v ;;'?yjr p^„ 
*y^ i? .T-ynya M'K 'V .;yr-'-L^v=: -x 
p« .&: ijf: i'K r^- ,;yL"**K*DJ?c» pn -v 
I>I"-*V 'O*; C""K "^ 'N ">v D"X ~i'^ ""i'**V" 
•*y?:iN ,cyr8t3» —yKs "i": =!"!< ;>:;<•: *v 
"iys y^ycy; N \yz%r IX o : r ^ " -;*;yi:yz 
:sr ~\s pN -v=iTrc--:-N o*e ::ir-:;yt?r 
H ^"r i n [yniyDi'^ys IX iVU x^- D*: 
".•: .N :; -" ps "lyi^ 'E 
is ;yp ;y: :K
 fDiyrp"iy o^~ ar.a;yi:8is 
*n jycrx ".« "yi^ jyvfft:*'* '.'r.irorK 
.irrp'isr, p« c-yEc^; : p^js 
_,N in ;y'c"ys*:^; tr-: iy D :^" ^vrr»s; 
•yDLMy: 8 ;y: '^: o?^v.y; px iyay^-ryrjr: 
rw^v;:v pw iy i^p ?^ r cnyB i^j; \x ,:;r 
•^ oan: cr*s cyn iy «^r
 fK:,,r^*«p "aixe 
nyaij in L^P ciy2*r^; .jyr^noo*!: cy; 
V:\nwc~VL c: ony-nywm* p,s-:y-: 
n lyrsc LV r^y; nyay*? c^r pw irx:vri 
H PN i^-;y .|V052'cavi: pic ir^ary: 
;y^ 2«j cy- -?<r [yijjr.yj orx^y; ;:ryaL-ya 
-'.«T; ,p-^' PJ
 r^ yo^~ K s^japm [•« "y:»?^ p^  
r:y*yE;yp }< *v [Wiry: :•« D-y5?$; pr 
Dt?^ n: PK ;vr;«" D:yinjnB~C"r c : 
"yryi ypp^ w p« j«L,p*%iyiyE "V" PE nyz:^  
DI"ID ;pir^ ^"iirur^cc H PE lyox; 
.Diy"?* 
-y; '- orrrys"yi 1"^ "t otjr: r~ys-i«:; 
O J^: iv^axiy: cn*« lyisjn "t p« yo r^ 
•y; D^.- -y .fyi*"yE;^ P -.v iy'3"na:y:trz 
•;«p cyi PK iyrtj? \v:vr$r- yp-rnx ,o;y^yi 
•iyr:ry; -"-c;x }y'ru;y-::»na "^-* r :yys 
iy:>*v jy-yn :x on«nny i^-pox; lir=«fn »M 
Dtjn -y:^ -y;y .c .N .; "iy- PE -y:yr2 ,-i 
I'nyssija D-'C ;y-yi *v o?^ny; trnjnsw D*: 
•tyriK ";y*E nyopN 
*- "*•: PK„ ,r^ V£-i>" a^ ryx">yn ",**r„ 
TK :*^  ,|y-»vya raayryc yortrya yx;x: 
;^ : :y i ;«- : (yr "N ,*j:s-:y;:« in «a r^r 
Eysy^ yr y;"t jync ,-yt->- PK iyc*.p oyr 
':"H jyp*?3 yiyn cr: C-'K p« ;y-y; D.VK 
-y" t^yotry: 8":arry in I^*K :»n .]V~ry: 
tvs ,yvn«E K:K p« \v:v^$? VV*? o^ ty" 
1'K s^? .-,": ix jycip oyn ~yx"rx jyr 
33 ippnyn oajjDiw DH"^ nxn 
I'M oiyso^: ireiin
 f*Sr ivo25 o n 
JTD^ DIJP usjyo cy- n«B iyGip-.$B JWD'O 
pn jyo"ii "i D*II iyS-yviy" PM nny D?S 
"•*$ nyn iyay: y*v«-PBca$p nyanyn *iyryn 
PK DVK nijru .osKtrnyoM2nK W P P J M : 
n MI DjMDjnyoa'M Diyn:tjty2 T;IK nss 
iv iy'D"iysc«;: Dyiiyasteya o*n .0 ;x .: 
e$n M IJTSD'D yi'vicv ya?yn pit jyiwiy:: 
PK ypMnya^p^a .oynayiiyaaij "aijn 
nu D*a ."yftnwye p^P, i«p o*a D"*yBo$a 
->K ya"t p« DDy&"{yt^ « |y:8De>ya -.y PK 
ly&Mtana n iv «nojra i$niya p« jyaawviya 
•y: o$n oy iu .ajwywwwam'no iyn pa 
rya p« mttai"w ?$t "w TS IK^H S Dfriys 
Dyayanpenyc -iyi ,iv?P~t«u jyDMna cy-
.0 .s .: n lis oainnyna 
imfiM1 ya»foy D*O D$" Diyso^a jyu 
,D3»5D3fiyinys2 yoa^ya n PMtf'vto pmv 
-5«nya yorie ye,,DD,f,s&'B8P n on*K o*$n 
.yaie's IBD ;yo 
"HJUDC t? lyr^n iv osymye npyo n 
*p |ya*a "I'D OK terwr \vv\ p« }'8)S jy: 
tyo«n?yva«M yoDawMi snn*K iyan< 
.iwpa 
n ps mtrajnw^P |»*5inpi ayi tpiM 
1907 px iia"5 iuf i*B»nnys iMpnyc* 
• n n D n y c s iy2y;y;2$ Diyeoija o^n 
.yoanwra iyv:$a nyi pe cufBin | y 2 ' 5 
oa^DayBjnyc D^: $tftf PK o-i$Eyi nyryn 
DK;$D jyovyJ Dtny PK PK ,|jn$iiya 
-2$: ,yoynB "yn iv n r w w fyayiya^ya'K 
DKWD nyi IKB D$n ftKnfrp ?yaTip MI cy-r 
yjytttfyrtra s jyayii o;$onyn yewfp 
.;y'D"ysD^; jyaya .3 .K .: '" pa aanjmenyB 
-;y;>$E tr.^ BVi pn pK ttfnyvijn onyscij; 
nyra ,1907 .-lyaoyoeyo iyo28 cy-„ 
ra ,1»yoip M*ntpPMi o n pa w w pa T « 
^laaynana s ,nya"K tyoipyaiv PK ,pitj,( 
C(jn pic (|K?nB :rD arc p« ovu T^K ny) 
PM nya^nirDaaiD^v %s D?« DfrDBWitjB TT 
.nyo;«py2 « 
",.D .K .;„ n ni«! -lyov'K D»2S« ^K„ 
iy:y: P*ED«P nn*K PKW ,D?njnnxn ny o^n 
-^ y::ya s -.v-V"* vrHs pa TK .DWW n 
yma M T^K PE a«jn p» iy2t$ i^w ]vv yx 
lyavifi « ;yrDK-,y; T^K D^V I'M .;:^:,,c 
D*o PM v.^r-jsr -nyn D^D iy^p;yo8nv 
"yi«; TB iycDr « iy?D :^ vr-v;-;-;^ 
yoMiya o^ a jyarn DJJ^ ,V*W:-C?V^~: ;;;•; 
yo'ctjp-DM;yc i< o^n -.yrv-r .;vrr_:-x 
•fiiyj o^'tiay: yp^o jy;^: cy ;N ,-
 y; 
yD^ v,ya jyr'D'D ya^vyrya;w r s : - --
iym iiDnyi .jyo^Ba^Kya iv -v:;;,;-;-; 
•:w inyiaiTya ^nv lyDPttv.yac"** :v\s 
pK yo^ D P^TJBjyD H "2 yr*»c .;y;:,;—;-j 
n lyayii yo^ Dijp-Djnaaifp ^ ^2 VL'—V -
$MJ¥P"3 H PE yoDt?y2 n D^V. ,";;\N';:X-. 
i'K) DimiB^pyBiasc v,t# iyc"K'r«r* 
jyayntDya Dijn (.0 .t< .: n lyanyv ;-r--
jyiiya PK pynv nn^ K .iy".•!^ , yrys -••' 
•s#is jyE-iKv-yE iv jynyt ny-$ jyD^-*v:« 
DU p«
 ryvyTyaTnrnyD"2";« *.*s -;-";•• 
nyn"2-iK ymn^Knv H :« ,iv:?<";- -v 
PK-oryaf'yn innp iy5*i 0;^*;^ - -;-s 
i^oai'ceir, p« |ya^«DTytya n ;••: -:-_' 
.lyony r r : x ^K 
iyD?yTi„ n22 jynya PK .D .N .; *- ?^ 
iyo |yp rDana^ n w-i p« "iy-yr-rv:'^ 
H MI DM? .::^ yDc*jyc6<nv i"'K ;'> ; T 
orwwyz ,oiy>p"iy. D$T\ "T?I%V,„ T-N- ••; 
•itrDpyEuetc ya'Dyno 4,0uu PE .C .^  .; •" 
«s 'jyostiv y5« lan^vnosvp yaryr ,—r 
"'osyB'ya ii« ,iK>tj" wJ'a 10 pE rs^^s" 
\vi$n DJJII .lyciyc i^,r,c 5 TV >' ;v; 
lyatjn ^T ? p#no viypv: w: nynn*E y-y 
SIMM jitcHMpopy is lyase Dsnsiy; - :N 
PN [yelp IV TTMV D1K ftDlfip r."- =>" 
•y2 iv .an? jyr.ya T>K i^y; .[yvi^rs 
oa"? rasa ]yc D{jn D;«T:V H ;>^ E:*:>'-
; .f-^ T I^ '^D !y2^myi:« DBHry^V-^ 'v 
jynya T'K p*?« iy'DnyBDi#a jyEBDyy: '> 
naytMO 40 yvj*a D*JI » i« oayvrys 
»i^ w o^aigya pic ;yc oyn to*':- "f;"?:" 
•SU jy^D^lfB l'EMK Tt: D*: ,"2"" >'~S.. 
™iy2,K nn .n^yo iyco^:^py i'^ ,•^; "*'* 
n D n^ yo'^oyiaa^p p« iyn^ o*x;vr -;:"' 
iy^'sc* yo?n«fxya o$r>y: opy-'- .- •* -: 
"l^av DDMpya")ya**K o«jn M .C;^*:" •" " s 
pm nioca y:"5p ^ytrayti yasv.L- ,-r"^ 
nu ,momB Tin D^: DP""IDD iy:?~->: L%s" 
•ya MI ,^ 'Mi .ny3yi2-p,HDD y:y;'^' """ 
yoDyo^rya n jy^ayo y:yr*« iy:": - :"s" 
H ,i^ TDMa
 rpM D'K:IC* yoc;iy ,_ ='::; 
.iyayi3-p"it52 v-=>-
# 
lypngv. caya-^ DH«^ njn 
••;:• yrn n pfi y:"K lie ,Kpnyc« ps DJC; 
. . . . . . ;-v r n n ^fr 'enntm ,D;^:v- ty-
- \s v* oann m im pa .D"»ip"e 
-;Kr:yiu*P ytyn "2 arontnye yopyv-
--;: H pa D«psv njn";tr is ,OD"n DIP 
i r w i n s opjnn [yJnyii nynayr y;y-yj' 
.tmr:yr:?P c^ 
:••« ,DDiRiiy2 0s: nyovit t:i« PK cy 
•;;••: BapaVHjn^re* y r n n pE yrryv 
;yr;ip nyay^i cyi spin jyotptryE amy; 
-:•» pa Djnynaya iyry: IV ;yE^n —: .;NL-
,;•:••;>•!: n jyayu ny'T you s I:IK lirr; 
•" .-.;# pe nyenyn y'nc& H iya^t yrryv 
:s; lyn m ,nyT |y;yit epnaya N taw lyr; 
—:v ' i pa I U ma /nnDD p« ?y":sn *yx 
rsn:y> yiinjs ps ^MK nw
 foo"t3D nya 
y: ": .urenyn yryn pa i;yn n pic p* 
TK {5! pa ynwipysc n re ,::nt tyt^r 
-"K ryDs^ n B pw pyany ,tytpayD jyDDW.y; 
,?y&Eyry:-pa83 tysynn iyp ,vayry ycr( 
;-yv fyrantpya ,Dnmo "anjypio p/ranc-
">"• \V2$n D$n wwiyv mnaypio yrr i 
"y**2 T ' t pe D;yD s w a:yc s D-iyer 
--•rr*y: « jyraya |ya*nB ,y<muniF<~ "V 
LK,*:-ny;;m p« nnp1 lyavroinyfi ps T ^ S 
"•: "y:K .5$s« o<s -y-:yr ya^tey pK 
~-x -im PN ip 0*; pw D"V n PK tavs 
•lyrntr iv iyops-: ytyn jyayv 
=n jyayn Djnaatfp pw w&iPDn *" 
'"
l;- D2mayaD^n8 D$»I ^2"*p"i8D c y : 
•KCBBP vcv.v: ,DDDipo ypny) TK ,tapsE: 
:"* ;;s^ iy-iny» jy:tjn ,cycv£ y^DD*? 
:N- /'rr^z^K^, ngfi "?y; jyc^*: ;yry;y; 
s Wfn) *»aau>li n os« (yaitya w ,DC,%" 
*'» "»yay»yrya n D^C v t iy"y:
 ((Dy-;:«" 
"~s? yr^syty: ^nn jyo^B;"Ky2 " ' \vs^v 
'^v.y; [yoif^ry: crKCK" r*K ry
 PjKr:yr 
r^r is*^,"^yT,;r yrx^^Ys: yiy* w ,;jn 
"5^ : -.yr^yr
 fuit:yry- ;yrt:yor s w^vrr.v 
W>:s vs LV- j ; r r r y p - ;yu?»r;^ 
lyiiya a*; " j ; ; ^ r« D^ry: -ry*T .-(y-!;y 
-IV^vy; D",",Ey;r~':": ^*; :\s ;-x L t^triT".* 
•;*? pjc ;yvy; p« iKLn:yv.;vr "yc^w ^yi 
••yc:^' cy-i ::•»: [ycKt'.x T-K ,1M»: [SN ,;ST 
-•in .cy"i:;tjp ;yL-Dc,sN%v^? iyH:s^Y«: 
iyiBjvya lyu^Nry;:^ ;«5< i«LM:yr:^r "lyom 
•ty-n pu iyoiy*c iy- Jitun p* ,V,XE pN 
PK ,1908 pK ".yDErc "ly- p« HHM p« ,»n 
'imsifp H D*S jycNTiv , p « =N DV.CP:«-»£ 
C"2 . i ^ . -v -yv : r ys-D^n n p.£ D;IJLM 
•y; Di^ n ^oisa yc'D^np^cyi ,-; o r ; 
'- ;y:":
 Pcy";j:ifP px Dyu'itp'tt? N ;y:^~r 
p^ K PK o^ fttr w*: *V2 p~sDr lyayasyty; 
•y^ enys PE "WZ^ Z^KM *~ wzwoy.* 
H p« .^ yDD:yE y : v n pN jyc^yc y;y" 
jyry^sr iy;;"v-yDr,K yTy'-; PK iDifiDBMn 
-y:s?^": vv:v^ PN ynyey-: H .DDD^.D n 
CMI» T' !i''' , ," ^ r
 Pey:pa "yp:,s„ n .im 
nyE p« "yr^-rucy^-y; yci^.oriys ps 
n o " r N T^K iy-^- lywycipy: yonyay^ 
*s;yc : -yr'Dc* s ,ny:yK*;y*: v^vivr o**: 
1
 ;D-iy^r ;*x cn*H3p*i ;D*^cy-:;«fp ,ry":*o 
pe jr«s n M: -~y*: o*; ;yr*r yty*-; -y:?< 
lyDMis c y PN T* iyaynya D*V. ^y?-y-i H 
; iycBs:*'"N i»? iy"*: PN ,fws»P "i«-
: yL"*DC^«iD*s»p *- *~: ,y-yi;t< H p« y;Mw 
.;yr?$~z"N &:%'" - v~~'« jy:y>" t^ft prw-
-y-; ' r ;y;;'.:iryur.K r « ytyn 
•yrp r « cyDtfiy:&MM L\^" 'JD^o-r.-tjLir 
p*t PK cy4s u=s:-y-: p.w lyDey^yj my: 
, O-S^UTO^P De»-.0"tfy; "iyi 'v, ;t;«n 
citn PK ":«" PE jiny^awa y:,t33,i' y^« 
• -:nyv '•« wm> "3 Dys«!> y r n PK oyS* 
' |y:yv , iy : rcr re :w ys^yrn y"yi:« yr?-
) c^r ,jy3jH*c»fi yo:KDjnyDi'H ww:v 
W2T* pDTraou ]u:y3 jrsrmvp DMNKP 
" • » • » , • " ( —III u— — » . . - ~ 
w C% I . - ., i n t o i _ 
"• 
31 nppiOT wyeis: on^ njn 
- v j r « Din pa •urns-op**: -\jn D*; - ;«: ;yr-T psrpv, .DJ^JV "vs *:; ;-;*- - : s-
i« DmWMTPPC w ; r n ' n o (*?«:*'?«: K?'C .oinVOT iy-sj irr;i;-yr c ; ->-;jr 
".rtt- ujn i n .IPIPE'S po;K3jnpo:,« "»npT or? cy .^ «? p r i c e s : s a*i ;K ;;-N ••; 
ijujffo'n pa |jp;vnp-r'::r n c$r: 1912 DPSE •sp'stfu s PK DP ;C*?Z -;• s 
c*c ,rrKp$? ipn«f DPCD:P"n 286 DKrry; $ .ap»»n»iD yip^r PK yn^cr'r: -;••
 N 
npE 684 pK D*nsr« ,onP22PO 50,010 n«i PK ^v?vrp pic nran \r$ — - —s 
- , , : r ^ ^ jy;„T o n t p .;y-i;y:yz p:piy*r w n » : i^w iraj 40 •; i r ; - —- r- s 
;*K ;$*;" P'W P« Drr*mPE nya^ziK""y- *?$E pip *piK PK -ya"i-s-;-••;; _•-
: -pe,%2-» ]r>:y:7$z pe jpnyorpz n Diyn Djn ;•*" .$D*: nvw* ;•;-; — 
27,948 — -iyv;:r -iy;irz c-itf"B v$ • • : r t « : -ryccszrsis ;:—:( 
1.819 — -iP~r*:tr D-I$ETK ytyn«c"D?8 *HK a-jrsy: cycir*---:- — 
9,223 ny—•?? prtrgB |P3«o oyii "urv*;r pipiaupn iv o:;pi2 J«J« zj>- p* •;-*:;; 
618 - -.jrr^p yroiKs PE ciyoDRr .TP>P*:?P p» : : s v 
359 "IPT^P-IPSKT pa%Di«E ps c-iyccK? -sc i p r a ^ p n r o n IKII ,vnp;jr£ N 
4,186 • • DII£"D en"? n nyz$ [Prv ,ny-is^ jporp-; zy- •;: 
2,278 "!y-t"*p-;y-.-2 prints "z npo«2n« i5>82 cstp cy .^sr,:? r;s: D:»';V--;—•;; 
jp*nE **2 pnin:s< PK c;n$Dny; |Pny; nyi**:r yrj<„ ?yc-yrr*r; rs- •" : N 
1,567 tonne CMunn) -.P-P^PIPD^R n e n * O'J pa^ni
 fvnp;*TE ,":;•>•; 
87 "lyDBe -iVirv? v$r> ,o?yr. 1PS3R: -p- -IKE r r s : ;u*r 
326 - (npi"5*p "3) nyrpr pK .yoc^ "iyi sins j ^ ; v - y w : ' ;••- j - ; 
517 — - BS'&sttmw ""2"iN np^'Jp 16 iyv.y; D-.JJ-: ;;';-• ; -;i 
]63 - - - — nyr^c IPDPDI$P W^V:';* *W' O^ jpi;unyfi r;«-; •--;_ 
913 ('cvv, "3j -yry-.s pK cznyryv ^^D^^DMK iP:"T y:y*" ~V2$ .;^'vs-;-;: 
.npi«5P lytD^'c fP38o pz?pv ; ; - , : 
50.004 npn":c i"K |8"8E T*N ^"-.cry ;"s 
"K pWE rs ,"2ipi PK D;VCP*IP&TK D?,%ntaiv ,8300 pE B^nyz^yr: s LN-; 'S-:-' 
;-E .i"no i^ £ |p?"no PDMW "2 m: lyo^j PTPn pa .c^ xp8j? "yn^ cpcazy-c 1 !•• :*^  
*«>p prm«D lyz^c oyr. lyn^zr 9,223 n -pa D^; T;IN PK cy .|pmc lif."' :;:"'* 
"*.»£ 2278 n pE -tP'TiD 3,333 ;y:"t nyi D;^;V -.yi^zr p^a^nDDP n :"N :_:-s" 
tM a^ iP3**i TPD^mw -vpn^^p'iP^nE ps'D .DI^PZS;-^ DIS p« ay-i;n;yz cry-: >:"1 
cn^^D Dn«5 4186 n ps .-.p:pc 417 .I«TB ".y*v n»E PIMK ii#ro ••• : s - "^ 
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}P?f*p v m uwum pen* K PK e w o p n o 
Tt 03RID ?B*X iP*ia DPI r a oneo 
motfn pe*pi"o p r iw TO* .rf'Dtfen 
lie ipsp^E'Cospppa y^ K oipoeiv ipotyii 
,O*B*IB p*t FPipia*oip£ iw D*a in** 
-5y is DVM pin 03PoP3po ipia*3« PK 
^PTTS P'DDU 8 pc sya D"3 *ns pipo 
.SKI" p» DirtpviPE jpapS in** o*n D*II 
-n*i p,E fpi*npa 5pp3ic l y m ipa*iK inn** 
-en inpeore K PK
 f*i .|M"ii iPaasJ-fPi 
IITK 0*0 M Dsny: ,1*511 ?POm J'B'IK PP 
•pyr iprwfi ^y"*: P ' ^ P T ' B ipirpaiposr 
•pw |P3Pnips w n a ,D*3*C*P yoip'Mp 
.oonan c'^yvv: ipi 
ymK PK oy I P W *n ,00^11 ipip* 
PK 1PBBK1 n 1P3* .Ipin^MTl* IV 1PBPP 
.D'3 DB*?P 41 ?*P*5 f**JV D1PP"3 *3*E"P 
n jpoippa iv jpaatfpa ov'K PK 5>RP*? DPI 
PK D3P0D1KBP1 n*OPPB 0"0B D'pE *PT 
3*IK PB i;yjy3 ipipoora |pm or*4* rpc 
-pPEMSO iponoD IP?5P pra^K .DTIK t r : 
'
,,K,D*DK 1P1 pK pnR PHP jyr'T DIP^E'D 
n .5*ioj*p i * w ipoaw (Pwpa p« jpc 
•paoniK "sfrrva prn pa ID K O*.I upav 
D1*1 Jtttf iP0?PB"ttmPS 1P"T PC !PB?*n 
Dr^wa:*** iyc*n p*** ip? i"s n IKV: 
" IP^P pin *\*\H oinpjp |*»av n .tuijn 
PK DtturarMtf eon ,!PB*5p«? iponoo 
.POrpi PIP^T IKE IPBBDPP *V Ml «T D3P1P? 
n :K ,IPB"13P3 1* "T jpa^n p'liayftra 
PK aai:ps*n yrv:^K np"t PK 1**31* 
oaam Bpav ip i pc DI*MMK i p i urn ,01*1 
. t n n n n n iP3"io:ps*5pc ipi no ,P*R 
5an 10 *i PK oy PK DI*OPPB:::-K : - ; -
-yjr.K DJPPPJ ,*T?W ,0*2 " y UN- . | j 
n pc "y;^K ?*a ,ryty: c*i |p:y-; »-;-L^ 
"Pi ^KT ,-: o*n Dipr^;«ai* 5-«;*r*':-v-;-« 
•1*0PPBDrK ntfOPPfi OBMPI CIV L"'^ -,sr 
I*OPPBD:^K JK iyoipy; PK ^—N
 ; 
,6 i*a E«EJ* PK wicyj p?pi"»3 n -N- •« 
-pa D{?n c*n iy i .ta^niK iy i ^a •_-; -.y:if 
is P3"t T^ K n TK ,myi2U' yr'K 2-2 :v.s-:-' 
PM pc lyciPPa otiny T^K *r ;K p« V;V;*'N 
c*n i*oppsor« ipi .nin^r ^ L -^; •--
u:wv: IS o*n o*r .D:pi*rp; r«: : ;-
inpo D*r. i r p D*I
 rnc« ^J*-K --;••; 
•pa ipa* o*n n .o^ciKy; e*: SKL- **N 
>a« ,D"n« 0"2".K papip^B i^yB ?r ^ -v.-x--
.IPi^"iya iv o-a ^*v. K -iNrsr; CP 
?P1"S2 PanPB' K \^ f'KC K i*a :\s L\S 
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n 0"p; IKT ;IK i*r. K IR?*I 5 "NL ,£«:• 
IP3R2 pfetfa ipooapa cy" PK EKr N -S 
BRC IVDC1P DPI pK .8 P3 "C'^r 'S , , 
DV~ iP:;iR^vpa I*OPPBD3IR IRD^IKC N -^~ 
"jpc„ \w~wv5y ;* iP^pocivr^K :N: 
|pe •">• VTR iya* . lyroc^ iv =!<"• : v 
5 capajnp: IRBIPI ipo^aiK ip^ y* -N" 
-pa I 'COB'r^ yrs "t iy2*rr
 fa*o K _:vr 
."IPC DPI (pay; ;vr»-:' 
I1'? *D*3 SKU' DPJP1 PK PK 1P03'V 
^n^CDC* K^CKC'tl J3EK3 ."D»T cp^r. 
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5n*o t: i:*5"R 'aip 1*: -yc-^p r*K ;•: 
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.jya"W p« fn»? iw v: m * j
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"S3 "-rfaflj. D^ X pnts iy" "2 o^aiK •: 
"x 8 njnij 7 r*2 ^wotifiif ,6 P3 7^:-yv px ; ^ x DrK-n-.yc ux" M 'V cy^rtf: 
;K3 K :yo pna yiy-;;K PK JKDJIT ,-3y:x Dijr ,fyr-v p-x px |yD?wnw }%M D m 
stipys c»"2nK -iyv;K; nym -KE jyo ;yv PK O-: OE^ yn ;y;— :K ,jyv.y3 ae^o T' , : 
.ny^D :VV;K; X - pur&flM'-™ !WM-=^D « tfDi^wa ^ 
-yEcrK nippya s" jyj"? wn PK \n rroy: :y;-x y:yt^y32^n o*e [yoipy: 
?Dn»D "v: "">' ^ jycnyjEMiK p .^iv in*n ^1 
-: mr&a ny-i IKE TK ,PK -iystD3y iy- o^ nvvya '" t_^ " B^" .^yw^PC V2 ;^nyv 
":•" x c;yoDr:yr \"i DE"iK":y3 D n^ ";y; dcy^y; x-x px rx
 rD:jny^ya pw —;';'•:" 
DP^yjpyrK 7^3 -xcy" ci?: 
21 nycigrs u j n r w D * T ^ i jn 
noonm iyi"5p'tyMia iy" PK "\VB*rv 
-y; WW MI ,p*?p iw^nwjv ; lyiwiyi 
,T» "D"3iwn wan,, p*ray5o*3 ,oijn>^ 
rup'i ,UBDC iyrovK iy«t D3"iaiyi 
*EK rjyny npoDJ'D *IMK "Don I$PB yDMU 
pa iynyoen$a yen : jyitfMy: PK JIKO 
iyi jjnrvBBMK PK Hnve pa iy::y;:5$D 
-'.i2iD ?ya iyi ,D*3 V W P ny'trioo jy??y 
PK -y .2$ D»3 "2iyi iy::$ v* ttfyor ,p«: 
ony: y*VKDKfeDpy p*t .iyoo"ii >y*c 
.iy&«Mi ^ : 
-j«n nyayiw PM TK ,oy STOKE una 
s D$~ PK [yrrKD"ny; yovuy: s%%2 o^yi 
pfi .-;y:y3 lyijrewB iyitfyTcyi PK I$OP 
IKE D-1K W B ^ D wn fynyi D»D**inm 
oyey MI 5yi"o iyc*piyo lycnw iy-i 
IN ivst^ n iyj$nir I"t p« o$2 ijn .DD3yi 
••y£ ^y""c nyru ijn :ys jya :K ,!«•::« 
c*: IKB ,p#nynMit spue ppwa 8 jyfiMp 
yo« ,y«\: K o»n rna cyi ttfyeip MI nnyc 
nog ::c ftrpna n .jyooi^ p «nri ppva 
PK cy TK
 f|y3M?a DMP T : DNT TN-- -;= 
nyi p* PK KpnyoK iy»nc -y- "N -• »•-
lyr'itrjyEBfw p*p .oiyi: *• •--.. 
•ny H TS ,B*J oy": |«p v-« ••* — 
IKE iyuKc IM IJTJJT ny3"*c;ir£w: ;:r 
yiyoors yiyn i$ne:$ PK ,-•;••; •-- , 
•D"prDynD5n*n pc jye$: cy- : x :•:— 
y:m ^ y ; jyrn„
 lTr »f IV^-.N-J »«„ 
MI ,iytny yrnKmwn^sn *- -t -;—••-
iyttftjtti "i .usfoysna PK ly^ysr ,—-;•-
-y*$; yo»ru ,D"pa»r*>p N -SC -•:-•<;•; 
s |yTjn:"« 'M ;yp \y>2 pN »? ;;•;•-- -;» 
vo ,^3n ."r^:w ny; pw -vzr -N ;;-., 
n*b p« Dwp'p lyiivopyfiuir: -v :s v:--
-r,v: TO tyn ,.1210 S< Ty?i«»: yy- ;•-r 
W
.D"2"« i j r •» •" ;•_ 
mil ,Dneo |y#y p« "y;"y -;•':••;";*•_•;'" 
-^NO » p« iv D*: ^ »;"P M*.i5 tsr*- r'^s: 
n DSMP iy .D J^ ^KUK iifDpysc:^ ~sr 
,3<D'ii iyv. proe H "ryDp^ E, ^ss \jfcup DynyoKiyaDMiK T>N DVII fl#tsr V-J:. 
yjy3ifi3^ yo?» NTK jyo SIIKI [yop*E pjc 
*"o n jyp HMS3V "»y"T DMJ .J$O y?8 ^2 
er^Jiye M nni |yony3D*o D\- p r t e n ftn 
fjyny3 in'» oo^n ryn jyr ijnij rr*^a ny-: 
rtj- PK -TKnw 18 rni# iyi< ^MTIIM i« i«B 
•y:D",x pBUo i n p|*i« D8fn M Dip: i^y; 
-1; ^JJ: .pmv D*: ^MK M ooipya ,D^n^v 
.f^yonv D^iyjyp ^O'EMPIV"- v: 
-"3iw H pw iy?yn 5KD*S«P :;•:-:>' : r 
•^r jyDKi?3"« in jy^yii "T .;y;:v": ~r-
•yi;8 p» Dni^s^yiijj .iv-'^t: y:y;-s -r" 
iy"t pe jyrn^v lyf'yv. "T .;°V>:"~V; V 
jyr&'so H "iyDP^ E„ iv y:yryp ->;;-;*^ * 
\vno n »«
 rr«?s cy" M or^iys "y: ryj^^o n lya^its jy5y« "t 
,"^DD pic lyaipit? D"a ijrupn pw unyc" 
-«3 yr i ; yirn«; iyi;B IN I«E D"i:y:« 
iyi "3 JyDBy^yj »
 r*r?8 ,PK D*I .f»jn 
"WtftTP "iyi pB DM1K DDPKi: Dlfll C'^ T 
.I1 no 
KTK ^MK onya csry; Dip TS
 royi nn 
.y^ VKDH^ Ecpy pK 3MI pE DDpwi p« :yr 
•yoj^e PK iw*5p Sips y?« D^s^iyi uiyii 
~y-« iyi:^p yj*^p pnu issny: ny .IJTJ*D 
- m ;ydD»p I JWZ^K y:MTK .jyMiE yiyofy 
IK DMH tyc T» ,t:Etj Dsyia cy .w5**3 
BW p.K |yi«3 -JK^I 11 IKE P^S ll^ fi D?J« 
n IKE nn'D^ ponv ytn PB 2$ v:vm~ 
I^BH pM DynMrtm*: ^pvn PE lyocs^ P 
•lypr-o civ lyoKv, "KE 
rosn o n y BTW DEycya BJJI ;^ K 
|y&im »n jyii ,Dyoi$3 n *KE DjKDjnyoj'K 
H f^no p« osinp-ois "jyjyr'H "i'--' c t 
;Dij2 iyi pM 'oyv. iy pK ,D"2"K y;":is< 
PK 8 iyi* 7 PB [yo^siK jyo^r "* - v "> 
"t ojni ny ; -r:y2K pn8 iyi* 7 P3 " ' " ' ' " 
••c 20 PK c ^ ; ^ "1KB ymoc yr^ N- N •;':"-
•«n ,nn,3K' PK ,y* .myEK" "KS '>-'-
IV r-Kn K jya^n jy- «t ntfyr ryr*" 
•Eycy- onij KTK i^ B nnoc ^c K ;;••;"«: 
-**5p K iy^y: DIIJI «t oyi: iy ,>" /- •' ~'-
.y^  ,p'3 K i;in K MI ,S? lyBHsr-"^  .L*---"-
I ^ B -vrtp t! ,-iyoi; K crvx "»s '>' -*" 
...! \v-v: Dyv : ; "» 
r?y*Ki r m iKr-E ty-r T'K D°V •'••N' 
otjn «ia«6 ys^ojyEy n .^^vv'v: '-'s: 
•^- oyi PIMK .jyayam ryvynvcMK c : ~s: 
pK Di"io-9jnijj H in jyaijn ;N— V-"' 
jyn ryanip nyi HMK .o5ypMio:y Kr';-} 
-;K^EM yDMij yrovK n PE V^V^ '-'-" 
nypnjjii t^ytr.s; c n ^ -ijn 20 
r-s :va"2i« ytfw, ,D-yp"ccy— PKSSK 
•;••;•- -syrK ?"ii ,cycyvi yi:ry*jryi 
-;•- j"p tr; °t lys^n v n o ps trt:;y-:: 
.ocy-i fxrp*"'-
r — ,71 ^XP*^ iV=V3 IV jyc^rys 
- I'm* pa iyr-^sp s ,$at<rr pe D I ^ D 
"s-s- 1,000 iyny^DU'wa iyc^ry:: 
...... -BS *;;%E ny**? ps am cy-i ;yry; .v 
•rx; px PM"OD x^~iy:y;.Mn cy^ px yEcay'-i 
•vvr C?KP^ ny:$DD$3 n jeito ,t(?o 
-x?sp DiiniirrtS wn: '« n iysxL" 
TPVWTOK'K "iV"i P£ UH«5:"K n *P\H 
ipr^rvs trum wsmyiyB lyrrar yfts; 
;Kr;*T:$p^yv,3C' DIV Dx;?yn x |yp^' *.v 
yn
 rBr*Ts PK \vxvn\ ITWK ;^ oa'in o*r 
• • rwru -iyr:ix tx ym px /5v JVDIB 
ssKsrynyp JWH ons Tt ^ ; ?«;*? 
-err*« oiyn c« i *iyt:y-ipyc .tirv^ES 
.ox;y^y-i c?x D^mnrv ri: 
ryatns
 FyDanjy"iyE tr: ,yon3*N H 
- : ps ciy:*:y*: n Ht fysyayanyc'K pyr 
c:r«ja V.T 
•"•nor w u m -iynt$ nnyo s $T^N (ynoen • 
•-"x- .unxn D«J Dt«#*iyi Dipi J^JV yp 
"vs,rV*w IW"t iyo»3nK n uni nyat* 
x**sy: ,Diny5py:EMK D*J px Diyacrs 
-yv x Dnnyc yn j^yoniya V2:$? pw 
"T ps jypmDMK px m*riV3 iv "? 
»-*•?« *n iw«t T»nDTpi|D*p nyi p« .nets': 
2ypn;Kia*D*K ysrne D:yoD"D /lytrmx 
•*sr;i?o IR« ,-iy-ray^  ya^jny PK iypo ps 
P:prenVB«pM ^ 3 o«nyn "imrfpp y: 
"*; •* TSDBJTK nyi *HK PK .iyoi$2 
•«PCK; w o m PK O'TOO iy^y PK ,P-JT 
*""; "V: imi n y ^ m m m ai:ya ip jyr*? 
~^3W on$; x tV3"nD Dnywyar.x 
is pw P"1DD x lyi^c^rx -v ;yr^ry: 
.p"t^ * v; PK L% e*^r:ir ~v 
pysrj«n ^yi^o ps ;;xryc am V:K 
0 Dj^rri -:>- ps yo^^P x ,;"eritffi px 
•y-onys \vr'" *v iyc^ ?L-ya oiw.
 P".-K^; 
:v -psrs^ws-r^rr %~ »*•: r;V">ys:$r c*x -VL^  
•I -,y^y--vr ,ry:;y:^i Diyinm.s .r-yr,L"D 
3 isnv" :%::y:$* ^rynMytE'cm p.x L,,,%~ 
Ti'D . ;ujnt3"ys *• p»: %v oisn^Eysc^K 
•
%
.v jy-j. cy px jif L^: ocny; LM,H -WV-
 .ryee^ ps -,n»:8 ivtt:yv:y,s-C"r ov:y; 
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 Dt?- ""-K5?: ps aro": ;yac:y: c^a y;x~s 
.5 ""T cnya^ SP: px C^KP^ 0"\\ *V, ibc^r: 
L" jyolT cjn ;yDv"ixaij cyur^snys ;y: 
x «n»"T ;v: *r px IKSTWDCW iyi ps Dprs 
*; .;yL"a^ciys DP:IS cy-
tD y^r :^ 8 f»p*5 ps ccytjijis oyt >i'uc 
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B» -*p ny- px """x j^'T L^':-x';r: *v
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»? jyo px eMn^v.trya lyr: *n ; i»-.D-i»:i»e 
•; y:n: p.s ncc: px ;yzy^ c^i c**x DPm 
.  -y; ^•piyo P« i^;xs. ps ryrc;x-rcx 
i T5 DVII cy^« D'wttfmyn px -.y^ x^ iyn 
t; .oiv~y: rx cy iyn fyatfn 
ts '"5p ^ pt< -iyo^ a^ K y-;y:yisr-j"vx 
p D 3^ "ry: ^;-" iy? jyp jynDDnrKnjn 
V ya^n^x ^1 ;y-"jx^EDpy IIK jyvUDMK 
x -rx yr- p: :"r« -y-y p« cy-23 .]y""X' 
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19 nypngn eaptntta w^ njn 
-*B»D*BT! nyi pc nyo"2t« n ISB pnsm 
pe DVT^onnv •»** oyta*a n ; una jyt? 
Hw*$ p« TIRIP oa'iprn ny s^jnoaipD n 
DD"ii n po Httinys nyn ; nyoDiKii ps 75 
-*E DamnnB D"n TK ,25 5KP*5 onyp"e 
H pB nycnyayo pn^anya 5*t *i$P*tf 
pa aaK i^yc nyn ;nyBytf lytr^ N'DijDs 
-o"ii TK ,mmp Dj^srn nroiifttfp nyn 
II^P H Vl« J»D«BBM« 5$? D'KE D1PVtPlfi 
i n w wtt*a y5» yryn—D^KPIJJ nyi:y^ > 
.aiyaaynp taayinins is praawann'tt 
,pni"n i*a ,22 *KP$5 PE aaitfivfi ~yn 
is jyayayanya1* tnyn .nyt^ aBanij is "iss 
jyinasnya is D$n D$II .yo^ctjp infrnjn 
'pi&p nsnip'Dfca *i p& iy;:nyi$s n 
.nysKc 
fDnyp"ooym utfMiraipa n pfi yo*a n 
" f t r o w i s urPDruw 5$T TIK*P n TK 
lyayayanya^ K tnyn /vno ny^t pn P"IDD 
.-nKtp pfi Diynoyo nyp-itr v: n is 
tavc'P p« warn n ps a:«5nyfl nyi 
~i$ 5$t TIK$3 n TK ,41 5KP$5 "lytvanK 
"5mi ,D"u$opm&;$p ps nyByc n tarwatta 
DimuropymavD n ps tyunwff Brum y^ 
•jr.; *"o 25 oyi ps nyo^ti i»BioiVD n^« 
DainnxnB*Dvv, is jyayayjiyy* tansn ,rv: 
-:nnjr.fi-D"ii pK nyaayrtp ttfyytjnfi 
"y;;** pram ppratpii pit p$D3"5p tyo 
•ya n jyainytaa-.K is vw$P C?K ttfyoir 
/r.Ksa Dj'vvn lypnip pa ny"i ps aaiM*in 
n:#: Mm PM DTIPD ?n$s yomya K TK 
irt'fcnMVP D'a nmm yaftni ^ny-ntropys 
-/y5 vt i*3*n *»w nyaveptiffr nyi PB 
- i :« oy-i i'K w i i H %.v Djnayiiya D;VD 
~iys Djn trc iyc"K*D$DK onirwDpyfi 
TIIHP Dawn n .onyscyo jynyii is a:»^ 
.lyr^nxn D«T J*T pro i^ipm TK ,t3pjy-r 
*"!K" -\vw viy,"-1 pa nyo^an« n nrSim 
.pn^nB jnjr:y>p n«B |WD»am iys 
f'Kp^ f' jyiriis nriBiMwnDnnm n 
jya^yn .s cyn lyayn ,35 5W? p« 25 
rtya3«f>ya |ye*tn myoyis DD^H n 5KPIJ5 
•aynr eamiina is pnyaynya'K mm 
o a p ^ n n r f r pn ir»n nyortpyo ,ny3 
•PBTDK T^ 
iy-iyDy-13 wz K 3 > E M ^ E ivuf-
\vwpiyv> D ' ; I S lyp^a jyay^T yrs - . •.-
syp^K- o i ; s :K ,jynyDB»nyE ^; - ; - - -; 
DBaipis ny-i p « nan i i c . y ^ s - ^ s N • y ••-
•:K D^D ...tysiKiipyiiK b^: ^ I K ;;••: r
 N-
i y s \% |w\n lyo^aiK H :"VC-y- -;•-
yp-|KD£' ft? pK BMVI^aV ^ TS5 ,'VV-r 
ya^Kn « ^ t VB PK [8 T^K ^ V N " ; S ; S 
[yaanjnjjE n WDyta^ya o$r> T,H$Z -
-yo^DrD n ps ,D"iyDKP ny'B?yn«-r - •
 : 
Bn«5 pK nyasepiij^p n i^ s ,W2^~ ~;~ 
-yaoMK D n^ p«
 #D^KI? ,DB ps c-s'"L'» 
H lis prianjnyD n m^npaDi; :*x -j- ,•:;•: 
ps ly^nyn^s n rwzszr.^r -r-s* • 
•yn 66 ftwf$ Dnjnyn^i2cy -v-x- - : •-
"D^ii n ps yo^cifP K is iyry;y;-v:-x *r 
"K'KOMl ilK *PD>*3H fiWPWZ ;Vc;v-"V"*: 
iynij!85^583 H ps jwar.jnifs - .:-
"iyn is ivavayanya^ K iinyr "y:x-:-N-
"IJH *P1K Pl'lK DDSS Dtfn yLv-:x" - v r v 
H is yaua .K^s^ynK^s px irvx^ , ,r 
Ditfp:^"! lyp-.^1 v: n ps |y;:""V"ss 
^t TK ,:iya3ynp oajpi'tma or;y- .-vis-: 
lyi ^2 jyiyn |yD"nyama nynns ;vrN-
n ps |yaanmvB ^ prajm . I^K^: L-:*N:-
"D"ii oytaanya ,D"iyDy"2 - r r ; ~ s " = 
yjKis nyi jyayn TK
 ffmfptf*e c:v-*-v" 
pyin D"an«'p t^3K' iy"it$ D^r-x--.s- "z 
420 .a:ie^ DC2K onaxnyajn t? \v:^vrc>"~ 
102 PK D"2"lK-p^ DB' 182 DC'DCW \"-^" 
nyn pe oiyseyo yD;tto .tD*^-s-;x" ~x: 
nyn o^o pnyneiv jytiya D-: jyr" —as: 
•fi^amrp^tav IKS w^vsnjyoifpyi CVLW:X-
•layaaif iijsssn:yo^pyn H T>K i^-n' ~v:« 
.6 iy;y; 8 lis \jrwv: "'-
•D^Kp^ yajnjnmy* ps nvrp: 
•"D DH>^ pJpna H ps aa»5^ys '/~ 
•3'K "iyi ps yo'Dtfp K TK r65 r«r?>" -_:>'~ 
H lynn^KJitj tys^yn »? ^ : ?«:«•:- :""-
PK P»-,DD * own iy:yp w =-N r"": 
is iyayaynya^« oiyn ,P«PD ?r^s ;yi:r-v: 
iv iy"t(jiiyj nyor^BK T^K Difii yt:-:^~ "-" 
.38 5KP$5 ps lyoyiyorK H IKE '-"" 
D ^ ps ^yprDiKa njnna ps yo'" 
D^ytDtfy::^  ?$t iyr^;Kr^ ;K TS ,r;-v. 
^ 
nyptBV, C3VDI«: D H « > l y i i s 
-sirsy P« "UW«n«3 DJPPJPI> $ \*$ trr*-
v-»rr KIK ipapapjD'rwi nnyn m m r v 
—rs ;y:PP B'J on1* ^ t jyta TK ,5"vumK 
cir rsfi IPnm pK .IPPO^DIPE rD»n 
-yww 5»t iyo tyipi$DPJ ittcp'5: -ijnn: 
(yr:ps P3;$c D$r lP3tfo n 3MK ,iP2i: 
jc ;yvju PK IV IV" tK .tPnwsnPfi |P2*n 
CZTCCC i» B$n #17 ftcptf p« nyocsy: 
-jn« ^oan IM"t .Tinftn D*KP$S cy-i 
• r - r:»a iyiipa o^ PK en$spn iyi .CJKE 
->-*« jpno Dii^ M oyvi ytro^p n pit v " 
.p;:jnyTHjB *mj»*H &tyDt? jyc 
••\s ;yr,y3 D>3 ^ J Tiwp n PK ft$oi"p 
livery; IKE iP3;npn$B ippicnpaw D^C * P : 
. 'Wtt 'O pa a w e jptpn "3 m ,IKPD 
*jjv.y3 |P3P3P33K *pvun PK &"V 5>P*E PK 
•;->'-$s n o5pt;»nP3 D$n YIKIJS H j jn 
-•;
 r-miBGP\ifip wiv v: H pD v.; D*: jy; 
PTUK y?JPB PK "iyt3"3"!K H pa T ^ 
>^s n ps pruninvB n |P3pn .DIPDP 
-;*r i p n v PJ P« "UDnpitfp i p ^ p i 
~;:%s .3385 pit? T O jyo^n peso ON$P 
~ss ;y;"T ^ y r o r o pK 3.Ptro cyn "3 
•*C:*D H pfi iy33njnijB pmpva ntnapJ 
-yrscpu^p n pfi ,DnyDDKp pi$5p lypy; 
- pc ,o>Kti o:yo pK qni£"D D H " J PK 
ty::K3 H PK i$D'ttfK3 p * I P S K C P ^ P 
c;ri ^Kiyn^ ,p-»j* PJ ps DnriPT«p3cy 
"••* ,DpffH"tt yiyDpna : p r : p*K D>S IP'S 
; ' T O 1 » POS1JJXP3TDU PK I01J1DP P1PV 
"r::*TPa JTI8D238D
 fD*p-p5$n P"1D P3^DP 
•V:;H IV Dponnfrpni ,5Ktricr:i' « AN 
•:-y Jin DM3*i»*p,OB' 18B jp rns lyi 'S T^ 
2-53BP Sy.a MTK j 1 Q 3H3PDW JWXl P3*5 
* •« C^" T{< ,jy3*T |PD nb
 #>IP33"« 0 ^ 
- '-;n^ynr, D^: T^ K D^T ,D"X nyi tP3>^ v 
- T ' u n pK criD D>\"i:ynyn£ivjiR pK 
"Viva B pa pmoMK nyn T^R D^T .pn« 
":~X H TK
 fOJ«o DIJT .pnDDIKITO IP" 
^;.K2 ny«? tpnpDcnpB »t t» rlPssniP "WB 
'^
r
' :PP nrvimMruf D ^ I |p:ypiy:K "t TK 
"V-^nn n TK ,^ IK DT"ity3 cy .i^rro "i 
:ntjoyc nr«Dpmi pnrava^f ?y:»" 
;yr-p D^; typ iy»2 ts ,jpnPDinpe — 
i;
 -K 5»O:«K D^C "^ yrj^ n ps 5np5pD„ 
:
«" t* pnjiop K pK nnyr: w i » ^^*P 
[^CJJ-NC - y i r : rj: |yrsy:D^K y c ^ f H 
t3"nr:»np ly^rv ?yno c : jyry; D^; :\X 
'$W Diyn yo^ifp ^ PK y : ' : w pv px 
.rp""*o r**; ^ •j-i*i;y»: 
,1 rspijr p.E yvK^ysK ~v~ iv vr ; : 
PN i5<
 rTKi#3 Driven p.E D^i-y: t: j:y; 
T.«JV P^K - s r ^ *]ny t ^ P^-.DO ps o"v 
(D"?-j#»r-e%: n -v D'BJP3T*^OC IV 
D"?-J*^V-D*: *.v |pj:tfr.nv y:syr« tK r:vo 
I**? i y c r &: ,i^v^D*a3:ijp - n ^ ^ ,ip;yp 
.cyD;yficry"PMiDc *4: D*cp:y: 
8 iy;y; isctiji .c ps y^v^ysK , -
ot?n 08 TKPK^ rjjv, "iK^tr lu PC ^lou1 
ny Dtjn iKsnyi
 rD3pf,p:E*r.K -r^x nvK 
,t)$:8ce*s iym3 ps cvi iy:';y: D<fn 
Dinsi T^K p.K mnifB *; }wv; TK -y nyr : 
H C .^T ^ .psoptt » D?8 o-*i;y»c"r ;prp: 
Dijtn pK DPi:n3P3 tv; "^E |y:^y; VD^OT 
.f'KP^ f' p.E ::r":fet" ^ Droporpz 
y^yi;K Dsinpojw ^ IK oi>*n po*^r *i 
"CVDipfi \V2$n vz^vv. fiivxjrs PS-CPD'T 
"t DJJV. "iKBnyn ^^iDt '^ya K ;y;y: DTD 
f5n n iv^y; D"rrrp*Dc 0"3i8y3 ;y:«n 
"P'cnp DS: 33i3iTipt32iK iyi iv iyrn "yz« 
oifii iy^ysy: o^: PN D^yr^y: yiy-t:K .;y; 
n pK iyO"*31K n<s'E DEt#1DLMP2 " I Dijn ',y: 
H lyj11! y^ys prpn PN .D'H^ijr: ^yrf1 
•tjp H PK Dpi:n3P3 ivv.y: D*: cy,v^syEx 
ni«^3 n ."t ;y:y: DPI*U"D:P o^r yov: 
,|PDMnp3Du cDiijsy"! y ^ Ptyn o$~ 
cijv.tap ivny3 ;y:^: DD^^Ein yiyi;s 
*n .:n;yoi"^t r;«: D*: ipn* r o ^ v ^ E 
15 ^KP '^1 cnpp"cDD«n n IP3i*n DC:KVP3 
iyzy: "t ^ : lyrz Diyn^Ey: .K*E?ptKr'E ps 
''2 iyo"2iK ' i iy",.,!;^",t:-^r IV Dry* c$~i 
^y '^D^c D;pi,tp*iB"D,,v . rycy" jp^^^'tro 
,Dnn:yoijpPi i'K D3IP»PO;IK W n ov" 
pK Dr^'ttps jp j^w ^ ' ::ryiijE T * ' TK 
-5 '»D -uy D ^ ' ^ M :i"t ?»t iP-»: iP"i TN 
."i^,:», D'syp '^s DC**" "-y cy^~: cry**" 
PK K'EJPIK^E PK y ; ^ n s " *ITK ^vix 
nffrP3 i"Ktjz H Diji" ,D2*Dtry3^K 5"np^ 
-pi^p cyn ^^; P3 tPJP^fttf P3K1D n IPC 
.p"nD3 "y:s-
D»v .D"? IKP^s n |y3P" D"^gyi Dyi 
•«r ptroK5t PK «;ijPKf»B iPoayrMmfiT"" 
ly^K^y: Ttwp s" ^»n »o^npo:w ;P= 
17 lypwi fcayonsa &T*i im 
wan rs TW TOTW mm 
Utf"nDDMK iyai$ 5m jyc jyv. .DBtaaB? IS 
TIC ,T^a jiny ra D«pj»My^a PK I B T 
Damy* lytaDys p» jyajni taaanyaaw iyc 
DsmoKUM P« jycny: no |yo .mayta 
~BT ^181 iyo PK Bn:»B>DW yayiy^nya 
Dip CBV. ytpctp n *x ,|yDBBB'iK OE$ nsa 
B jyajjiDyaoniK DB~ DatnyoaiK ^BT H 
*v njnij >MD"IIK jyc»^onBB3W aaytDtr 
o^p nyi pK Jyaan 8 tynpnpfi D*a OBH <r 
rasa ICEK ,ojnain OB~ p« ypmya ps 
- ^ .wv on? D5jna«nya o>a wimiynaw 
py^oy v w p*?a B |PB*IKH DEHBPB v o 
.Danism ya^ytB 
"K?T PK taWD |yD:yinmB*D"Vi n 
oamyoaiK ry-fe?n "t TB (iproiifBin pt?D 
ta*a iyrn Dnyaoyo um ,oyD»p PD<IW 
ny"i pa Jivrcnw ojn D*D fjnynoiv jpiipa 
j p p n nyi w Diyf tm jya^n PK JKPB5 
,nytaKp 8 ,iBo*iyairiD Tjrma .--lKBa .tpy 
D*D 10 5KP$5 ^a pnipipj BBtpDcya PK 
.tap-iycya DBH ly DBH iKBnjn /mftp \rm 
»(T1 "IKE 5«a B D:K-inyaiBE D$n fys jyn 
cy TK PK Spwy PK yoio n tB ,Daxn 
onyD'Btj n .opara v^w D*a D*D Dpyec 
« u n » * 3 B *»BE iveupu* Dip ;y2^n 
nyamo njnna PK nyaq n^K pn .^M [yaya 
taa^oya PK a'DansnK cyi PK jimjra JKS 
aawnyoaw "iyn "a .HEID D?KPB5 cy-i 
DBn iwuninD t» jypnyaoMnK *pt D$n 
TW iv aaipiycyn KTK ya»niK a^ya DB~ya 
PK nipec H m
 rDp:y^ ytreBP H p« ,jya 
.&ry-iy:aiK 
oEBnosrya v w ta$n 5»Kptf5> nyaftrnjn 
JPD«3TB -I»B rutffi 10 t r c nyrK i jnna 
^KB cyn PK .5n H iyaya ;K'0"2WK; natr 
n PK Df^ nasnya a*oan f-KP^ f* nyi ut^ r 
c-.yzry^ oyi T-B
 (o^nayoijpyi yo^o^p 
.tPPwap'nw jynyn ^ T y»VB5yBB 
OBnya Dipi ,nyoyns B .I^^^^KD i irma 
(nn^ri 15 PB n*rou' B tyaya DTDDytaipB 
.oay^yac'HB cn^ K HMK CB" 35 ? K P ^ CBV. 
I«t o*e IK ,nmya T^ K Dn'K iy;y; vi&v •<-
•rK n oanysryj ny D«n BKC PK aa^nagn 
yaB P^ n /iyo«rwD>o ya«t pfi lycy-.yD 
iyaB t3B^ .yoc:ny rate: K ypyo H»:K PK 
x
Mn pE aa'D'c lya'^ny^yia-.y^ -.-
pc ^uya^ca'D PK iyo?Bnyaa^ .--s.s; •-• 
D^ a PK ,\w\- ;yo28 cv, pa jya2:: r r 
PK ;:*u*t: ly i MI ma*D i'K ^ n --x ;;•••;•; 
b"m ^yrna^D PK Dayotny .K'E^V'K^E 
-'*>P ivms iy" |IE "yu:yv^.'L>L- : ; - -s* 
ya^onB PK PIB1 P ; — y ^ ^ r - r s - - ; -
•iyr c : *pi jyaijn D^BPB^ ^V^ --;*-: 
iy"t lyaayia^viBB oyo^BP jyp*LM ks :>r; 
•yaaynynaiv i n iva^n PK "nns VP2„ 
n iyo^r. oyn nn .»iyna D*1: cn^:1 
o ,;i{j; "my" ^D m H,D B^KPB^ VP^" 
Dt^ : w « nyryn TIH 05?n IK- ; .;y;'sv;1; 
"j^ D .DBE"iyoiE pn ps p; H |y:!jry;a"-« 
t re ^,B T^ K p.K ?Bnu B PK unyDr ^ y p : 
PK .fyansaayp'K PK ivpnavs ^ ;•: v 
?yo:»n \"P PK nwna 106 PN r " •- v 
nya>K pn jy^ayr^  lyEi^n ,D^: -J-M" 
:$D , | «K ife?o iyvn tyayp iv ^ " r s « ; 
naBmyfi PK "MTV lyDp^D^nys N PK r-s 
PK tf'EK o^n mKBa H .CyaPS'IB^" '>•• 
tinw DEicyanya'K DBny: DIIK :yc >:'"-;' 
ta^n n .^ PB^ayp
 fDnBBPa PK a-sa rsiM» 
—.yn caypya D>: D"V yaanif^V£ ,_" ~ ' : s 
yoanainyB ty; ^D K iyr»?va PK :VS« 
-Dya ro Mya*ta%.nw *" 
• j^ni lysB' DD^r DBI ,Dyapa " y ; f „ 
^yDiy^B jyny^ "a i$B y ^ n y w ; •y:" : : 
"BP PE DoiBsyi : U"m ,33^ ta*o \vz v 
v^ raa^ o^ o jyovyJ n^z otywyw ,zry: 
ny"i FIMK Oi>*r! jyaaiainynaiK yc*vy; ;y:»-
a^E PK .oSnyfiya o^; aa^o^ "ytasr^p: 
jya^t cD"iB2yn ya^ TB TS iiyoaB" "" '"' 
^aiD^nya DIB' p*p \V2$~ fiw PL>:'"' -'-
•PK K^  iKia "t jya^T ny^ K ncx PK 
iia D%: lyaiy? *n PE tyayp "*- .taa^-W-
"na ^yo^aiK jnyraw PE *"^N; yr-"':i"'- " 
Iiranyn Difii ly-rB^yo yiroiPPBsy" '" '"^ 
•Day pa nya^Bo n ,n^K . i^"" "'"* 'N 
tyoyraiyE iynB ,c*ricrD vevy: r '-' 
•y^:K;B p.K nyacyc p'K iy:rrv r v 
PK JKPB5 PM PK "(y^cyt: s< lyj'".'-; .-
oa"E>
 rpnjn;« cyi PK ?KPB^ P'H '>-"'v 
?yo*3K D;^^ ,E pn IV rycayc yras- " s : 
nypigu ejyenw &r*i nyi 1G 
Km --N par* n 'y=^- iw^'^w iv« 
.JEIK 
•;;r- y;m& n D2m2Vn*s 3*1 T« 
--w: —rc-rn^v. "on -I»E "yaips. -iy-s 
are -;- osyftr m o-.yr^y **t 2$n ps 
••;-;- ir^o^sfsn cnyssya n TS ,D"r:is 
-PC -ye"r»t n t« ,nsK PIC oy .tr: -I$; 
: r -HE n , -mya Dyiwy t»*« ;y:y-
•jc ;yrgyjc*w VW "iy2$ T* =S~ ,PM-oe 
- : - K p« D2'MN;"K inyc DVK ;y:": *•? 
:..„ y .y , . : .ojijejn MI ny$y;r ;ya 
-y: —N &•: TJO* jmipiM ffimyny: ;y;-: 
/yr<TP2 D?n .nmp ?"pc c r rm H 
-;••: yry«- e^?r o-mv m"2 JIB VD'sip fit *N 
-V.-N ps .jyainyoJW y;KiE ytniRXvrs 
......
 % j n n 3 p, t yo'-jjp njn pn jyfti; B«'J 
-;~ r : yc : .DDzryr ^ K pK *itp«2 tytrc 
•N-:-- jynyn H pn ur^ mi iytr"irD$c$ 
;*8jcr .• .; •uyinjm ,j«D"tf$5 pic DP:JTE 
•s *#r y«
 #Dmu yi"2 jytajna-iys oyn 
r r - ••• -ytrc K jyrEya oyv, ymssp «*s 
- -N
 r;re5*>r iv wine yoiyo^fs-iyE 
T1 :*K D^prMjnyj jy:np lyr^r -.yo"2"T« 
*»:iirT iyTy,~; p« jyD2*iy2 cyn jyjyr 
"•r-yrry n rmns&EMK J»i* *pn 
" : : 2"> *KP$? pE Dnyaojrc H JIK ntctp 
•r- •:»£ jygnynye'w y;K-^-"y;tnE„ WV%~ 
••;•: • ro;jr,2 PK "roup jny^t "2 ic^cis 
/yzyrv-tfE JCOS'B D$n Dy nyr .jy::tf£8-
w r y : PK j w r n w i M a\:«e K mrrn 
•:r-s 4>: : [rE$ |"0 pK T toen r tVPCWH 
-'"•••*,. ps *wtfWi)n civ nyT# ,C«J yo21 
Ts- ."yv.po WJV 32
 rnyp-.*$n DJPOTVJ 
"v:-v:y- ^ \yzr,v: ^ nyn px D"yrcy,:.,": 
-^ .Dynyors 
vr^yv lyrEyr-vc^K -VL^- P T tsi:-; DSVT 
.yi^s "i"; "I^E yrc:*" %~; s* "s ~;'~"*: 
.y^ VH i^pygc K PK y2ij"!E - :N ,r"s ccv 
EJVD*Ey;y2 "XnitTDryE^ K1: ~y~ "trsyv pE 
•y-ST^W %" D*: \KTV2 "»a"2*K - PN 
'• "^  "Sf-p «T-^ *«N ry .;;*"y;yr v;v: 
: N ,"*- ev*K "*"N a-.r;*E ;v: -* ,y2?"E 
s^ry: > > y-*L'-L:rv-:';%s': ; ' :> ' • : 
•;;^ Kiocry lya^i^s ";•-*:"•: -s ,-;• ;y; 
:•-•• cy- PS fyr*v~yE -v c-v *i - : ,cic? 
**~~v y~"^ t^px l.y**** .iy">w>~;"y^  *v 
'i MI yr^v ps :-,s -yi 2— -y-y-n-v ^ ;^ 
njr.^ L-DpyE^w*: y"y;N ,e"2tw y-sr= 
y;*""^^-! is nynij p; CVN Knacpy ;v=""r 
.ty;:y-2*-v"syt::T:i? p - s cy- ^ : ^V"^%. 
TDB*in , -i p*"N ^v ; y c ^ "VIK "XE Ejn PX 
•c*n*m -yt p.E yo*cijP '~ ~y~^  ,?.—•"!-•* 
y i^^ E y-y rs ,;y"r^ LMD:y p.» ,-"Nt<: " '"-
yrTiK^jj-i^n ^ I^EN iyr^^rr^x T- ->*. 
•yr *yr^ lyric IPP^S n .p-y^":-N 
-*" .;yoD:y*-"yE y—w a"-s lyiyr a c w 
-;:or 45 pK "K?ip 2D r*-x ^":~N V --N: 
D'-r^K "yp" -NE ~yj^:-N H ;yv»; ,;y-
.-*: :^r -*N .y-;*or N o:yc 4."» ;y;^r 
}KC*iyrt3 cy- ,i»t"n .-: pic v^p^o'c*: 
ST» iy;tf:ryntffi T»W2 v r c r n - v pE 
-y; iyo^2"ic DL'nyiv ^^' "yT": %~ : 1^2 
pn ,-;N:NZS>" ?sn:^ DLM i» 0"2iK yD y^cyc 
!) n PN fyiy^vyc eyv " T r " :— ;v 
-y- wvv L ;^yry-y: ~yr:x; '•cf: :v~:'^"' 
.o;y:-N; cy^: ry- «IMH yipDr "ys T*-S 
' •; ;yc*ry;"»ifE -xc N*N '*N r , - ,v :;«*" -': 
N cNyyr*N -C"*:) •••: ;y:?r . ' "v CPK-; 
DiyeyipyD y5Kp*5 xnyrM« {yancpnyi ^ c « ^ ; iyf"r -^r 
-wntp D«V iv D^V PE iv rr<K fyp*sp ya^ yn ,"»yry? ynn;*c P-K 
D'EK PK jyoipjn urno ytyn T« jybsnya px Dy^v:;*-;^ 
"t ;y:yp DD:ijr ,t5U3VO i*nr P2 fyol5 cyr »n -yDyEtr D*; 
•»n» iv D*V, Dijn IH*K 2MK .|ny3:""i« D»J "iyoi; lyi-'yE*^ p« 
Dip .iv T^a cy DP'C PK !« cy D2"ic ,»!<:«•: :KE:X ;y: 
•TW v^yr Difh cp't;* nn^ K nm ,jinjm epiiiy: c ; -ysK IVP 
.nyn»ifi opmya DI^I Diyn cy PK lywin^s ynynaic PK 
15 WWi wyoiw on1^ nv"r 
•nwiy H e$n lysyc jfcyE p« .«n»*n 
jyo iKm ^KE j j n r p* t* .jytyniya ; ;n 
IM"t nrnftoatn r J w n a yaapa n a$" 
.nycy; |yuy: t n u v T u r a D**.yD"2i8 H 
jyi$nya D y^oyDya PK P'HDD iy~ o r : 
MI lyfoic yanytnyfi Danayj v o jyavn 
.jyo^aiK r o a n P$T yatps H TS , lyase iv 
>jn»e >i tfct
 for*!sW 1*0 iya$n oenyiv 
45 "KE $12.75 T ^ ' ; r : i r ojymya oifii 
"2 ojm .o^a-.B yjyaipaiyonjciK ty-i:iDtr 
lyotrmyj cyi iyjjjnaoMiK yay*ia nyi 
"*n nynatw jruiDsr s D;yc 30 pa o w r e 
DU r « i ^ s i y m is ,iy:-i£y;c,-N r a [ya 
jyc Dipi ."usanyn /iyD"3-iB ,-i w r o c r : 
n jy-r.o;' r y ^ r lyoMi os^ocya D*J jyp 
D"2iKyj Tto^tra-m «jn piyaBQ-yatpa 
,-; .fyaipi nya ly-i^ »m yovy5 n -I»E 
yryn o$n ^ o ^ r n n TK ,jyj"v nya*a 
;s Djymya tyaipi -,y«E- »m n p« 5jn"B 
-3tPB $tf« TV-t?n T O ,*|tpi s $12.75 T>V 
s !$n:iDC 50 n JIB pnjiDe 5 to:y::y-;y; 
-yr~ *pt jya$n p» Dci^yc-o-'V "IBE w : 
iv jyaipaiyeaiKJW a n s w a i * is ,\V"]K 
•Wi s 45 rruiDtf ynn^ K ;yr<; ,\V^-
"DniK yaifis nrvK span wuyajn fypn D*IS 
.yiaioe* fet D;yc 30 *n "iny<a D*rtBy~iya;yia 
cyn BaKiayao^nw yatpB "VPK "iya$ D$n 
PK $12.75 H oar-nys D$n *? ret ,DPBE 
M PK |£1K KTK ^W .DTtilDP 40 V2 35 
,5yn"c p m i t f * T l 8 ~yi$ 16 a n$; i s " 
-"nK H IK^ ,*BE s iy*yoen$D T * v e t p 
$1.25 D;yc-s; jyoMiya s n^s jyoya npa 
T* |y5yDB* "i .;yD<nPBif jptip B IKE 
(Prow 4% ^ny [«< ;ycny: en»n cy T^
 fn*9 
"pyauw i n .U"2IN y:y3ipa>iyD:iM3iK 
D'3 T^ JVP fyc i'K "«^"i » ova nynico 
>ri"o yojnipnjr n iyr: oony: .;yr:>^« 
tnjni ; W»IB '" » » in*n ovy: iyc p« 
-;icr «m p« D"2i« »yt^ I'D1^ -"DIKB n 
.D;yo 90 P« o:yo 30 iv ;yi;it:r *nn .»n 
nyrjyn e:yo 10 ^«; D*IN D"ri(T^ Da»t: 
-jn Dijn .iyotpy; o^r, p^tc cyii nyi >v 
cn^ K iy5ii iyD'*a-»« n TK y*r;yayis s Dtj: 
*'v triyii nyo^anK n "ujnnyii j i n ^ ' n n 
o;yo 30 n iy:yp -T t« answw
 fo5yD«D 
-yr^ne n .|yo"3iKDMK c*; y-s:iDr N 
ya^ozn *n ijn:y; c ; IJ??K T*K piyatfe 
nya*n t*n py , y : ^ s lyryn i»s ryi"c 
|y:"t DiyTspDpyBij«e n pa ;yrv-;-j:-N 
rijT ,DP3is cy-; D*r: Djyijjnya ^ ; *;*-•; 
"n jy;yp Dyo^c^P n wr ?«£ r ; - -w | 
fiyr;»« o^: lyp^s H jyayn cyrt^: - -•: 
i2^n n^"u ."inyj:s >«inri 0"2-.K - -x-.. 
jyn Difn nysyr yoD^c H pu rt< .---:,v: 
b^n cy p» tyrr^K S:VPV: c%; V-N-J -•• 
.jya^iB \V2$? iv eny-*ty: -
T:y-ys:$P H ;V2^n oa^ty; p*r »• 
cyii jya'niriiniiB i^rp tiiryt-vz ;•_--•-' 
H "nyD^aiK iyoi:
 ("iyD':y; K„ -:•*-
DnyniB-epycuBQ y::sc .jyatet *•; v:,s-: 
D"m^P-i« WVi o^o C3Si:y: "•• ;;•;«-
yoi; jna^y:. s t« ,D'n:yo'y; fyzjj- •*« 
.pTjwanH yoD^y;^ H wr, " ;*T:"n ' 
,5»yi^e is ryony: nye^ K oyoa jyt L*;;-: 
!< D;yc 30 iy;ymys a:ypy; D ^ r*M 
ay^iv "jyinyv. jp^noc nyi IKE V~;'W:-
P"1DD cy-; -q :^ ui?n (yo Dtjn ::'->':>" "V 
- n n DEisiyz >m«o 8i» D5?n iy:ips:rys 
tt Djyp 40 nynv 38 jyaymys -"-•;•:• 
•y; VJTDISJ D^n 5ytD>o -iy;y'- . r : --v 
pK uruoyn n .onjniB'DpyBij^r: - e;r^ 
165 D3goy3D>lK JD1K KTK n'1K 0«J" P'"2 
Di#n p n s lyn .o;yvips ID iy~{j 1" r-y 
oyn jya^tsyjD^iK o^: 5»B p^p IKE ~V:N 
nyny n nyiE ynjiDC 8 Djyc 30 ps cs':";": 
^n^x yDMiya a .cyf'B D ^ ^^; T*K r>s-
cyn iyr^c D^HV 3 ly^^n D"syT.rt2ryr>'-
"«E jrijiov 5< t3:yc 30 p& v^.2-":*:": 
T"ns iyiyn ly^tjr: PK t 'ns 'c^ 'c r^- -v-
riyD"3"i8 vrs »inK [yji^is^rK L^N"',; 
nyt3"3iN s"i IKII ,"iyBy» yjy1 pw ' " - s 
s Djyo 40 D:srnnya P^OD nvi IKE ;S?;K-
nyr^ **i v t D^^ ^yirii"' lytyn .v*:"--
nyn t i n oijn itj^r n .jy3y:y;r*K -*: 
*"iyc D:yD"vya o*p nicvs ? " P C T : 
T^ ,iv [ya'j yo^^ya ly&^^^Dtjos -
sn /'yz^"s„ nyn Tin jyr^is jysi:vr •-
D y^oe* , p n DV'K yr^"i» n D--TB '*-
jyn ?vo zv.v .{jnynsiv t:1: cn*v y " : 
li*# W*$4P iyn "it<2 ?»E STS "»s -v:*" r v 
f(«i?i:«n yrtn$E»!) "lycpy D^K'TS'!* 
%n iynoeti ,cpi ,^p-Dsv" n I^E "V""-
-«K jy**iD in iy^T «t D'TIV y" ,s- "i"-*s 
imvE^nya iv n a ,tyas& y;^'g «? t«"» i>"': 
nyp-Wi cjycnB; c v ^ ijn 
";.r -vjrt pttrtPW ivaijn iye"ai« ytn 
^ rv -- jo»vo%$n TP"I a'Jwi tnyry" 
»a :rjpa.:v .nro 'Wirpw n "a jyiiyj 
: , . :- s :" (K Deimva " i |ya$n HT^BW cyi 
•::; w>~ j n ; w » o;yo 30 pe mrj'rc s 
:-N tr: ••,'12 I^VH lyayt? ic B p* 
.tyayiBlti 
n r : w i r n FW"' P^TOD o n IBE 
hpr$E inyspanw ns BJyBtpyjjycsnv 
-;: DP oaywpB 60 ^ny |« : nyD"ai« 
campa 2n jruiop s B:yo 15 pa Djyn 
:«- curcips 20 pit t3:yo 20 Ml "inyc tr; 
- jnrosr s t3:yo 30 T « i« Djymys 
C:PC 30 D:y»nyfi lystjn y:tfyii . w a n * 
;;**!
 rsr:-t>r s o;yo 30 MI inys nyiij 
;:$- "i :s ,>n** pw wy« MTS jynyj 
rs jnrvTya B*J oycc pnyrv yiyi 
"Si'yrnsp n pe pnfl oyi jyrvviVDMiN 
r Dp inrotr s u:yc 30 r>a lyo^r-x ya 
rifv ijtfg; Waa iyrns H T« D-iy-i^ cy; 
• -;:>* ,a:yvipB 80 "py is Biycyny; 
en "i»£ oSn$Yya D$n jyo o$v. | y m s 
• i»s •-: ;Wiyn y-unjw B*B ,p"iDD 
s ::;*?: 15 n jyoipya tya$n D^ I*I nyD»*m« 
r;*or N a:yo 30 PDKODMK r$r jnntac 
: r r v : ;ynns n lytoyo D"c jyc D$n 
3-" ML : ;y;$? v p #
 rpnB Dyi [yiTtf&M-iK 
«c;rr 90 lyr* 80 V2 l awn s u;yc 
*" iK a p ;EIK srtJ *put lia Vi:wn 
"r «r a^yn pDMhD'Ut &:VPV2 jyT*ns 
cr -y:« D$n ;y*: .-,^D Da"ip ftfp*DyiB 
: ;y:smK yn:y^s DMK p?nbyj D*: 
TO: P^DC oy-i DJJH jyo MI 1*3 MT« 
''- '* rr-s pnw "lyD a^iK n fyj^i ,D?yo 
T
'"S H iniK tyt*5nyD ^ i ly^^n pw Di^n^ 
^«6 -v" .lytoyo iv iyr^ns n Dyo^ ci?P 
^ / r '1".tvp%D'1K *(•»») opJiB p« .afcnsa 
L,':*K n D*n fPD D*n D%1* nvn ',B ,,T TVU 
F- ' " t« ,«#« DD^ n DtjT ."iya;K&y;:i? 
h£ !y;;^y; yo*o*p-r»nB njn Dyn cy 
P , R i n " " ' l»5jm
 fpm«MtB«riM nns 




r i t nJ^ tD^ o rmiini PK lyr^is 
C O : " : - . K i - TNT 3Kff ;»»• ;>N ^ « - : ; ; ; . , -
n» n-Mcc K -— ;;u pE —,-«•• : - :K- : -H 
,inyo iyi« --;•= IJ3 c :n L-rx --;•- —
 N--
cn;*:rr-vc a»: ?KE p*p -«r :•-.; -»- -.r_ 
iyt:^ny:cMw c ^ m y r ; n > ; ; " u - -
*yn u^r p'y'Stfs 2v~ - -K ,y*-i^ yro ;^ N 
":yiyncrs p.« ;-;•:" -~v; ;ry:y;r"K ;»"» 
IV |yil7 p« »^rE ry~ ~yzs ."i^-yar 
Ml .1ST yerT N;N D': "*^ ; j^ r t*K ;y;;y-; 
jyaM? D'j yo"rT:y-iyEji»r n ^T iv: a^v 
D"; D-I$E "i }y:ijn ^"S^K -yu*.; - y ; -{<t 
cy . lycrrrynrr ^ f-ytr^";^ o:yry: 
]"P O": ;y;-; iyr:y: rj< ,T|M oryc^.ys 
jyi'D^B Byn cy Dt?r L^; ;yc-«.: px a»K*r: 
D;y^ o^priMir yv:«e: n .C'cws cy :*: 
DM? .i?air.s n jyr*5 [IE y:»iE -y- ps 
"^ DIK [IE ('K) D?;IE pN M!f:yJ c-yr cy M1 
D,,a-.8-p,tDLM "sc iyr^is *• i>"yr, ,io ^yr 
cy c^v. ,iy-;"jL- S-s^ v -^ UM? D *^otMy: 
iyes*: iv nyc"ciK iyui;
 f|ya*:y; N K T 
ay£:ifp *• -.ya» \V2$r.
 4u:n^v: \V2s"v: N 
"^o;yr'« c$r ^r:"jry: e*: yo"? r ;n 
ptf ; "lyo^aiK lyow ,nyDs;y: s„ ec^.-
,-i iy2,,?pc*:» c ,a- tyo^Bny; w>*" *> jyv 
yDMiy; ^ }V2$- ,;>:N': IV yrs~s *- ^y^-; 
p.« nvi^E cy" wry: cunirDpyE'.:^ ?n^v 
D3«sy:DMN D*: nyo^riN ^ "x^ tawrs cy 
DM? oijtv. ^1:101" s o:yc 30 pc c b ^ ^ p v 
.jytipyc DEisTyc »M jya^ .-: ^ r ^ o p s csr 
]y:t?n ,IST V": ^ ijmya t%« i^ ^s ".yi ,(i: MTK 
/ny*";, ;i;y: N^*r:y; D*: cy" p« " W " N -
.iy:y-^iy: jy:yp cyi \v:v: i*t Tvr«#r "i :x 
nyr;yv I«I»E T^K iyt3"ci»-^n »*: 'NC 
C{j" c;r. ,(K) fmypc PN .jya,kr: "• 
-DcyE M:ya oiyn ,5"injn ""« ~'- w^ \* 
DiD^ J^ ta n pM /i#t c> ^ycM' .^"ycrv; 
-"218 c-^r \v-v 'KE Drrnyvy; yr'Josycyv 
ijrwwya Jvrypc BJH PN jy.y« cy r\m 
•DKP
 FcnyDDKP y:H:yDtrf,vs '" : L^s^-y-
,c-y;tj-:^' ,DnyDy-.s
 firyf iyi n;:n c-yo 
-Jyscyc
 fciyr*:fe?Tpy .cnyrvtrn ,ciyE"-!T 
Dtjn cy TI; lim .D-.y^rE p*?fi P« i:yn 
n Ml 33K? Mt« PK
 rDVEC"" » O^ C^^ E 
D»3 it?: lyrnfi - eun - N » : ?"PD-rn"r 
DMJ jyoan o:ypy: v? "t ;y:^" ^ rm-y : 
•ypc cy- PE tyr-2 yD^yovy:ocyE ^v n 
13 "ij>p"i$ii wyonB: D*T*$ njn 
•HW DD*ti fS tPSVt'pWB IKS J j n S BflDJID ]>"J 
jriDDnrn osm m 
PI«P8^B -c pa 
(lyfiy* lytnwc^DK ' i p i iyvny;ya) 
pwnftnrr'M yrsc j rwrrawm DIK mnvrtf 
.'j?{<nD;y OP:^ E i jn cap: 
pr npoM3iK H [yaijn DP:IE jyrjm trif* 
•pns K jitfnyiny iv Dam Dip BKP \ir\y 
o»n Dr*.y« .D^awp'oc I « D ytrcsp 
H iy;yv. D$ ; cyi o^o yt^GifP yryn V 
p& nyO"2^K yr-K IK£ D;yc"i»: pc jypns 
ony; ,jyr:"K D*; ^T \V:VP " t Z-IN .EN-
iyc pit D"2i« -an DVS ;« J"inin ivr^  
1* nyo^a-iK "v.v njn$ cy;"K DMK D2"f"P 
ny i iv na (yztps H ) "ucyoK cyi iy;K? 
-y: K jyonp: nun oy jirciosr 5jr*c»i: iny; 
&warw* ny"i iyzKs iv i n w m n you yc*: 
i n DTJH SKC* iyv:»; i jn IKS: pns "«n 
jnyn sy^^i
 #cy" DM? ^ny IN DD'Dsrya 
*pjo*:W)Vi Djymyc " ^ " J H I y-^"£» 
i n jy;yp omx jrr«3 an* jrrciDP "ys 
iyc pnyo^atK nvaftm iy;yr. m<:"K o*; 
Dveon cyi iyc t r ; jjnrpt yzjpE ".m tv ?$: 
•yz D$n ,-~>N$Z >"PD BTPMI ayn iv ~y:rN 
-ayo pa IKS p* jyoD^irvysD pa onyor 
•"aiK n n«D |jnya*nyfi is DIK .jypna iv^ 
, D W P M I PK wnyapn y;yajpBmya n iyo 
DP51B 8 DfrDBWnii :'&n5"tt*D ;y~ o$n 
?"PD BTP'11 H P3 TK ,10 frpWK PK 
jra^jy •'" Dctwya iyzjjn DJTO "nmpa 
P'p pit ^nvirs ?$? ,;ypns w-ryn;yoD„ 
*ii w a r n BTCSMMK o*: D^aiK n HNL" 
oiyv. 10 f'yp^o-iK pw onjioc s o:yo 30 
: o;tjry; Dinjjra^c 
C»*,K rs'K r ;ps r? mil "i?s^r 7?K pn 
-pi XVXfYi ?(«» ,r»2iB» «* =;;•= 28 Ui ^»:yn 
.r:^K-B 15 c:?=r;':7^ eiysyn 
-?r. B*IM rs^ K r:v= c? *.Kr ^E^r ??K PK 
*¥»
 f=:?c 28 pc Vij« PK =;y2 30 p.c iy:»: 
.r;7XKi£ iu Bqws*9 i B y^synya \mw 
31 DMK rx^ K c=K2 cr urn lysr? ??K PK 
=*"?n;; trip'. K^t ^ - - ^ ¥ «7E 32 "V"H 
DD^V, H iyu^v.v ^pifDips cy ;-K . :< -?-
pK lyr^K^^DK Dnyn^DpyE^K*: :;— ;^w 
iysyv, T^ N ,25 ^ K P ^ |ip:v -;•>'•:.:: -
"yry? n ,o«anirpH)^ IKE ;*"••*: ;-_;: 
pa njn»c:*p 5? IN ,iy;^c-v rr 
-z$: prayn yr^roy iycyry; "N :•--; ;•-•: 
•y^yz K iy?yDtr,\v:"K pyrv :v~ --; .-;N:,< 
IV yr.:a 5"n ,I^"IO-DD^V ;\S ;;-;--N r 
cyT "tjcyz "pnD p« 05j." ;y!""E-rj"rs 
-r.N n« D»Kr nyc^r,; ^ M-y-y: " " - : 
voo~:**2 n o»ny: o^n o*n ">-v .;rr~» 
TK
 rtDDiKv.ya o^n I^-.D cy; •-^ *: r ' : - r 
•"ifi injnjn jyiiy; PK EK^ ; r r -s -;••:: 
ojjn cy .o;ycnK; DI»I lyzry: r;- ~N: T 
"«?^P ^ v i ^ ^ r ps nyoyiD-iyE: - v;:'%" 
cy- lyajjnaivomK nBay^ery::** "* 
•{jn Tnti pa lyo^ziK yor^*: •" *N ,-"S^ 
.D^nyvy; y»oa^3p?p n -,{<E L^':'K>: V: 
injya"vnyn'K ,yoDyE D^yorys-v ';:s~ •" 
K l*53"Bnn»« fintfi vcyr: K -N .;• v: 
D:jrmya iyz^n
 tnyo"2"iK %" ;'^ '*-::••: 
msw s o;ya 15 nn 10 pc >- -' : 
iy:np *,v Dn^ya ^^n^ow "•' ;y:»" N 
ytn nss yPKO o$
 tu:^w jy:,"'r"M^- i* 
T:jnya-VP H .*iyo"a"i« yDV*vv:"-:r"' 
•- onyt) ?"pD » D^aiKyiDVK ;yz»" v-*" 
D'ts Xoycn^s ytr^^y n r">' •:*-="* 
** iSE Pna cyi [yn'Vivs^'K •*;*"•' =''-
DW;»O nyn HMK lyo^anK yt3?nsv>:_">*"* 
.inaioc* s i>->- " " : 
•iv |y©i3yj nraipi D**5T3jnw:*r •" '>" 
r^i-i
 f9ifpVDifiB pa 10 tsp:is :;-v-v:v:^' 
}yt"TB ty^oyD pa yt*^i PK V~$ '" -•-""-,*: 
"i\v opyr.vyr »M iyz^r; , D " Z ' K " " "" "*£ 
M
"ny":yDD„ cy- jyJyos? iv
 rD;yoiM"v '"'^ 
" I K n IK2 (Jni^ V ijnif "«!>'- i':' 
•KC K tyfiKt? iv ,D;yo"W i*.K iy—' : - " : 
W W 1 IMJJDIB: DH"1? njn 12 
•r*;; JT«0 PK MTK p« .jp:2 i;tf* px 
r-,s ;\s e w e lira ,nytuna iyny: |yv:r? 
...... . .
 n y 2 n8 Diri'fi iys *ii ,*ptr s *T.K 
L-r- T« .pnro ryoDyp is jypipjF pi 
•s" ^-Kor yr«pi»B ny-iy pw ;x ,-"- " -
s .- ;. : :— itf | V n c j y ^ p ;yo:x-r*rx 
•;-s ••: ;ys ami *n -Brnws fwoyr t r^c 
•V:N- --: -py; 5ynj m ,n:ny; T O |y:«t *x 
--;•: -*; ;IM ijnn$E -)*o |jtomi iv /p? - Z 
: JT :-•: "2 COK-ID T « .iyi«ifi yjjnyc* 
••• -yv "px ? ty28#n iv Knit: T « -»>" 
-•x ; :y; p.x Dnys^B^yPD'D yr" : jyj^x 
ryroyc ,DDypxs y:"o y*8 ^ n ESQ 
;*s *v ".TK ,D"iyB"B"|VPD*D J"P $tr: 
•*'EK P^ t" VC Diyil *P -P'-'S Tiy'"n 
: s - " : .;jnrwn |B^« yjorct^gp rycrx 
«••; •••: oyv cy D$V. ?iys',yn ^ T |ye \vr 
,^IK 1*0 t rc pM ay.: ,|y&yta 
-;.,:--;,;:^ ^ D,D p K ynyt^K w '" 
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.;psQyc PK ^rr m« \V2iv T « iysyv ciyncDpy^;x- n tyrsr ,;yv:y-:*: 
nypngn B3yoi«j on"} iy i 
.......;r:..K en* sin»D iwnyatfp-WE cm r N -^  T ? IVESr ... ; r . . : v - : - - -. 
!- •;•; y: iv tr: T"*ID*III is ~NE m««v ••,.-.,„.
 K.y 
- r -N- cnyscye rvuM \\* m:nm*e - ; y - y — y ~ * E - y - - r ^ y ; v - ^ V 
»t •:->•* ,DTK n«pa - » m " i i y y : pK r;y;y;-vt yv;*: ;y::y:r*N •;••*•; 
;•;;;• "N rmwor IV t^ "^ t« .3*0*:: r»
 0pv ry ;y ,p* ,r«*cc =y -y:;-: •;••— 
.......:-N n-w'3Kn* n D«S jyttnrzrys r« .;-;•—* • r v - cvsr -v -
-m -r« -£*nv P» * T n c » ? y n LIE IJF-IPD^ K PK w r a r ^ u r r r •>:*- -
• r - — Dwnn T**¥» i*o r* ,rtr*; : N -tc^j-ryurN yrcryc K -••: *K*r 
•rcrirr P» *y~'">2 yiyniK pE y:$r -
 :%vr. 
7 s :n*B ,p*lP3 ,W*& P* W = - S ;y?«? - ;K ,r-y:-;y~ r v r s ;y:ytr 
-: ;- yyt;itc D*t) IWffPp: Mt nftrr v~ \yv ryp:yiE -i cir ,jy;$<Br •*£ ;ya" - • 
: r r . - , r ,pv ,jjn*Dye-wirvKr;sr$ yro -XE pa ,;yyc" :s v ; y : oyv y-asK^ir 
i - rsr mm ,yE6oyP vw\ p« TyE^ yn «T E*N jyryr "t y:-y« *v ,jyt>srL>ir*r-y; 
.:-;•:•:;••: myi:t« INE tf*n yepynrw |*s —^•y„ *VK ;y?KB£"K *v ;y^- .;yvm 
s •;•:*- r ^ v wm ,%f i « o n w T r ,Enr"p:'\ c r PE " -^s t r -yE r ; : s 'v 
-;—•: p« .$- ?:nt IKB Drv.y; -lytfyeir -nrNH ;N DH: EVK r:ysvy y-y: y r y 
'•-:- cm wit i#c TOHMn -y- PK :•— ;y;V; ;y-iy;:-i ptc r : s c c r TN- "lyy-er 
-s ;;™CL" iv sipv p« vztf n D"{? ;y; .-ynr^ E yr^o^uvorinyE ps yt:;yr-y:^ *-
- -j-: j;nranyc p« W^r iyr;i« Btfrer p« :y:*^; -y rx lyivoy-'CEEwr yy:rN 
-K-*y *^«
 iTre«yin yoiu*»n* yrtrv- r;y; ;;*;••: ;y;;--:N"VE ps ;yv;yy-:;i>-
L^ X- -N rmrnp n - - s^^ aSar pn Drwvy: -y- yr-ry~ n ps .csyv - y -xt o:Hpyz 
-;—" *t^ ?y:yc vc .B^-IV p« or^-y; -^oy^ - "•wsrwr L>y -yr:yE„ ;*E ;y\>^ 
E asr-B veu imnmny ^yeysc im^ ^r^ fy^reryE^H!: SK:VL-'; - PE ;y 
.yi"? "lyrovK cy:ft«v: y:y;;ny: pc jjnifey^ '- ,;yj'"NT 
r^-'x nyov*K iy-v" ly '^BL" yos"*svy= PN 
•;•:••:;••: yr-cPK"!S T . T rrr : , , :" ,?M pn -y*^r jyrer*"- - y t pu D y^r "y "Nr 
•f« .wzvr* ry^ yn "!i»it =^:^«-;-E" .a^ri'^ryr -yv:s; - y ' ps 
.-s>'-vs;"ycrK lyo^anK n iyr;"KiyE v p - ;y;^-i" -••: ry: ~r ;•:;- :; 
-K ryn^wis f'Bt^vs; *yn^ n£ S'T ?y: tic " » ~y 2« a^s" r- ':- "rH:«'vwr;"j;'K 
">\. yiyt:i« . T ^ D iyiy* pe KPH iy:'*-;»v ",':"t iy^;!r v N ; - y e -;N";-C T " : ? 
;•;'!':- n b*e O*^E fyD^ans "jyivosiryr ".vr:^ $ -:xz~vt ~y 
"yrw y3*fiD-.$n&:myE:i« iy;yc .imvcyc \w:%* ^w"rvv:*x "ytrw ,\v*v v# \$"' 
i?r^s"?i«i • W T O , H nya -.cjD a^ nxr. D^S r^-s -y^y-yr op t^ry; our p» ; ; T - T 
'">" sm ;yD^y: in lyn^ n- DISDKD^ ,iytr:y: y3:»^ »iytw;yi'w ~"» -x;v^-
:'"s;s-VK;-iyD;*K ;yLM,DDt<t::ME fcf n^ E p« DP?»:tf*x»:"yt>:'K "WE |y;,%s ; : - y 
-;•; -r-'E•"yv,oKmyD:vp„ pyr:i« ;y:«- TT cy :yc ,y?Hent<"S p« o*: "v:« ,y*'«y"^ 
%-:\N tsrM^vritf iv D2«: PK-^O p**m¥ .rDs*v r:*w t:%- ?,« -'"*-" '>r": rx -iyo-'"=» 
-;L*-E •••••• ivr. ,ov*» p« , W D tay:y3"K ; y p-t iy;^' ,c"r;y;my; -yr-vs mjn - : 
"«-^ yq;jjp ^ p:KT H VH n„*D iyt;iK ps K*EM"TKS,E ,P"-«' •*- r» r-yrtr: v~v>y# 
>:-:--N-yE ^n »t tyny; .D-mwuny ,unve -IVCIK ;s '*• ivxjnvr wr-m:* v* 
""'" rmsrt y-ijn^ w PE "tycsnK n D*C e*>- .,y;;-;r"yrc^":-K y^ucy: lycscyp 
-*"K.NL":K npsn WDD*DI8;B n -:;y- - y p- D£"«"y3 -yuypyo ?my:y»n iyi 
'''""-"-^ pK ntrn BKU»i3iy2*nn ;y-L^ wr.c ?m -L^- e'e iyE^ yn pw ••: 
-M •r,«TTpoMyin wi^Jltnw n pn "»-: TN ,;y—y*:v: *v '«"- t*tc fi^ iiKi 
.cry: v^rz PE e^ srvj'DpyE^ HC '" [jrti ,DV*N 
-'•- :» ty-ip ivciyc
 V2:Kr n:Jnnyii [yrs-: I:~E: ryiric iw " " lynocn-rw 
3 nypujii wyc-isa on«* ijn 
n pa lyejnpjrB ijn
 t*ypsyie Bi^fi pc eye 
.lKtt>*>K»e$CK CljniBfBpjTBUUO p*.K?p 
.jnjn D'nytwn ojn 
lyjicy; "pin cKn » iwn n ,part CVIHC 
ort ,t*03^M cn-Kc «pi* ^KBJK o p PK ani ls ' 
-pi vn iy iy-^m pa ,1911 , ' ^ w t i iye27 
-"EIKB3IK pK -;'?iny BJ»U "irvK .umtfcv 
TK ,tyiyiBi3 pa V* .ljnKiiy: BBrn'ya tr*K 
-y;;K tynjM s r u imn TK , W S ynmjra *" 
-^KTHCK Bijnitrepyn:*e piK?p 11 »m D^yw 
»n pc trcipy: PK pinto pe :nn :? pfi |y» 
-I-'K c«n e x lyiipr lyi p« i;jnnyn ,a?n$xy3 
i n pc B'Bjttjc pinto njii K I K ^ T 7 lyai:?* 
D7" e»o lyiiy* t"Hp 03"! "WVK TK p * ; t,K*:n 
-TAHITI?; *.s l y i ' m u g pK lysymscnK pjnia 
S;MK pK i j rntnjnpcn is wsv n DIK jyevnc 
-piijrp ijn ?KT Djnrm TK ,iyrmu *rtw VPK 
B»: tJTMtB PK ny;pD <uytnt cpyi pE pivwc-
-s= "ii» pc u r a D«n T K .unyii ]y;iKVv-
CD ijrp ire jr=?yii ;'".«::>n 171 PK yiytpri 
~>* tpiiy:ys : !JT3'M »t PK ,iy*«fcnyB T 'K 
nnyi tymys v * .ninp C K rmm PK I?K: 
J^IB TTPK njncy; B»5 EKH m e n n TK. ^?»E 
^'nciiK IK -;"K n"V- lynyiyjcmK PK t r ' t t 
T.K: tp:pp i"K TKT iyc DIK ,3Kfcsnnno pc 
•nyetf -anrpfifiM* ny"K .T.yB*pae»y2 ijnyrar 
,wyo i;':»?rr;*vc /iytamy?ie K C?$ -JMK c'ryfi 
lycemyE ^ K I EE&B^PTJ?: n ! imK B;"T CK*: 
! E:"T in>K MI ,Jv.rt; ystyftf 
y r« , i y ^ o r n ^ 2 M;y; *|M iy;yp v o 
jjruM D?IP cy i |yftm ?$i 5yp:y-iE MI tr;yc 
,ycy-is n TK ,|y5yBtm$D ^MN ^ H iy:yp i ^ 
-TO n p s jycyiyorN n tDjn^nDnys Dijr 
-:s3 PK nyns? tyrunnyii ?{?T
 /D^y^^L"DpyE:,,.; 
i y : ^ DC^P ncK " in .;y"in«;rK ^KT H tw 
fjnyDB* njmysnp t!Tfcs if»^ DK PK ,DMI« ont^E 
o n iy^ny: ruytDt? D ^ T I N jyp f»yp:y-is sv. 
••'
,; H -ij:s "iyry"ia"P^-.DD D ? » 3KC*n PM 
Dnift ^ ^ " K ^ D J J D K cnsriirDpyeuiiD H':^^" 
n;T»E r»?fi PM o ^ r ^yp:y-iD MI DMK cy 
p * fytMiyn ^ 0 3 " K »*O I M o^n iy .jyc 
-13K2 ijnE?jn»^D H 5MI pn K^S?jn»^E 
T w W32 cip^ns.s Dip p« D-tfmtropyr 
P't tsK DDUCIK iy2N ."iyDM H'W iycny; 
.nrr.o 
tn$v\ nxn M',
 fnr^a MT« D»: t^ K ny:"p„ 
.tnjnitropyD^KD y : y .";ynyr D'3 ?M: 
- K ^ c'ST;y-i£ pe o-iy^'ivy: t runi !D?yi^ 
ry r : j m MI ,iynyr D*: *paya \V:VP ,a:w ;yo 
^ n pe irflni iv lire^nyj i p »M onyptr 
T* iync «t jriDDiE^vn Jypjjna iyv3N; 
ranyoaxp lyn D*II\PC \V;^, - : -•;-•-;-
i n ^ a jyj"t D5»KE:yny .;;•;-;; - - «j! 
pc y^y^s PK ^o^Dcyj c ' - y ^ — u"; -;":'• 
.iV"iyr. ;v;>-:v;:s: -
J=5«-l*fi 
i n lySyn nyty? yiyrr.K 
iyn "lyr^ K tw ,[y^onyn 
nv5p oyn pe D^V iyv;s: 
,1911 p« P^-IDD iy-i;j<P 
^D (y3«n ,P'HDD cyn ^ ; Q*-B ;-;;^ ji -j, 
•O^^y: H t8 ,JJU"D ^ OP-,-V;:-N - ; -^ 
•"i ,iyaj83ya |en ci#n ;yc y : -y ,--*-
w&v H pB DPJHH DsyryjEMB ;r>s-v; •;•; 
; ; ^ E J ^ .iy«r"K^D^w$ r - r - : - - ; : ^ : 
Da^Dyocrys ;;t:^c ytyn PN C » : ^ *;-:vr 
";yi ny^3
 ronwjp nyn:«hvrp s \-t :ryr. 
^ynoynyD PK |^BB» nyrery-j-j-r-
-IKE iyi^r.y; o*"ntniK-iys :*K ,;•:•" zmm~r. 
«IMK ,|KC2ry: ,2ypD 5jt T1K >"JN ZT 
I K ^ I 200 pK ""iKr^? •!"»."„ CM:^ *: : V 
nyn oyr. oyen^s ycr::v ""• V.K ."S-:: 
yiyi:ity2 ' m |is iy?P"jn» [vrtv; - r r 
•PKE n "lyn^ D1; "r PE "ly-y^  .-;•:"": 
ps D"V pK 3Jnn>3E>iN D ' : ' : " " : 7-
Tynyty: >n tDt^ n iy MI ,Dyi:is$; ;•« " ' " - : 
•iy3MK y;;:'N 'J-: 
'V2 VT^OV \V2&2 
H ps nyoy.pyD cyn ,?yp;y" -
, t . ^ — > • — 
-^D^DB DnymcBpyEUBD pi«:. -
•D3K"yE lyo^Kn -n^*o:y;"K |y: " - , ' ;T"» 
oy:y^ pc D^yD"D?K\jyj n ^^ = T"w-«M 
WW^I^ nsvin n "iy D#n ^tr .""*- : 
•KCK pM PE D^ytx"y:i;$ \vrv< "* '"-" '* 
"KE W?$r,yi y?y:jn IXRSIPV: ;*N ";V*\^: 
D^n pal? Difii oyivipo ,DW2 i""- ' - ' " 
-ya n*nm o^n D-S^P n PK jyry; " - "* 
.yi'Miya wzv- " -*" 
D'nycsn oy*: p« sjuypya D'pr* P« - S 
.ci^p ps aayypys c'rr*" 
•?; PK cyr.y:^;- ; ^enstfjrep: =?" " ^ 
•^myajnrn ojn PK irB^nci^KV^ V s -"" '• 
.1911 PK /ntfn ' tp PK -!?=Kep^-- PC " '"- : 
.;*=«Kp ojptg - 1 ^ pc IK2ir=*= I?'"' ; "_] *'s 
•;*;;*z p^^cr "KH K IK'TKI 7 :"-'*V* : s " 
ri<n c»»s tys^yt i ^ PK IIK IK*:" -V~ 
-;7Ecp7 ya»to PK ;•«= K -IK'TITT 10 "•-*"' 
npp-Hjii eayoisa D*T^ ijn o 
...
 r r^upysu8D 15 on» ivr^n **»;* 
;--;-L" »s o;yo 15 IID p o o l e r s iyu 
-:-vr p« D-I$D"IBK ,iyB"3n« P*DP -*S 
.r.VL'iwr tsa W1 s iitfip 30
 fD-,yo 
;;*L-:"* mm:8 P« Diyoyis n«s itttip 2.r> 
;is L—'cy; trnyjy trum P"IDD -.yn 
-y- ,-rcrzr: myn
 fD:yr«nB-D"ii i y w 
>• --: |9CKns ,20 >KP»? pfi Tyrttyiys 
•s ps^syz yro3»o pE ytrc^p y;yzy;-y 
.onyzcys 
>'L"'VV r;my&*9P s 1$ " ; : K I : n n p : p« 
-J>"T ' y i p.£ DIJTP? H P"HP -1 : p« 
'8*:*' D"iy382 DTlpD p» 
-i^ ttc ivapyotpfi trumropyBtitts "iy* EPS 
ry*:« ;*K By*n"it y-iyzyn [am ,iycr»K<D 
•;'L-"V v^hs .ftpipoipB ore Dt3;yci:yc« 
-*E MU? $- DVII o*: |»D"r ysry^ ,;y; 
**P*IMPS -yi MI *ii« TS
 rjy3yne'y: \yz$r 
;K—y£ ,<8*irn iyul9 cy-i nzsr TT on :y 
;*N .Diya^ -jss c y : s jysyii oxy* jys v?y, 
-prrsa s nyzt$ oy PK D«P3'}PTV. -y-
.*p-i:yz 
;y2V'-ir-,ytD^ K p« DJJV, ,?$P$Dtp5 "itf"! 
-«- ,1910 "yzcyasyn \vu2 oyi im,$uy; 
.;-v;r-N :•{•:: ny tyv, o*ns yDD t^ttryz p*p D*: 
:.--v y v , 2 ^ fr3"K nrvooMpy jyp -.y 
-;« -;• |yp [yjyjfcn .;yo?8r::^ orrK jyf-m 
i';-N jyn^oire nsny1 iv tinyii jyztpzy; 
's-s-= ojn c: 03"^; D"t yo*mv H -.yi$ 
"* ,(yt:?8nya;ij ; : ^ MTB *nj oiyv iy .-^r 
.]y:*D0ny&j»it |yj"? cp-nx yi^z 
-
%
« /*•.?; PK OTWHVP w a v y Tin 
:?:»- yzryr ,\mw yew: lynyoyswoMK 
--ir •sri yovy^ n p« tytMiyaD i^K TT 
vTi TK fD f^^ v H iyp:yn TIK 
- %'*£ nnyr ^yD'2-c;y3y> iy- r'N nnn* 
"v: ~vcz"iK y ^ iyrn iKsny-i |IK
 #iyrDL" 
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" '.«: iy;yp n*o .n«iD j'p'D ma^c « 
"v ]vr'*-y--vsr -V:N':"'S*" '>":"vix-*r 
L„.: r ^ : -y:ys5 y-y«j orw^v: 'v^N" -y; 
:*N P*,IDC c.jjr^yi s ;y:y v;x~: '-
,$D;$"!$t: P« iN"';yv;^ v *••: ir^ryrijt 
"V2*x t*K y;in£ *•: ;-N ,1SH2 prt- "N 
pyts'c^r *y3wyT ~y~ •* ;>~j^ "i" ;>z*;>* 
TD"r y^~ e^ r~c *v D&cny; L\N~ r^-
"*?;~yvy: .""S' ;;NE:;^ r*""^r -vr^: 
3".w ,;v~,,,r,.vr^5< — D D J< V : ;y*^j 
>* L.*- L-*n3",.y« * 1 ">-v^  jyz^ ™ ."'"*->"r 
"nyn ,|ycryei*« v~V": lynyasnys L^ST 
^'Jo^Ey y,»SD,;;< -v%:$ \V2$r v : -;y-
^^~y; Lv; cy;"- p£ ^^T ;^p p« t}--py; 
iyr^n ^yr^c^rcr ~y- MI p« ;-:yr""-^-: 
\yrty; rrr.vc v.v%- iy-"ir -.,': \vv. 
^ s « m s PH D-.yp"iDD-oi»prn n "v 
*- u«^ r c:yo:ny .;"v:^s -ytrreryEV: 
•"•.yc PISOL" i"^' r-s- »s' PE j r cnyz"^ 
j?rrjc ^ : ;yz^r »v .;y,-"- y -y : oiycy".;' 
**;s:iS yc^-; K «:IU* zyi fy;y; Dryury; 
"iwt 20 ?»«p^ r PK c:yo"rv .^rx-: yoi*: 
.TI«I?Z D:^L"r lynw — '^'" ^ ^ ixn--
yiy^T sruvsiryz L^~ ""S.SZ opijrn '• 
-^;y*r c v MI L^-y: PN \".H iy::ry-u>'2 
nya:^ - : iy;'M cjy::— .lyvcr *v ••: 
,;^:v ?Kse,Mr.yo:,« -.y::iK ps r e -v~ 
oyr, p» QI^C^IPK r^ioz zyi o^r yrn*v 
iyu^r-y jyJijt "i w jyE'-yn P T : y-s L-: 
.;y: s 
lis ,KS'2 3;nytDD i^yz nyp^Bc •" pfi 
is1: |"K vr ;y:«- "T *V y—• ;N DIN -y-
-p^ -iDD n r*v cv- PE ,ryt>—y^  nysyc n 
PDB^ |yi^ry: ^--=:y;:"'" ;>r" ~v:v^£ 
\v? \vv cyK« cyi P-E ::-V^" c*r r « PK 
pn s^ pw T' cyv -scxr "y" '« ,;yry:c"-s 
jysny: PK r—^r -y- . T I N D-: ;yri:y 
pw ,'K^r*- iyol5 zv- :*ceo:yn w*v: 
my? iyvy; "ly^ yi" y*^  '""" iy-"" ;v-'^- "•»* 
•
C
^E ;yvy; PH r-jyr-2 p£ vr:-N *s pw 
jynyo^ tr»yp"ioo n .m»r:BrH» an:yor 
-yn w *^r w'rvr p.K ly^c *« 'v L-ryE 
y-yt jy^yr, ^t PZ jjn-ypew D 3^ D^Z^K 
ryD22 cm .;vrvy; ;y;"iyi»E yory-y: 
PK "pacta, ptpn nyas .mv s pa "i iv-: 
"snou Djjnnjne-D^ii .t$*a:pe"T a iyiiy; 
iPa$n ,P"-IDO pe npwa n ,Di"Pfi8? p« 
PTPO'3 "ny? « D'najpjw pn besaipe T*?3 
ny3jn2*P"iBD op:t*$e"": jptpn IBC ^s 
•yn p« JP3*?D:PEP-IPS orttfpa iy^^n »t 
"patf ay-i pc m a w ) n "aitfj, rup r ; 
cy<E$p H DSNzy: o$n oftp npi r .?m:vPD 
nppa PK ?ppync \vr\ PN .lyo^irnvo *v, 
iyu^ny; Diyo-.^sy: n on*K iP3$n ,jpc 
n IPJPii IV3K-1& o*s pn'*nme*a pm p« 
Dsny; D$n "iy D$II po'aDtympo PDIK'2 
D$n ,*,: .moo n« i^^c njn patf o*e 
op^nopa ;TK ,-!W3 s *n W U C P J Sppapre 
Dip "lynstc; .oapa^ D*O ^ i jynjmD*nn 
•Dfi^ n H ^anp^pip p»n iP3PJP3DMnit ny 
Ttfpnp jnjnas rasa s "UKJW*P \\t DPD$3 
•m B—oapw DVorvia irappmn p« aan 
iv 'nw PDTV H o$n D#«
 raavip5p'ip ya 
.ipamBcnprn ipvaita p« prumftp 
iy;%,T ip:p5a p'ficvp D'?pp;p-i£ ,#an 
m p i oycsz n ,n~« .jp^KEPaain owe 
w IPewvpmv npo^anu n jy-iKty:;"** 
iyasn .oruiunn yo^s n *pw o^ann ijn 
-potr ipD'*:rw n .iPB$nopa D'3 ^ya$ "? 
K PK .grcniy ipm oyc^a n .coys iyn 
! D;P"$: PK ap*t 
neap pa 
•y: D*; cyr*p Dtp cy 
H t* ,jpnpn w Erurmtm 
TP3*eputf>P "ire&jnK^D 
-rjr nppnip r : n p* 
-ya -IKE p-noD pn prm ;yr-r iy:w: m*p 
»5"p TUB nn cy f"'v. rtpaawnpa ynyc 
n n: J3»? lyoneiifc pw . c ; Djr»»: p*p 
yoDinyr n JIE: iy;"« 
ynifDD n^ -»yn p« DP^IDD 
?N;$;r":-iyDrK nyi po 
-yi iy^y: PK n*:r 
-sr'S PK "iy2yL"-pi^ p n pa JST^-K: :• -s 
•tire .'Kftpn iyoi4 cy"
 r:«o;.>": >•";-
H p« DT a^n^ o ,%7 jyaifn PISCL" -:V-_' 
D1: tD"nayc«j^ 03P yoDys: N D ^ p-s :\s_ 
FUP'T iv^yii oyoija H T*: ;ra:-v—•*, 
,;y:^n D^ na «>pa H .iyry;rf>-; ;y::-r8: 
: ""VOVDM 5? via Di^ny; ,fT-">"*- "* 
WTSZ 0*: nyD a^nK '" ;>'->"• "V-:N-
|yj"t "iysy^ H fyv, r-v"^ ."-y—*: >-;•*•* 
•;^ "t jy^^n .o^yn^ « 'v nyy rs-J" 
-?oyo 5? [yoya jy^ip T"iw*iuMa :;•:••-;: 
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